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A. Introduction and Overview
A.1 Plan Purpose
and Intent
The purpose of the West Town Center Investment
Plan is to encourage and facilitate revitalization. This
document provides a vision for what the district could
look like and guidance for how it can be realized. It
is to serve as a guide for public and private sector
investment; identifying the benefits and risks, goals,
the design, and the finance mechanisms. This cohesive
and visionary - rather than piecemeal and reactive approach is expected to provide the following benefits:
•

Builds more predictability and direction into
the design review process by making the desires
of the Town of Avon and its citizens apparent

•

Speeds the review process of compliant
proposals

•

Spurs confidence in investors by outlining
reasonable expectations for growth

•
•
•

Results in functionally and aesthetically
complementary development
Establishes a distinguishable character for the
Town Center
Assists the Town in budgeting resources by
proposing time frames, incremental steps,
financing mechanisms, and management plans

The vision is the result of ideas contributed by owners
of key properties, the community, and the Town
of Avon and their consultants. This document is
intended for the use by these groups, more specifically:
•

Developers

•

Architects, Landscape Architects, and Urban
Designers

•

Town Center land owners

•

Town Center tenants

•

Transportation Authorities

•

Avon Public Library

•

Community Groups (i.e. Art and Public Places)

•

Chamber of Commerce

•

City Departments responsible for decisions that
affect the West Town Center such as:
-

Community Development

-

Finance

-

Public Works

-

Design Review Board

-

Town Council

-

Planning Commission

-

Parks and Recreation

Relationship to
Town-wide Plans
This document is adopted by Town Council and was
developed in concert with the following documents:
•

Town of Avon Comprehensive Plan, February 2006

•

Town of Avon Residential, Commercial, and
Industrial Design Review Guidelines, adopted
November 6, 2001 and revised January 10, 2006

•

Zoning Code of the Town of Avon

•

West Town Center Implementation Plan,
November 6, 2001

•

Town of Avon Housing Needs Assessment,
December 2006

•

Imagery including photographs, sketches, diagrams and computer
models are used throughout the Investment Plan to assist in the
visualization of the potential for physical changes. Building massing
and footprints are for descriptive purposes only.

EAST TOWN CENTER

Town Center West Area Urban Renewal Plan,
August 2007

The Guidelines in this document work with the
Comprehensive Plan and Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design Review Guidelines
to provide specifics that are customized to this
District. Reference is made throughout this document
to the Town of Avon Residential, Commercial, and
Industrial Design Review Guidelines with indications
of when to refer to them and when the Town-wide
guidelines are superseded by this document.

THE VILLAGE AT AVON

WEST TOWN CENTER

In addition to West Town Center, redevelopment is planned for East
Town Center, the Village at Avon and Riverfront Village. Much consideration has gone into how these districts and the surrounding areas fit
together functionally and aesthetically.
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Genesis of the Plan
The Town of Avon and key property owners have
prepared plans for the West Town Center District as
early as 1999. This was at a time of major investment
by property owners and a desire to coordinate efforts
to create a unified central district. The November 6,
2001 Avon Town Center Implementation Plan includes
an action plan for public improvements in combination
with the private sector projects.

Stakeholders engagement throughout the plan development process has
been the key to creating a plan that is implementable.

The 1973 aerial photograph shows only a mobile home park and

Soon after the Implementation Plan was created, the
tourism industry slowed. Investors became more
cautious and the rate of development decelerated. In
2005, the Town became interested in implementing
the West Town Center District plan. They chose
to begin with streetscape design in an attempt to
spur redevelopment of storefronts. In the process of
developing a conceptual Main Street plan, the Town
acknowledged that improvements were needed
beyond the streetscape to create a vibrant town center.
A streetscape design alone could not address the
challenges of buildings facing away from Main Street,
the need for roadway realignment, coordinating the
redevelopment efforts of multiple land-owners, and
instilling investor assurance. The Town identified
the need for a comprehensive plan that analyzes the
economic, social, and physical factors.

an interchange.

The 1978 aerial photograph shows the beginnings of the roadway network,
a few townhomes, two commercial buildings and a pond. Grading for a
future subdivision to the west of Avon Road is also evident.
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developed a refined, but preliminary, integrated plan
for all components of the West Town Center and Main
Street Public Improvements plan, including:
•

Street configuration integrated with the
transportation center;

Avon Context

•

Proposed railroad crossings and parking
structure;

•

Streetscape, landscape and pedestrian areas;

•

Connectivity and circulation;

•

Signage and wayfinding;

•

Necessary cross plans, sections, elevations and
perspectives;

•

Concept materials and details; and

•

Financing implementation alternatives.

The Town of Avon is located in the Colorado Rocky
Mountains along the Eagle River. Situated next
to Interstate 70, Avon functions as the gateway to
Beaver Creek Resort and is located eight miles from
Vail Resort. The Town was fully incorporated in
1978. Little development had occurred prior to this
incorporation. Avon’s traditional role has been as a
gateway to Beaver Creek Resort, serving as a bedroom
community for Beaver Creek and Vail employees
and as a service provider for the two resorts. After
ten years, in 1988, Avon had a permanent population
of 1,500 people. Ten years after that, in 1998, Avon
was home to over 3,000 residents. In 2003, Avon’s
population had doubled to 6,727 people living in
2,317 households. Avon today consists of year-round
residents, second homeowners and visitors.

A financial analysis and market analysis were
conducted to identify the optimal viable
redevelopment plan for the public and private
sectors. In addition, strategies for the political
processes, funding mechanisms, and management were
developed. This West Town Center Investment Plan
combines all these studies and designs into a single
document. In addition, it provides the Town of Avon
and private developers the guidance needed to realize
the vision of the master plan.

A successful master plan could not be crafted without
the input, support and buy-in from the community,
property owners, businesses, Town of Avon, and
other appropriate governmental services and utility
companies. In 2005, a Community Charrette and
stakeholder meetings were conducted involving a
large array of interested groups (i.e. businesses, art
community, property owners, general public, etc.)
in the design process. Conceptual options were
developed at these meetings and concluded with
public evaluation. Following the meetings, the
preferred alternative was selected. The design team
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A.2 District Context
and Description

West Town Center
Description
Much of the commercial development in Avon’s
West Town Center occurred in the 1980s. Major
developments included the town hall and fire station
as well as The Seasons Hotel, one of the largest
buildings in Avon. The Town also invested in
improvements to the roadways and Nottingham Park.
The Town made further public improvements in the
1990s with the construction of the recreation building,
library, park improvements, and roundabouts at Avon
Road. The Sheraton Hotel, office and commercial
were also built during this decade. Since then, the
Riverfront Village redevelopment has occurred and the
Sheraton has seen some improvements.

The Town of Avon Comprehensive Plan, written in
2006, outlines the current conditions in the Town
Center area:
“The primary focus of urban development within
Avon has been in the Town Center District
adjacent to Avon Road. This important roadway
is the major north-south connection between I-70
and US Highway 6, and serves as the main access
to Beaver Creek Resort. The area just west of
Avon Road has developed into the most intensely
developed area of the Town Center District. The
initial developers of Avon intended the Town
Center District to become the centerpiece of the
town. Avon Center, the Seasons, and Mountain
Vista reflect this intent by their higher density
character, including a vertical mix of uses with
retail and commercial uses on the ground level and
a combination of residential, office, and lodging
uses on upper floors. The buildings in this area
currently orient themselves along the Town’s
pedestrian mall, but the Town has initiated efforts
to convert this pedestrian mall into the new
Main Street that can accommodate primarily
pedestrians and secondarily automobiles.”

Location
The West Town Center District is one of four high
priority redevelopment areas in the Town of Avon, and
it is intended to serve as the heart of the community.
The area is bounded by the Union Pacific railroad
tracks to the south, Avon road to the east, Interstate 70
to the north, and Lake Street and Nottingham Park to
the west.
Interstate 70 is the major gateway to the Town as a
whole. It connects to Avon Road, making this the
most significant - and most challenging - gateway
to the West Town Center District, as it links the
interstate directly to the Beaver Creek Ski Resort.
However, the speed at which most automobiles travel

A.3 Planning
Considerations

this road makes them unlikely to stop in the Town
Center area and makes it difficult for pedestrians
to cross. Turning Avon Road into an inviting and
accessible gateway into the West Town Center
District is a high priority for the Town.

Below are the major current and existing conditions
that have been considered during the planning process:

The other gateway into the West Town Center
District is the pedestrian mall connecting Benchmark
Road to Nottingham Park. The mall funnels
pedestrians into the most intensely developed part of
the District and serves as a transition zone on both
ends between lower density areas.

Next to a Major Interstate
Adjacency to a major Interstate extends the size of Avon’s
retail market because of the ease of access from Vail,
Beaver Creek, Edwards and the rest of the Eagle Valley.

The West Town Center District and its borders include a full spectrum of road hierarchies, ranging from
interstate highway to pedestrian mall:
•

Interstate: I-70

•

Major Arterials: Avon Road, West Beaver Creek
Boulevard

•

Local Roads: Benchmark Road, Sun Road

•

Pedestrian Mall

The major arterials are not pedestrian friendly
environments; Avon Road in particular is perceived as
being a barrier to pedestrian access between the East and
West Town Center Districts. While the local roads are
more walkable, they primarily front onto surface parking
lots as the highest density development has turned its
back to these streets. The Town has set in motion plans
to convert the pedestrian mall into a new Main Street that
would serve automobiles as well as pedestrians (while still
remaining a primarily pedestrian-focused street).

Multiple Retail Areas
Retail traffic from year-round residents, second home
owners, employees and visitors from throughout the
Eagle Valley already flows through Avon. There are
numerous existing retail areas in Avon, including the
East Town Center District, the Village at Avon, and on
a smaller scale the commercial development planned
for the Riverfront Village. These existing and planned
retail areas combine to create a significant critical mass
that establishes Avon as the primary regional retail
destination within the Eagle Valley. However, the
multiple retail areas within the town make it difficult
for Avon to establish a singular commercial image
or presence in the eyes of the full-time residents and
second homeowners and visitors alike.

I-70

Avon Road
Nottingham
Park

West
West Town
Town
Center
Center

Rail Road

East
East Town
Town
Center
Center

The
The Village
Village
at
at Avon
Avon

Riverfront
Riverfro
nt Village
Village
Nottingham
Nottingh
am Station
Station

Roadways, the railroad, and the river provide physical separation between parts Avon’s urban core.

Mixed-Use Retail Center
West Town Center is comprised of mixed-use
buildings, but due to the lack of connections to
surrounding areas, it does not function well as a
mixed-use district that provides people with multiple
options, the opportunity to combine trips, or the
ability to linger and explore. Activity is generated
during the day due to the types of businesses located
in the District, but the area does not attract activity in
the evening.
Unsuccessful Retail Area
Despite the amount of retail traffic to Avon, the
existing West Town Center area is not successful
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and suffers from low sales tax generation and
high vacancies. The space is not well configured
for successful retail operations due to physical
fragmentation, lack of a critical mass sufficient in
size and variety to attract people from outside the
immediate area, and suffers from a lack of identity.
Resort and Outdoor Recreation Portal
Avon serves as the gateway to Beaver Creek Resort as
well as to year-round recreation activities in the region.
Consequently, there is a demand for services from
recreationists that includes gas, food, retail and lodging.

Footpaths are an indication that pedestrians are attempting to create
connections where they do not formally exist. Cut-through patterns are
currently common in the Town Center.

The Transit Center is a new addition located in the southeast part of the
West Town Center.
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Pace of Development
No redevelopment is occurring in the West Town
Center area despite the major development activity
underway elsewhere in Avon. As currently configured,
no single private improvement is able to revitalize or
stimulate more development in the area because each
building is largely located in isolation.

connecting regional, local, and ski transit routes
throughout the Eagle Valley.
Existing Land Uses and Building Stock
Currently, the West Town Center district consists of a
diversity of land uses in vertically mixed-use buildings.
Uses include retail, office, residential, government
services, civic facilities and parks loosely grouped
around a 50-foot pedestrian mall right of way. However,
the current construction quality does not suggest longterm sustainability of the buildings.

A.4 Comprehensive
Plan Vision and
Principles
Vision
The Town of Avon Comprehensive Plan describes the
desired future role of the West Town Center District
as serving as the heart of the community.

Community Gathering Place
West Town Center’s civic area, including the
recreation center, town hall and Nottingham Park,
currently serves as the heart of the community.
However, its design is not conducive to informal
gathering or to hosting community activities and
events.

Pedestrian Accessibility
The current style of development favors accessibility
by automobile over pedestrian transit. In addition,
there are currently no pedestrian linkages from the
Town Center to attractions such as Nottingham Park,
Riverfront Village, and the Eagle River. Pedestrian
circulation in the District is haphazard, disconnected
and unclear. Avon Road is perceived as a barrier for
pedestrians attempting to walk between the East and
West Town Center Districts. However, pedestrian
circulation is improving throughout Avon with the
addition of a transit station, the new gondola, and the
many redevelopment projects surrounding the District.
The rail corridor is planned to serve as a transit/trails
corridor in the future.

Redevelopment Potential
Redevelopment potential in the Town Center is
high. Development currently occurring in the areas
surrounding the Town Center, as well as new access
to Beaver Creek via the gondola, are raising property
values in the District. In addition, the Town owns
strategic parcels that are key to redevelopment.
Through redevelopment, the town has the opportunity
to create a unique sense of place in the Town Center by
utilizing common architectural character and taking
advantage of views of the surrounding mountains.
However, current development standards (e.g. parking
requirements, setbacks, lot coverage) discourage
redevelopment, particularly the denser, mixed-use
variety that is essential to creating a vibrant central
gathering place for the community.

Transit Connection
A transit route currently directly connects Avon’s
Town Center District with Beaver Creek Village.
The new transit center planned for the District
will enhance and expand upon existing service by

Community Support and Momentum
The Town of Avon has had the confidence to take
proactive steps to create an environment that will
attract redevelopment interest because of the support
from the public and buy-in from property owners.
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“Social, cultural, intellectual, political, and
recreational gatherings occur in this district. In
addition, the district acts as the common ground
between the full-time residents, part-time residents
and destination guests through diverse retail and
entertainment opportunities. The West Town
Center District will be an intensely developed
mixed use, pedestrian-oriented area that serves
as the primary focus for residential and lodging
development within the overall Town Center.”

Principles
Planning principles for West Town Center from the
Comprehensive Plan include:
•

Create a new Main Street in the existing
pedestrian mall right-of-way

•

Realign Benchmark Road (Lake Street) to
improve circulation in the area and enhance the
development feasibility of vacant parcels

•

Link pedestrian, bicycle, and automobile
circulation to and through Avon’s Town Center,
Nottingham Park, [Riverfront Village], and the
Eagle River

•

Develop a multi-modal transit center

•

Develop a parking structure associated with the
expansion of Avon’s Recreation Center

•

Develop a mix of uses that provides a strong
residential and lodging bed base supported by
community and guest commercial uses

•

Create inviting storefronts with retail, restaurant,
and entertainment uses on ground levels and
offices, lodging, and residential uses above

•

Establish public plazas and other gathering spaces
for community interaction and social events

•

Provide entertainment opportunities for
residents and guests to enliven the area and
promote extended retail hours

•

Use signage, streetscape design, landscaping,
points of interest, and other wayfinding
elements to help orient visitors to important
destinations within the district and the larger
Town Center

•

Use architectural detailing on ground level/first
floor to enhance the pedestrian environment

•

Site buildings of various sizes along the street
edge to maximize sun exposure, protect views,
and break up building bulk

•

Develop a new transit center and private/public
structured parking facilities that provide easy
access to and through the district

This quick sketches produced in the week-long community charrette
illustrates the important role that the park and pond could play in the
redevelopment of the Town Center.
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B. West Town Center District 3D Model
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Main Street

The vision for the West Town Center focuses on the new Main Street and creating
the vitality necessary to support retail associated with the new Main Street.

Building massing and footrprints are for descriptive purposes only.
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C. West Town Center District Illustrative Master Plan

Lettuce Shed Lane

Main Street

Benchmark Road

Building massing and footrprints are for descriptive purposes only.
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Design Workshop recommends that West Town Center District’s retail
and commercial market focus be oriented towards supporting the lifestyle
goals and objectives of Avon’s residents and visitors. This lifestyleoriented focus will establish a competitive niche that is currently missing
in the market, and will complement the Comprehensive Plan goal of
transforming West Town Center into the community’s gathering place
and social hub. The development program should include 85,000 square
feet of street-level retail space plus an additional 40,000 square feet of
commercial space on the second and third floors of Main Street buildings.
The residential component should include between 500 and 750 units
consisting of condominium, hotel and affordable housing units.

D. Market
Study
Summary
West Town Center District is a mixed-use, pedestrianoriented main street redevelopment project currently
being studied by the Town of Avon. This market
investigation was conducted by Design Workshop
in order to provide insight into the following three
questions for the West Town Center District project:
•

What is the optimal retail market focus for
West Town Center?

•

What is the critical mass and mix of new retail
space that is required to provide the necessary
vitality for the area?

•

What is the critical mass and mix of new
residential space that will best support the
retail component of the project?

The methodology for the market investigation
includes:
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•

Assessment of pertinent demographic
information and projections

•

Review of the goals established in the draft
Comprehensive Plan

•

Assessment of the competitive retail areas
within the greater Eagle Valley

•

Research into comparable communities with
similar main street retail districts

•

Analysis of retail demand in the market area

•

Review of retail market focus options

•

Survey of residential components in comparable
projects

•

Identification of pertinent residential factors

The Eagle Valley retail districts that compete with West
Town Center for patrons include Avon Town Center
East, Beaver Creek, Vail Village and Edwards Riverwalk.
Each has a different mix of uses, types of tenants
and retail focus. Beaver Creek and Vail focus on high
income short-term visitors and second homeowners.
Town Center East maintains a big-box and regional
retail focus that provides transaction-based retail
opportunities for Eagle Valley residents. Riverwalk at
Edwards is a mixed-use development that caters to
second home-owners through its retail program and
services mix but that also attracts residents and visitors
with its numerous dining options.
The comparable Main Street retail districts of Basalt,
CO, Frisco, CO and Truckee, CA were researched in
order to determine positive and negative attributes of
these areas relative to the project proposed for West
Town Center. All three areas selected for comparison
have similarities to Avon with respect to access,
relationship to resorts and demographics. The types of
uses on main street, the retail focus, tenant mix, and
the role of residential were identified for each district.
Frisco and Truckee cater to seasonal visitors and
residents, while Basalt is increasingly focused on the
second homeowner market.
The lifestyle-oriented retail focus recommended for
West Town Center will consist of a mix of retail
stores, restaurants, entertainment and services that
are focused on supporting and reinforcing the outdoor
recreation and community-oriented lifestyle that
draws people to live and play in the Eagle Valley.
Elements of a lifestyle-oriented program include a mix
of entertainment, restaurants, retail and service uses
that are comprised of select national franchises and
locally-owned businesses complemented with high
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quality public spaces, civic and recreational amenities
and an active schedule of events and activities.
Restaurants, bars and entertainment will draw repeat
visitors to the area and will activate the district day
and night and year-round. Retailers will provide
clothing, equipment and services that complement
the outdoor lifestyle. The lifestyle-oriented focus of
West Town Center will benefit from the parks, open
space, recreation center amenities that already serve
to draw people to the area. The retail focus will cater
to year-round residents but will also prove attractive
to visitors. Opportunities for interactive shopping
experiences will provide entertainment in the retail
environment, from watching the process of beer
being made at the brewpub to painting bowls and
plates with the family at the craft store. Intermingling
and socializing will be encouraged with the highquality outdoor public spaces, at the wide range of
restaurants, and in the retail stores. The West Town
Center district will be Avon’s civic center, hosting
festivals, events and seasonal fairs that constantly
change the feel and character of the space and offer
new reasons for people to visit.
The recommended retail program and mix for West
Town Center consists of 85,000 square feet of streetlevel retail space and 40,000 square feet of second and
third floor commercial space. Given the wide range of
transaction-based retail options already in the market,
West Town Center’s program emphasis should be
on food and beverage and entertainment in addition
to retail goods and services. Restaurants drive traffic
to retail areas, and will enhance the attractiveness of
the district to patrons that might not otherwise visit.
Restaurant options should include a mix of breakfast,
lunch and dinner options, quick-casual, sit-down,
family-friendly, and local and franchise operators.
The retail program should include specialty goods and
services that reinforce the lifestyle motivations behind
living in a resort community, including ski and snowboard

shops, specialty outdoor apparel, outfitter services and
interactive retail opportunities like paint your own pottery.
Recommended entertainment uses include an all ages
nightclub and/or live music venue, internet café, family
friendly video arcade (similar to ESPN Zone), pool hall and
a bowling alley or movie theatre.

The Market Study includes case studies for
comparable places in Colorado such as Basalt,
Frisco , Beaver Creek Village, Edwards, Vail, and
Truckee CA.

Please refer to Appendix A for the complete Market Study.

The minimum opening conditions for the new retail
district should include the majority of the streetscape
improvements plus 50,000 square feet of overall
commercial space, including one restaurant anchor.
Five-hundred to 750 residential units are
recommended for West Town Center main street
district. These units should be located on the upper
floors of mixed-use buildings and be comprised of
condominium, hotel and affordable housing units. In
general, the more residential product that is included
in the program mix the better, as residential will be
the primary inducement for developers to redevelop
parcels. A form-based determination of the amount of
residential product based on mass, scale and height
considerations should be the determining factor for the
specific amount of housing in the program.
Residential units will provide support for the retail
area. With respect to supporting the retail, the
quantity of condominium units is more important
than is the type (whole ownership, interval/fractional,
vacation club) as the spending patterns of different
tenants are not significant enough to warrant
restricting one type versus the other. A variety of
condominium product offerings will provide the most
diversity within the tenant mix.
Inclusion of an affordable housing component will
provide a year-round population and will provide
residential opportunities for working residents
and employees at West Town Center while also
addressing larger community-wide affordable housing
goals. Between 10 and 20 percent of the residential
component should consist of affordable housing.
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A. Introduction and Objectives
The Town Center District Design Guidelines will assist developers, design teams, and the Town through
the process of creating a pedestrian-oriented, community enhancing, visually cohesive, and economically
viable district. The guidelines provide a vision to guide
redevelopment based on unifying design principles,
rather than prescriptive mandates such as a particular
architectural theme. This creates a standard of quality
that will sustain real estate values while
allowing flexibility that encourages design creativity.
The guidelines are critical in creating the very best environment while respecting the reality that this redevelopment area needs to be dense to create a financial
return of investment. The intent of the guidelines is to
offer direction for design and development, while still
providing enough flexibility for the individual design
team and developer to support the vision.

How to Use This
Document
These guidelines are specific to the Town Center
District and do not necessarily apply to the whole of
the Town of Avon. Reference is made throughout this
document to the Town of Avon Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Design Review Guidelines adopted
November 6, 2001 and revised January 10, 2006. The
guidelines in this document are an expansion of the
Town-wide guidelines. Any divergence is explained
within the text.
The goals and requirements of the design review are
listed under three headings for each review issue:
Intent, Priority Guidelines, and Guidelines:

Intent
Intent statements are provided to define goals which
the guidelines have been created to achieve. The intent
statement typically describes a challenge to be overcome and an explanation for why the guidelines are
important. In circumstances where the appropriateness or applicability of a guideline is in question, the
intent statement will provide additional direction.

Priority Guidelines
Design Priority Guidelines are objective criteria that
provide specific direction based on the stated intent.
They establish the mandatory minimum. Priority
Guidelines use the terms “shall”, “will”, or “must” to
indicate that compliance is required unless it can be
demonstrated that an acceptable alternative meets one
or more of the following conditions:
•

The alternative better achieves the stated intent

•

The intent which the priority guideline was created to address will not be achieved by application
of the guideline in this particular circumstance

•

The application of other guidelines to achieve
stated intents will be improved by not applying
this guideline

Guidelines
Design Guidelines expand upon the Priority Guidelines and provide alternative solutions to promote the
goals defined by the intent statements. They are more
flexible and harder to quantify than Priority Guidelines. The overall quality of an individual project and
the district may depend on most if not all of these
Guidelines being followed. The Guidelines also provide
negotiation points if either the developer or the design
reviewers wish to resolve differences of viewpoint on

a proposed project. Guidelines are pertinent to the
review process but may not be required for approval.
Guidelines use the terms “may” or “is encouraged” to
denote that they are considered relevant to achieving
the stated intent.

Authority
The authority to enact “Design Review Guidelines” is
granted by Chapter 2.16 of the Avon Municipal Code,
which specifically states:
The objectives of the design-review function of
the Planning and Zoning Commission shall be
as follows: a. To prevent excessive or unsightly
grading of property which could cause disruption
of natural watercourses or scar natural landforms; b. To ensure that the location and configuration of structures, including signs and signage,
are visually harmonious with their sites and with
surrounding sites and structure and that there
shall be conformance to the master plan of the
town; c. To ensure that the architectural design
of structures and their materials and colors are
visually harmonious with the town’s overall
appearance, with surrounding development, with
natural and existing landforms, and with officially approved development plans, if any, for the
areas in which the structures are proposed to be
located; d. To ensure that plans for the landscaping of property and open spaces conform with the
rules and regulations as prescribed by the Town
and by this chapter and to provide visually pleasing settings for structures on the same site and on
adjoining and nearby sites (Ord. 83-11).
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Design Review
Process
These Design Guidelines are to be used when developing in the Town Center District. They are in addition
to and shall supercede the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design Review Guidelines.
These Guidelines are not intended to take the place of
professional design assistance, which is highly recommended, but rather to assist the owner and designer
in creating the best project for the district. Employing
a design and planning professional may facilitate a
quicker review process.

Commission. If the Commission determines
that advice or assistance of professional consultants is needed, or that additional information is
required from any source, an additional 45 days
shall be permitted for action by the Commission.
2.

All applications must meet the following
general regulatory and planning criteria to be
approved:
•

The project complies with the Town of Avon
Zoning Regulations,

•

The project has general conformance with Goals
and Policies of the Town of Avon Comprehensive Plan, and any sub-area plan which pertains,
and

Modification Of The Avon
Design Review Process
The Design Review process is broken down into two
stages: Sketch Plan Review and Final Design Review.
Community Development shall review all material
submitted for either of the design review tiers to
determine whether an applicant has met the minimum
submittal requirements prior to the scheduling of a
meeting or public hearing. A pre-application meeting
is strongly encouraged prior making application.
For Sketch and Final Design Review, if the application
and supporting material is found to be inadequate, the
Community Development Department shall not schedule the application for consideration by the Planning
and Zoning Commission but shall notify the applicant
of any inadequacies.
1.
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General Approval Criteria

•

There exist adequate development rights for the
proposed improvements.

•

Basis for approval or denial of project design

If the design of any project is found to comply with the
purposes prescribed in these Guidelines, Regulations,
and any applicable Ordinances of the Town of Avon,
and the design guidelines review criteria prescribed in
Section 7 of these Regulations, the Planning and Zoning Commission shall approve the project.
If the Commission determines that a conflict exists
with the purposes Design Guidelines, or any other
provision of these Regulations, or any Ordinance of the
Town of Avon which would prevent approval of such
project, the Commission shall disapprove the project.

The Planning and Zoning Commission shall
consider the application and supporting mateIf the Commission determines that conflicts exist
rial and shall approve, conditionally approve,
which are subject to correction, the Commission may
deny approval or continue the design review
conditionally approve or request changes to conform
of the project within 45 days of the date of the
with the Design Guidelines or other provisions of
meeting at which the complete application and
those regulations. Any disapproval, conditional apsupporting material is first reviewed by the
proval or request for changes shall be in writing and
Part II: Design Standards and Guidelines
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shall specifically describe the purpose, statement, or
design guidelines with which the design of the project
does not comply and the manner of noncompliance.
Notification of an application decision shall be made
by the recording secretary and transmitted in writing
to the applicant within 7 days of said meeting.
Scheduling: The length of the development review
process, from the acceptance of a complete application
by Staff to the actual hearing, shall provide the Town
with a minimum review time as follows:
•

7 working days (or no later than 5pm of the Friday one week prior to the meeting) for a Sketch
Design review for all residential projects less
than multi-family.

•

12 working days for Final Design applications
on all residential projects less than multi-family.

•

21 working days for Sketch and Final Designs
for all other residential or commercial projects. Scheduling requirements, timelines, and
commitment goals are available in the office of
Community Development, and may be updated
periodically.

Community Participation
The community is encouraged to participate in the design and planning of each project to influence how the
district should be developed and improved over time.
Involving the public early in the process encourages
the swift resolution of potential conflicts and ensures
that public interests are addressed.
The effort to encourage public involvement activities
should be comparable to the high-profile nature of the
Town Center District developments. For this reason,
the following actions are recommended:
•

Meet with immediate neighbors and local
public officials to solicit input on the proposed
project during the pre-conceptual design phase.

• Host an open community meeting during
conceptual design phase to solicit input on the
proposed project.
•

Modify the project design as direct result of
community input. If modifications are not made,
explain why community input did not generate
design improvements.

•

Work directly with community associations
and/or social networks of the community to advertise public meetings and generate comments
on project design.

•

Establish ongoing means of communication
between the developer and the community
throughout the design and construction. A
project website would accommodate this recommendation.
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B. District-Wide Guidelines
Introduction
The Town Center District is the social, cultural, intellectual, political, and recreational heart of the community. In addition, the district acts as the common
ground shared by the full-time residents, part-time
residents, and destination guests. As such, it must
reflect the principles and beliefs of the people that live
in Avon and the retail and entertainment expectations
of those that visit.
The Town Center District will be an intensely developed mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented area that serves
as the primary focus for residential and lodging development within the overall Town Center.  In addition,
the Town Center District will promote the efficiency
standards and sustainability measures treasured by the
entire town. This chapter of the guidelines is intended
to encourage developers and community leaders to revitalize existing urban areas, reduce land consumption,
reduce automobile dependency, promote pedestrian
activity,  improve transportation efficiency, promote a

diversity of uses, improve air quality, decrease polluted storm water runoff, responsibly and efficiently
manage resources and build more livable, sustainable,
enduring neighborhoods for people of all income levels.
The guidelines in this section are informed by the
LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) Green Building Rating System™ for Neighborhood Development, a national set of standards for
neighborhood location and design based on the combined principles of smart growth, urbanism, and green
building. The LEED Neighborhood Developments
Rating System (ND) is currently in Preliminary Draft
form. This chapter is not a substitute for the LEED
document, as the LEED document provides extensive
information and is updated often.

tion standards for buildings contributes to the overall
district sustainability.

Objectives
•

To make the Town Center and Main Street a
focal point of the community.

•

To utilize the principles of smart growth, urbanism, and sustainability to illustrate the value and
opportunity for efficiency and sustainable design.

•

To create a fitting and genuine character for the
community.

Avon’s Town Center will be a focal point of the community. The vision

•

To create a safe, comfortable and convenient
environment for pedestrians.

rado; Boulder, Colorado; Basalt, Colorado; Frisco, Colorado; Truckee,

for the redevelopment includes the creation of a mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented, community center similar to Belmar in Lakewood, Colo-

California; and The Grove in Los Angeles, California. (The Grove is
featured in the photo above)

For more information see the General Building Guidelines chapter strategy for Sustainable Buildings.
Requiring all property owners to meet LEED certifica-

DISTRICT-WIDE
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

B.1 Dense Development
As the town grows, it is increasingly important to create a compact central core that will become the focal
point for the community. With guidance, density can
create variety and vitality in a town center. It will result
in a walkable town center where reliance on cars is
reduced and where people can live, work, and shop in the
best part of town without getting in a car.
A dense core can produce the kind of development
necessary to support public transit, further reducing
Avon’s reliance on cars.

Density shall be expressed in terms of a Floor to Site
Area Ratio (FAR). Parking areas shall not be included
in calculations for FAR. (Avon Comprehensive Plan
Policy B.1.2)
•

A maximum FAR of 7:1  is allowed, provided that
the project meets all priority design guidelines.

•

Development in the town center shall provide a
minimum FAR of 1.5:1. The Nottingham development may be an exception due to its relationship to the park.

The density shown in this picture allows for short walking distance which
helps supports the shops and restaurants. (Greenvalley, Nevada)
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DISTRICT-WIDE
INTENT
Businesses that provide a
service to residents, such
as a movie theater and deli
shown in this photo, can
be amenities that attracts
people to live in an urban
setting. (Eagle, Colorado)

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

B.1 Dense Development,
cont’d.
The encouragement of dense development in the core
can also redirect the focus of current growth away
from the periphery, concentrating use in an area with
existing infrastructure and services.

B.2 Mixed-Use
Development

With thoughtful design and careful
management many different types of
commercial businesses are compatible with residential living within close
proximity. The image to the right

Creating a variety of uses is critical to having a successful 24-hour downtown. In America’s recent past the
central cores of many towns have developed primarily
as centers of business, inhabited by office buildings,
frequently with single tenants.  These centers expand
and contract with the market for office space, and are
disproportionately impacted by economic cycles. Having a variety of uses means that the center can remain
relatively viable even during economic downturns
affecting any one land use.

(Basalt, Colorado) features a small
bank below two floors of residential.
The image below (Addison, Texas)
shows a market at the ground level
with three floors of housing above.

Employees who work in these town centers frequently
live outside it because there are few services available
to residents to support residential living. Large numbers of commuters leave the core each evening, taking
with them the critical population necessary to support
a well-rounded 24-hour town center. A diversity of
development downtown can better support residential
development and decrease the need for commuting.

The first floor shall be retail on pedestrian-oriented
streets, such as Main Street and Lettuce Shed Lane, for
a depth of at least 35 feet from face of building.
Office is not permitted on the ground floor, however,
required retail space may be used for office uses on a
temporary basis if approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission and reviewed on an annual basis.
Housing is not permitted on the ground floor unless it
is a transition from a residential neighborhood to the
mixed-use core of the town center.
Ensure that no more than 90% of total interior square
footage comprises any single use type.
Uses on the upper floors shall be office, affordable
housing, or market rate residential housing.

Part II: Design Standards and Guidelines
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Encourage opportunities for people to live and work
within one building.

DISTRICT-WIDE
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

B.3 Jobs-Housing Balance
Avon has a history of housing workers from nearby
communities with high housing costs such as Vail.
The redevelopment of this mixed-use district provides
the opportunity to create a community that provides a
balance of jobs and homes for employees.
Creating a balance of jobs (specifically wages) and  
housing enables citizens from a wide range of economic levels and age groups to live and work within the
community. This has many benefits including a reduction in energy consumption and pollution from motor
vehicles by providing opportunities for shorter vehicle
trips and/or use of alternative modes of transportation.
The presence of year-round residents is important for
activating the district and establishing a sense of community for the area. Given the demand from prospective second-homeowners and retirees for residential
product in Avon, it is likely that year-round residents
and employees earning at or around the median income
will not be able to afford the price points that will
likely be established by the free market.
Affordable housing will ultimately be beneficial to private developments as the residents provide an on-site
employment source for retail tenants and offices. It also
addresses community-wide affordable housing goals.

Evaluate the per-project consistency between housing
values and wages of jobs created.
A sufficient variety of housing sizes and types are
encouraged in each project such that the total variety
of housing within the project or within 1/4 mile of the
project achieve at least 0.5 on the Simpson Diversity Index using the housing categories. The Simpson Diversity
Index score is calculated with the following equation:
Score = 1- ∑ (n/N)^2 , where n = the total number
of dwellings in a single category, and N = the total
number of dwellings in all categories.
Housing Categories:
Duplex or townhouse - large (greater than 1500 sf)
Duplex or townhouse - small (less than 1500 sf)
Multifamily dwelling in building with elevator
- large (greater than 1500 sf)
Multifamily dwelling in building with elevator
- small (less than 1500 sf)
Live/work large (greater than 1500 sf)
Live/work small (less than 1500 sf)
Accessory Unit – large (greater than 1500 sf)
Accessory Unit – large (less than 1500 sf)

The balance between jobs (specifically wages)
and housing costs should be considered in the
creation of a mixed-use development. Providing a diverse housing mix can make this district
available for workers. (Scottsdale, Arizona)

Refer to the Avon Housing Needs Assessment for more
information.
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INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

Civic art works can define the public spaces. It provides a rich language that expresses the values of a
society and it may engage the public in an emotional,
intellectual, or even physical way.

Civic art shall be incorporated into public infrastructure projects such as bridges, transit systems, highways, roadways, or water features. (See Art and Public
Improvements diagram on the following page)

Artful design is encouraged within every aspect of the
built environment.

Art can increase our sense of belonging by associating us with a place imprinted with a specific image
or feel rather than one which looks and feels like any
other modern American town. While buildings are
built of standardized products, and look more and
more alike throughout the world, civic art can provide
visitors as well as residents with multiple and layered
expressions of a history and culture that is unique to
that place. Art can express local history and identity
through reference to town geography, landmarks, ethnicity, industry, local craft, tourism, recreation, town
changes, community togetherness, significant town
events and people, and other cultural attributes.

Gateways identify important entrances to the town
center by establishing a graphic and visual identity to
both motorists and pedestrians.  The gateways and significant intersections of the town center are identified
in the public signage section of this document.  They
shall be developed with consideration for the visual,
tactile, psychological, and emotional experience by
motorists, transit riders, cyclists, and pedestrians.

B.4 Civic Art

This gateway structure provides functional elements of shade and
seating (notice the bottom leaves are shaped to form chairs), and is
a visual part of the vegetative landscape. Pedestrians walking below
hear a sound track of nature sounds. (Lakewood, Colorado)

As the world we build increasingly isolates and protects us from our climate and from the infrastructure
which controls it for us, our understanding of natural
processes and our relationship to them is increasingly
obscured. Art that articulates and draws attention to
these natural processes can help reconnect us with nature. By focusing our attention on the way we impact
nature, it can teach us sustainability.

This art piece invites interaction from a child drawn to utilize it as a
resting spot. It is designed to aesthetically fit within this plaza.
(Vail, Colorado)
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Avon is currently experiencing a revitalization of its
town center. Always, but particularly now during this
intense period of redevelopment, new public spaces,
private projects, and infrastructure improvements
should have a significant and visible component of
public art. Art is also good design; meaning a bridge,
building, and sidewalk can be artful. Developing
ongoing private incentives for the creation of on-site
civic art (art and artisan-created architectural enhancements), can create a robust expression of Avon’s
identity and unique character in our town center.
Part II: Design Standards and Guidelines
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It is recommended that developers incorporate artists
into the design team from the inception of planning in
order to integrate works of art into their projects.
Civic art can be both traditional artwork created for
public spaces as well as artisan-crafted architectural
details and take the form of plaques mounted on buildings, information on transit shelters, murals, commemorative sculpture, elements in the sidewalk, walking
tour brochures, etc.
It is recommended that civic art provide visual value
during all seasons, weather, and light conditions.
It is urged that the aggregate civic art throughout the
entire district be considerate of the diversity of people.
Some civic art may be most appropriate for the interaction of children while other art may express the
culture of a particular group within the community.
A comprehensive district civic art plan promotes civic
art pieces to be in compliance with and integration
with the district design elements. It is encouraged that
art not be stand-alone (“plop art”), unrelated objects.
It is recommended that utilities and mechanical equipment not detract from civic art.

Art and Public Improvements
Part II: Design Guidelines
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DISTRICT-WIDE
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

B.5 Character Misrepresentations and “Theme” Environments

The recently built hotel models its materials, colors, fixtures, and
signage on the town’s mining past for commercial entertainment. This
literal interpretation of style is not recommended for Avon’s Town Center (Black Hawk, Colorado)

This modern building (left) utilizes
color and architectural detail fashioned in the Victorian style. Such
mimicry of past styles detracts
from other truly authentic buildings in the area. (Breckenridge,
Colorado)

Avon’s town center currently includes buildings from
the late 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s reflecting a variety of
styles. Over time, construction methods, engineering
practices, building styles, and uses change in a natural
evolution of technology, economy, and architectural
values. One need not be a historian to notice the
difference between buildings of different eras, nor be
well versed in civic planning to appreciate the sense of
continuity created when buildings from many generations combine in one urban setting.  Their differences
speak to the passage of time and to the variety and
creativity of the human spirit. However, we have the
ability today to cover our contemporary buildings
with exteriors that exactly duplicate the appearance of
much older buildings. While supposedly providing the
town with charming old-world buildings, this prospect will also create confusion about the authenticity
of the buildings, devaluing them in the process.

Literal interpretations or mimicry of Victorian architecture, mining vernacular, and architectural styles
found primarily in the European Alpine environs is
inappropriate for Avon.
Application submittals must include adjacent building elevations to ensure the architecture is compatible
with the streetscape facade context.
Building mass and proportions in the core must respond
to adjacent buildings and avoid creating awkward or
incompatible design solutions.

The town can be a model of the values we hold as
a community. If these include a sense of history, a
unique character, and authenticity, then it is important
that we are careful in the way we recreate the past
through our buildings. While past models and styles
are often used to establish a physical identity for new
development, the recent phenomenon of theme environments and theme parks, does this in a cold commercial way, degrading the original with caricatures
intended to attract attention with fake images.

This building exemplifies the authentic, contemporary, mountain architecture style; use of subtle earthtone colors; and mix of regional building materials encouraged in the Town Center. (Basalt, Colorado)
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The Town of Avon Design Guidelines prescribe an
overall design theme that is attractive in appearance
for visitors and residents, and yet is flexible enough to
allow design innovation. Architecture is to be fitting
for a contemporary mountain town, complementary to
II: Design Standards
the natural landscapePart
and undeveloped
environs.and Guidelines
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New town center buildings are recommended to be
designed in such a way that they do not mimic eraspecific architectural styles in a faux manner and
should be designed to be “timeless” in character.  This
guideline does not preclude consideration of the use
of materials, scale or massing found on older buildings
(See Building Guidelines).
Compatible designs need not be created through replication, but reflect a consideration of the scale, material
and massing of the adjacent buildings.
Mock representations or caricatures of past or of
imaginary places, popularly referred to as “theme
environments” or “theme parks” are not recommended
in the town center.  The meaningful use of quality local
materials and authentic application is encouraged.

DISTRICT-WIDE
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

Development shall not obscure primary views. (See the
Important Public Views diagram).

It is encouraged that development not obscure secondary views. (See the Important Public Views diagram)

Pedestrian bridges and building flyovers (above
ground pedestrian connections) shall not be permitted
on Lettuce Shed Lane. Designated allowable locations
for pedestrian bridges and building flyovers are noted
in Section F.11.

New development is encouraged to consider neighboring properties views to designated view corridors.

B.6 Important Public Views
The preservation of certain views in the town center, toward and away from the surrounding mountains, greatly
enhances the experience of living in the town center.
Views to the south are of Beaver Creek and Bachelor
Gulch. Views to the west are of Bellyache Range. Both
provide an attractive contrast to the buildings in the
town center.  These particular views are unique to Avon
and help distinguish it from other towns, reinforcing its
unique character. Finally, the views help people orient
themselves within the town center.

Buildings are encouraged to be sited to take advantage
of views.
It is encouraged that flyovers and bridges be as transparent as possible and strive to frame views from key
pedestrian locations.
The view of Beaver Creek adds great value to the town.

B.7 Solar Orientation and
Shading Exposure
The pedestrian experience is enhanced by the ability
to choose between spaces of sun or shade exposure. It
is important in mountain climates where the summer
sun can be intensely hot and the winter environment
sees long time spans of snow and cold that options
exist for respite or relief from the elements. Solar gain
is critical in creating warm and inviting spaces. Allowing the cold air to burn off at different times of the day
(through solar gain), it is envisioned that the pedestrian spaces will be acceptable even during the shortest
day of the year.

Materials shall be selected in part for their ability to
absorb heat in the winter and reflect heat in the
summer.
Deciduous trees shall be used in public spaces to
provide shade in the summer and allow the sun to filter
through in the winter.

Consideration of shade-producing street furnishings,
such as umbrellas, is encouraged.
It is suggested that passive and active solar gain be
maximized.
A variety of sun and shade conditions are encouraged
to allow full use during the extreme heat of summer
months and take advantage of warm winter days.

Tree height, place-

Refer to Section E General Building Guidelines for more information regarding materials.

ment, and foliage contribute to the balance
of sun and shade.

Refer to Section F-L Building Specific Guidelines for more detailed
information regarding solar orientation and shade exposure.

(above: Los Angeles,
California, left:
Pasadena, California)
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IMPORTANT PUBLIC VIEWS

DISTRICT-WIDE
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

B.8 Water Resources
In addition to town, state, and national mandates,
more stringent management derived from the LEED
Neighborhood Development Guide is suggested. These
guidelines are intended to further reduce surface water
pollution, prevent flooding, and conserve potable water.  

It is recommended that stormwater volume rates are
maintained, such that the post-project development
two year, 24-hour peak discharge volume does not
exceed the pre-project development two year, 24 hour
peak discharge volume.

See the LEED-ND and LEED- NC document for more information and strategies.

It is recommended that a stormwater management
plan be implemented that results in a 25% decrease
in the rate and quantity of post-project development
stormwater runoff when compared with pre-project
rates and quantities. The plan may also call for the
capturing and treatment of the stormwater runoff from
90% of the average annual rainfall using acceptable
best management practices (BMPs) that are capable of
removing 80% of the average annual post-development
total suspended solids (TSS) load based on existing
monitoring reports.

See The Town of Avon Pollution Control Plan Manual, The
Town of Avon Drainage Design Manual, and The Avon Master
Drainage Study for guidance on managing water resources.

The use of pervious paving materials, bioswales, green
roofs and/or stormwater reuse are examples of design
strategies which decrease the rate and quantity of
stormwater runoff.

This vegetated roof helps reduce the amount of impermeable surfaces
in the urban environment. (Chicago, Illinois)

Resources:
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Stormwater Best Management Practice Design
Guide includes information with respect to; watershed factors, terrain factors,
physical site factors, community and environmental factors, and location and
permitting factors.
Website: www.epa.gov/ORD/NRMRL/pubs/600r04121/600r04121.pdf  
The Stormwater Manager’s Resource Center Fact Sheet- Stormwater Management Practices
includes a series of fact sheets on the most common stormwater management
practices with quick summary descriptions of practices, including planning
level cost information.
Website:  www.stormwatercenter.net/  
Colorado Local Technical Assistance Program Article: Drainage and Stormwater Management website includes information about drainage workshops, articles, current
stormwater regulations and a library of reference materials.
Website: ltap.colorado.edu/newsletter/sept02/5.php
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C. Streets and Public Spaces Guidelines
Introduction

Objectives

The intent of guidelines for streets and public spaces
is to create a quality level of public space design that
responds to and unifies the overall character of Town
Center District. The streetscape should reflect the authentic, contemporary, mountain character promoted
by these design guidelines.

•

•

Define a clear set of guidelines to inform a quality
level of design improvements that are visionary,
aesthetically distinct, and complementary of
development in the town center.
Promote an organized and functional system of
spaces and circulation in the public realm that
can easily be navigated and interpreted by both
locals and guests.

•

Dictate an appropriate hierarchy of design for
streets and pedestrian spaces.

•

Soften and mitigate the visual impacts of large
buildings through the design of a human-scale
pedestrian experience.

•

Provide transitions between public uses, including pedestrian corridors, vehicular corridors,
ground floor building uses, plazas, and the
transit center.
Seasonal lighting and decorations enliven public spaces. It is impor-

STREETS AND PUBLIC SPACES
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

tant to provide appropriate electrical connections for such decorations.

GUIDELINES

(Denver, Colorado)

C.1 Utilities
Consideration of visual impact
in the design and placement of
utilities is just as important as the
functional efficiency. Utilities can
be hidden from view to contribute
to the visual appeal of the streets
and public spaces.
Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines for more information
regarding utilities.

Above ground utility lines, electrical transformers, and utility
meter transmission equipment are not permitted on Main Street
or Lettuce Shed Lane.

Screening utilities with grading, walls or fences constructed to
be consistent with the adjacent building’s materials, color, and
thoughtful detailing is encouraged.

Equipment incorporated or attached to the architecture shall
be located away from primary building entrances and public
spaces. Utility equipment connected to building faces that are
facing Main Street and Lettuce Shed Lane is not permitted.

Screening of utilities with vegetation is encouraged, with the
exception of any utility that may kill plant material with excessive heat.

Main underground utility lines shall not interfere with tree
vaults on Lettuce Shed Lane and Main Street.
All major plazas and public activity spaces shall provide appropriate access to electricity and water for special events. Electricity shall provide adequate amps for large events.

It is suggested that utility equipment be located in areas of low
visibility and low pedestrian use. Locate equipment and service
areas adjacent to structures, to the extent possible.
Utility boxes are recommended to be placed in sub-grade vaults.

Electrical wiring for seasonal lights and decorations shall be
provided.

Screening lessens the visual impact of utility boxes on the back side of
buildings. (Eagle Ranch, Colorado)

All surface-mounted utilities such as manholes, lids and vaults
shall be well-integrated with pavement grading and jointing.

Part II: Design Guidelines
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STREETS AND PUBLIC SPACES
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES
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C.2 Paving
Materials
Quality paving materials add
texture and visual interest to the
streetscape. Variety in materials
can delineate spaces such as pedestrian crossings for vehicular safety.
The quality and durability of materials can reflect the street hierarchy.

A rich mix of materials is
encouraged in the design
of public spaces to add
texture and interest.

Roadway and sidewalk paving
projects present the town with an
opportunity to utilize “sustainable” materials.

Asphalt is not permitted on Main Street, Lettuce Shed Lane, or
the Transit Center. Asphalt is permitted on Lake Street in travel
and parking lanes only.

A mix of paving materials that complement each other is
encouraged.
The use of sustainable materials is encouraged.

Pavement shall consist of any combination of the following
materials: brick, concrete unit pavers, stone pavers, and/or concrete with additives such as sandblasted texture, unique scoring
patterns, and color.
Colors for bricks, modular concrete, stone pavers, and aggregate
concrete must be inspired by stone found within the region.
Stamped concrete to “mimic” brick, stone, or faux material is
not permitted.

Salvaged, refurbished, or reused materials should be considered
for use for at least 5% of all materials in new shared infrastructure
such as sidewalks, roads, grading subbase, paving, and curbs.
The use of materials with recycled content is encouraged.
Regionally available materials and resources are recommended for
selection to build local economy and reduce the energy consumed
by the processes associated with the production of a building.

(top: Aspen, Colorado;

Recycling or reuse of discarded materials is encouraged.

right: Blackcomb, Montana; bottom right: Boulder, Colorado; bottom
left: Eagle, Colorado)
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C.3 On-Street
Parking
Parking areas are necessary components to a functioning commercial
and residential area. However, these
areas are often disorganized and
unsightly. It is desirable to make the
areas as inconspicuous as possible.

Angled parking is required on Lake Street.

On-street parking is encouraged to serve as a buffer between
moving traffic and the pedestrian environment.

On-street parallel parking shall be provided on Main Street and
on Benchmark Road (only west of the transit center).
No parking shall be permitted at the Transit Center. Only busses are permitted to stop and queue for drop-off and pick-up.

Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines and Section 17.24.020
of the Town of Avon Zoning Code for more
information regarding parking.
On-street parking serves as a buffer between moving traffic and the
pedestrian environment. (Denver, Colorado)

C.4 Grading
Circulation and pathway grading
should display smooth transitions
at grade for a safe pedestrian experience and comfortable accessibility
for the elderly and disabled. Grading should be done in ways that
minimize visual prominence.
Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines for more information
regarding grading.

Grading must be sensitive to the natural topography by minimizing cut and fill in undisturbed areas.

Changes in grade may be used to separate and define activity areas.

Graded areas must be revegetated with acceptable plant species
within one growing season.

Grading that captures storm water runoff, directs it through
planting beds and/or layers of sands and aggregates, and cleans
the water prior to leaving the site is encouraged.

Regraded areas shall be blended in with the tops and toes of
existing adjacent grades.

Finished grades that minimize exposed foundation walls are
recommended.

Grading shall not occur within the drip line of trees to be
preserved.

Open drainages may double as amenities for play and enjoyment,
to the extent possible without affecting public health and safety.

Awkward changes of grade in public spaces shall be avoided.
Changes in adjacent grades that are so large that they require
fences, railings, or other safety devices shall be avoided.

Open drainage can provide more than a needed function. It may be
designed to take advantage of the visual, tactile, and audible enjoyment of water features. (left: Vail, Colorado. right: Teton Village,
Wyoming)

Part II: Design Guidelines
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C.5 Transit Stops
Conveniently located and comfortable transit stops invite people to
take public transportation as an
alternative to an automobile. They
can also contribute to the aesthetics and orderliness of the street.
The transit stops are gathering
places that provide an opportunity
to exhibit sustainable practices.
NextBus or equivalent technology informs transit riders of real-time
arrival predictions, making the transit system more user-friendly and

Colorado)

C.6 Pedestrian
Corridors, Paths,
Steps, and Ramps
Safe and efficient pedestrian circulation minimizes the impacts of
grade changes and provides design
solutions in the public environment.

created to be shared by pedestrians, bicyclists, and low-speed motor
vehicles. They are typically narrow streets without curbs and side-

ers and must travel at very low speeds below 10 mph. This makes a

New transit shelters shall be at least partially enclosed to adequately buffer from weather.
Transit stops shall be clearly defined and visible to pedestrians
and all automobile traffic.

Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines for more information
regarding sidewalks.

Pedestrian walkways shall be continuous and shall compliment
adjacent surfaces.

Steps with low risers and wide treads are encouraged in order to
provide ease and informal seating areas.

Path, step, and ramp materials shall consist of natural, warmtoned colors.

Paths, steps, and ramps constructed of natural materials are
encouraged.

Pavement shall consist of any combination of the following materials: brick, concrete unit pavers, stone pavers, and/or concrete
with additives such as sandblasted texture, unique scoring patterns, and color.

It is recommended that paths be scaled appropriately to the surrounding use patterns to minimize traffic conflicts between pedestrians and provide for unobstructed travel between destinations.

Pedestrian crosswalks shall be clearly identified on Benchmark
Road and Lake Street, due to anticipated traffic.

street available for public use that is essentially only intended for local
residents. (Dutch Street. photo by Michael Ronkin www.safety.transportation.org)
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Efficient heating of transit shelters is encouraged.

New transit shelters shall include passive solar technology.

walks, and vehicles are slowed by placing trees, planters, parking
areas, and other obstacles in the street. Motorists become the intrud-

The use of sustainable or green materials is encouraged.

Transit stops shall be located in strategic locations to maximize
opportunities for those arriving to shop and access recreational
amenities. Transit stops shall also be located for the convenience of residents who desire to avoid owning or using a car.

clear to riders. (Left: Albuquerque, New Mexico. Right: Lakewood,

“Woonerf” (“Street for living”) is a Dutch term for a common space

Wiring shall be provided at all transit stops for “NextBus” or
equivalent technology. Transit shelters shall have informational
signs related to transit.

Main Street shall be designed to look, feel, and function as a
large plaza, and not a conventional street. Curb and gutter are
not allowed on Main Street

Part II: Design Guidelines

LEGEND
TRANSIT STOP
Transit stop locations were selected based on a 2.5
minute walking distance from major amenities

Transit Stop Locations
Part II: Design Guidelines
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C.7 Walls, Fences,
and Screening
Walls, fences, and screening
methods enclose and define space,
provide scale and interest, and reinforce the pedestrian experience and
the streetscape character.
Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines for more information
regarding walls, fences, and screening.
The use of regional rock for walls provides a distinct and authentic
look. (South Jordan, Utah)

All commercial service areas are to be screened from adjacent land
uses by architectural features such as walls and fences at a minimum height of six-feet and/or heavily massed plant materials.
Walls and fences adjacent to outdoor public spaces shall be
faced in natural materials, including stone, wood, architectural
concrete and/or metal.
Railroad ties, pressure-treated wood, and chemically treated
wood are prohibited
Chain link, vinyl, and plastic fencing are prohibited.
Retaining wall ends shall be tied into adjacent landforms where
applicable.

Materials with texture and richness adjacent to pedestrian
spaces are encouraged.
Sustainable or green materials are encouraged and should be
considered wherever possible.
It is recommended that views of adjacent landscapes be captured
to create indoor-outdoor relationships which extend the landscape into buildings.
Walls and fences that complement the architectural character of
adjacent buildings and appear as extensions of the building walls
or bases are encouraged.
Stucco walls and/or fences are discouraged unless they are architecturally treated.
It is recommended that concrete retaining walls be finished and
designed in an architectural manner.
In areas of public and/or pedestrian use, walls that incorporate
seating are encouraged.

The low walls on this streetscape serve many functions. They are low
and wide enough to provide seating, gaps between the walls reinforcing the doorway locations. The walls hide the lighting fixtures and provide a container for the plantings. They separate the vehicular space
from the pedestrian space. (Eagle, Colorado)
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Benches, trash, and recycling receptacles shall be provided as
shown on the Street Furnishings Diagram on the following page.

Powder-coat and other durable applied finishes are encouraged.

C.8 Street
Furnishings
Furnishings provide detail, interest,
and site comfort in human-scaled
public spaces. Their placement at
intervals creates a street rhythm,
organization, and aesthetic character. These amenities provide a
functional service and it is therefore
necessary to consider the specific
needs of a site such as bike racks
near transit stops or trash receptacles in public plazas.

Street furnishings shall not block the view of retail windows.

Furnishings constructed of finished steel or extruded aluminum
and polypropylene or wood are promoted.

Street furnishings shall be oriented as not to impede the direction of pedestrian movement and circulation.

Restaurant and other outdoor seating is encouraged along Main
Street and Lettuce Shed Lane.

Trash storage shall be screened from view and located away
from heavy traffic areas.

Street furnishings that are compatible with one another in appearance, style, color, and construction quality are
recommended.

Separating furnishings from the public walkway with half walls
or fencing helps to delineate public from private space. It also
ensures that furnishings do not obstruct the thoroughfares.
(Denver, Colorado)

Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines for more information
regarding trash storage.
Seating and street furnishings placed intermittently creates
convenience and predictability for pedestrians seeking a resting place (Vail, Colorado).

Outdoor seating provides guests with the ability to watch
passersby and interact with the public realm. Multiple levels
of restaurant seating also add more vertical dimension and
activity to the streetscape. (Denver, Colorado)
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C.9 Plant Material
Plants provide texture, visual
interest, and appeal to the senses
in pedestrian environments. They
also have the ability to frame
important views, screen negative
visual impacts, and accentuate the
design character of an area. Plant
materials collect storm water.
Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines for planting requirements for methods, irrigation requirements, turf, and acceptable plants.

Trees removed shall be replaced with the total equivalent of the
same size caliper of the tree lost.

The use of native, hardy, and drought tolerant plant materials is
encouraged.

Plantings shall not interfere with sight lines to traffic, intersections, and signs when placed near roadways.

Existing trees and mature vegetation may be preserved by
protecting their root systems through the use of barricades and
fencing during construction.

Deciduous trees with a minimum caliper size of 3 inches and
evergreen trees with a minimum height of 10 feet are required
when planting. Ornamental trees must have a minimum caliper
size of 2.5 inches.
Fertilizers and pesticides shall not be used in areas adjacent to
water sources.

Perennials and other plant material that grow and bloom through
multiple seasons are encouraged. Annuals may be appropriate in
some situations but are suggested to be kept to a minimum.
Plant material that requires minimal or no permanent irrigation
and maintenance is encouraged. If necessary, drip irrigation is
recommended in planting beds.

Street trees in regular patterns buffer the pedestrian environment
from automobile traffic as well as create a cadence and definition
of space.

Street trees used as a buffer between pedestrian and vehicular
traffic and to help define space are encouraged. A good rule-ofthumb is to place shade trees that, when mature, will cover at
least half the width of the sidewalk.
Turf grass is appropriate in areas of active use, such as seating or
play areas. Rich, healthy soil is suggested to accommodate turf in
order to reduce its water consumption.
Plantings are recommended to occur in masses for maximum
visual impact, to frame buildings and entrances, and to frame
views.
Layered plantings are encouraged to be created with a hierarchy
of groundcover, understory, and canopy.

There are many benefits to using native, hardy, and drought tolerant plant materials. This photograph shows how these plantings can

Healthy plant communities that require minimal or no fertilizers
and herbicides are encouraged. When fertilizers and herbicides
are necessary, least-toxic methods are recommended.
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provide an authentic and unique look. The tall plantings conceal a
pavement-dominated environment. (Littleton, Colorado)
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C.9 Plant Material
continued...

GUIDELINES
More mature and/or large specimen plantings should be considered to the extent possible.
It is best to avoid plantings that create hazards such as thorns,
messy fruit, attract undesirable critters, and litter and that require excessive maintenance in pedestrian areas.

C.10 Lighting

Whenever possible, energy-efficient
fixtures such as LED solar-powered
bollards should be considered and
integrated into the public realm.

A message painted on a recently constructed storefront in
Belmar advertises one of the sustainable practices imple-

The lighting aesthetic can reinforce the identity and character of
a project through form, color and
materials of fixtures, visual light
quality, and placement.

Timing mechanisms shall be used to shut off lights when they
are not needed.

Outdoor lighting is necessary in
an urban setting for way finding,
safety, aesthetics, highlighting,
shop front display, and extended
out-door use. However, over-lighting or inefficient lighting can have
undesirable effects on the visibility
and clarity of the night sky and
be visually unappealing to residents. For these reasons, carefully
designed lighting solutions are
urged. Careful design can reduce
infrastructure costs and energy
use when compared to common
practice solutions.
Refer to Chapter 15.30 of the Municipal
Code and the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design Review
Guidelines for outdoor lighting information.

mented in the district: carefully designed lighting.
(Lakewood, Colorado)
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Light sources that create true-color rendering are encouraged.
Energy-efficient fixtures such as LED light technology are
encouraged. This includes LED seasonal lights. Solar powered
lighting is encouraged where applicable.
Interpret between existing standards and design for the lowest
possible light levels while addressing safety, security, access,
way finding, identification and aesthetics. Light only areas that
require it.
Light fixtures that complement architectural elements are suggested.
Mercury vapor, low-pressure sodium, high-pressure sodium and
metal halide light sources are discouraged.

STREETS AND PUBLIC SPACES
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

C.11 Activities and
Special Events
Seasonal activities and special
events are important in activating and creating a multi-seasonal
destination, attracting visitors, and
establishing a sense of place and
character through the expression of
cultural attributes and values of the
local population.

All major plazas and public activity spaces shall provide proper
access to electricity and water for special events.

Public gathering spaces should implement water features, fire
pits, and other “gathering” attractions into the design.
The Recreation Center should consider incorporating a climbing
wall on the exterior of the building facing Main Street or nearby.

C.12 Carts and
Vendors
Carts and vendors are encouraged
on Main Street to enhance its attractiveness; provide opportunities
for creative, colorful, pedestrianfocused commercial activities on a
day/night, year-round and seasonal
basis; encourage commercial activity and entertainment that adds
charm, vitality, diversity, and good
design to the area; and provide
revenue to offset (in part) the cost
of maintaining the area. Carts and
vendors will be limited to those of
the highest quality that advance
these purposes.
Refer to the Street Furnishings diagram
for locations that Carts and Vendors are
allowed.

Carts and vendors will not be allowed in any of the designated
plazas. They shall be limited to areas along major pedestrian
circulation paths.
Carts and vendors shall obtain all necessary permits, licenses,
and leases. Feedback from adjacent property owners will be
collected prior to approving permits, licenses, and leases for
carts and vendors.

Carts may be of a temporary or semi-permanent nature, but it is
encouraged that they be readily mobile.

Public gathering spaces that incorporate water features, fire pits, and other
“gathering” attractions into their design create activity nodes that may
enliven the district.

Carts and vendors should remain in operation no less than five
days per week and four hours per day during the months of May,
June, July, August, and September, or as designated on lease.
The following types of carts and vendors retail are encouraged:
food vending, flowers, newspaper/magazine sales, or arts/crafts.

The Town Council may issue as many mobile vending cart
permits as deemed appropriate, but it the carts shall only be
located in the areas indicated in the Street Furnishings diagram.
Special events may be an exception.
A mobile vending cart shall not exceed a size of four feet in
width by ten feet in length, excluding roof overhangs and
wheels, by eight feet in height.
A permittee is responsible for maintaining the area within and
in proximity to the permittee’s cart in a neat, clean, and hazardfree condition, including, without limitation: (1)Disposing of
all trash off-site; and (2)Storing all mobile vending carts off-site
when not in operation.

Carts and vendors add vitality to the street and provide convenient retail
opportunities. (Los Angeles, California)
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C.13 Deliveries
Delivery vehicles in the public rightof-way can disrupt pedestrian and
automobile activities by taking up
parking spaces, blocking entrances,
creating unsafe driving and walking
conditions, disposing of litter, and
adding noise to the street. Limiting
delivery locations and delivery time
frames within the public right-of-way
encourages large semi-trailers to utilize specified internal loading areas.

All residential service delivery must occur internally within a building.
Deliveries to retail may occur on Main Street but only during
the hours between 6:00 am and 10:00 am. Parking is limited
to 20 minutes. Semi-trailers are prohibited on Main Street for
loading purposes.

Delivery vehicles are encouraged to use public streets and loading
facilities that are not located on Main Street.
Shared loading facilities are encouraged.

For every 300 feet of parallel parking, one 22 foot long loading
space shall be provided for delivery loading.

Large delivery trucks can interfere with vehicular and pedestrian
access to buildings. (Avon, Colorado)

C.14 Snow
Removal and
Storage
Temporary snow storage sites
are a necessary part of mountain
towns. These sites will not impede
circulation and disrupt the visitor
experience to the minimum extent
possible after major snow events.

All sites in the Town Center District shall provide adequate and
confined sites for snow storage.

It is recommended that snow removal and storage sites coincide
with natural drainage.

Visual and pedestrian circulation shall be considerations in the
placement of snow storage.

Snowmelt is allowed if the drainage systems are properly designed to handle the corresponding intensity of snowmelt runoff.

Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines for more information
regarding snow removal and storage.

Open spaces that function as seating spaces and small parks in the
summer may provide an opportunity for snow storage.
(Aspen, Colorado)
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D. Public Signage Guidelines
Introduction

Application

Required Submittals

The purpose of this section is to provide guidelines for
exterior wayfinding signs and to establish a consistent and controlled sign program for the Town Center
District. Use of consistent design, color, materials,
logo, typography and size relationships will help visually unify the Town Center District environment and
provide cohesive and distinctive identity in the built
environment.

This section consists of a standardized sign program
for the Town Center District. All signs shown are designed and approved by the Town of Avon and should
not be altered.

Prior to the installation of any sign, the fabricator will
provide a complete set of construction drawings and
a scaled graphic layout of the sign, indicating typography and graphics, mounting location, and size.

In the future, there will be instances where additional signage and graphics will need implementation.
Through the use of this manual, Avon will be able to:

Additionally, paint and materials samples should be
submitted by fabricator for approval prior to fabrication.

Sign requirements vary from location to location. The
examples shown in this manual may not address every
future situation, but will assist Avon in selecting the appropriate sign type and format for a particular situation.
These guidelines do not stand alone – they must be
supplemented with the fabricator’s construction drawings in order to correctly manufacture and install signs
within the Town Center.
Sign function and usage varies within the Town Center District environment. Most of these variations have
been anticipated and categorized in the manual.

Objectives
•

Provide unified and distinctive graphic identity
elements for the Town Center District.

•

Aid visitors and residents in locating
destinations easily.

•

Facilitate traffic circulation and public safety.

•

Enhance the visual environment for the Town
Center District.

•

Provide an efficient implementation process
when additional signage is required.

•

Specify and locate the required sign type(s).

•

Create a message for the required signage.

•

Administrate the construction and installation
of the required signage.

As requirements for additional signage occur, the
sheets within this manual can be issued to a particular
vendor to obtain pricing information.
The user of this manual should observe the characteristics of the existing signs for reference on the variety of
messages and usage of particular sign types, as well as
mounting and locations.

The fabricator’s documents should be checked for
compliance with the following:
•

Proper placement, scale, material and color.

•

Sign message text and symbols must conform to
the format(s) and typography described in the
appropriate sections of this manual.

•

Sign messages should be brief and consistent in
nomenclature. Messages should not be crowded
on the sign face. All letter spacing and line spacing should be consistent with what is shown for
appropriate sections of this manual. Abbreviations should be avoided if possible.

Consistency in signage and shop display contribute to the overall
character of the district. (Denver, Colorado)

For sign locations and messages, please refer to the
sign location plans included in this chapter.

Part II: Design Guidelines
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D.1 Font
The fonts utilized for the sign program at the Town Center District further extend
the influences of Avon’s connection with railroad history.
The exterior sign family at the Town Center District utilizes the font Rockwell Condensed. For all sign messages, all caps and/or big and small caps are preferred. Refer to
actual sign layouts for appropriate uses. No other alternate fonts are permitted.
The Transit Center utilizes both Copperplate Gothic 33BC and Engravers MT. For
all signs, the use of capital letters is preferred. No other alternate fonts are permitted.
The typography shall never be distorted to fit within a particular size or format. Letter
spacing and line spacing shall always comply with examples shown in this manual.

STANDARDS
West Town Center: Rockwell Condensed

Transit Center: Copperplate Gothic 33BC

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Example of “Big and Small Caps” proportions

PA R K
D.2 Symbol

Transit Center: Engravers MT

ABCDEFGHJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Arrow and Symbol

Arrow symbols used on the message panels for exterior signage shall always match the
proportion of the symbol indicated. The arrow symbol shall never be distorted to fit
within a particular size or format. Utilize the examples shown in this manual for size
and spacing of arrow symbols in relation to typography as it is used on message panels.

D.3 Logo
The approved Town Center logo shall be used in total at the proportion shown. Utilize the example(s) shown on appropriate sheets for size and spacing.

Approved Logos
Four Color Version (CMYK)

Utilize final logo art available from Town.

Black & White Version
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One Color Version
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D.4 Color Palette
The exterior sign family utilizes product colors shown at right. No alternate colors
shall be used for the sign program. The color samples on this sheet are for reference
only. The fabricator shall match paint color using actual paint samples.
Custom color samples to be provided by the project designer.
The sign fabricator shall use 3M Scotchlite Reflective or Scotchcal graphic film
(opaque) as specified.

P-1: Custom Color
Powder Coat to
match sample.

P-2: Benjamin Moore
2108-30
“Brown Horse”

P-3: Matthews
MP 20508
Gold Metallic

V-1: 3M ScotchLite
Reflective White
#680-10

V-2: 3M ScotchCal
“Antique White”
#7725-89

V-3: 3M ScotchCal
“Sandstone”
#7725-90

The sign program color palette is an extension of the overall West Town Center
design principle of warm, Colorado-inspired colors. The program is closely integrated
with the design of the street furnishings including the project lighting standard.
 0,!. 0RIMARY 6EHICULAR $IRECTIONAL
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D.5 Sign Program Design Principles
The look and feel is timeless and contemporary. Elegant with a rustic twist.

The sign program design

The program reinforces the area as a new district and destination.

% !34 4 /7. # %.4%2

Literal interpretations of the historic railroad or themed representations are not
acceptable.

7%34 4 /7. # %.4%2

reflects a contemporary
interpretation of historic
elements, forms and

(!229 ! ./44).'(!- 0!2+

influences inspired by the
railroad
g  as shown in the

Own a “Signature” Color. Distinctive color reinforces district identity.

photos to the right.


Civic — not Urban.

A bridge in Avon, Colorado.
Date unknown.

Program must be compatible with a multitude of existing and potentially new architectural styles.
Can be extended into a comprehensive town-wide system.

 %,%6!4)/. 0RIMARY 6EHICULAR $IRECTIONAL
3#!,% g 
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A train passes
the Town of Avon
in this undated
photo.
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D.6 West Town Center Sign Program Location
Plan
The sign locations shown are diagrammatic and are for design intent only.
Over time, additional signs may be necessary. The existing installed signs should be
reviewed for proper usage, location, messages and orientation.
AA Project Gateway
BB Primary Vehicular Directional
CC Secondary Vehicular Directional
DD Vehicular Regulatory
EE Street Identification
FF Primary Pedestrian Multi-directional
GG Primary Pedestrian Directional with Clock
HH Secondary Pedestrian Directional
JJ

Directory and Events

KK Freestanding Banner
LL Freestanding Bus Stop Identification
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D.7 Sign Types AA: Gateway
The Town Center gateway is intended to announce the project, provide a sense of
arrival and a welcoming gesture to visitors.
For the Town Center District, the gateway is not intended to be a static or permanent structure. Instead, a more flexible and changeable system is preferred.
The Town Center gateway shall adhere to the sign program design principles.
Literal interpretations of the historic railroad or themed representations are not acceptable. For example, a train trestle, trellis or bridge would not be permitted.
If lighting is proposed, it shall follow the Town of Avon lighting ordinance.
Banners content shall be either project identity (logo) based or Town heritage based. No
advertising will be permitted. Event banners will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Pedestrian bridge portal structure at Westminster Promenade (Westminster, Colorado)

Permanent overhead or road-spanning structures are not permitted.
Art (as per the Art Program) is encouraged.

Suspended “Tivoli” lights at Larimar Square provide seasonal character. (Denver, Colorado)

The entrance off Avon Road is the primary entrance for the West Town Center gateway. The intersection at Lake Street will not be considered as the primary project
gateway.
Final design and implementation to be approved by the Town of Avon.

Changeable banners provide a sense of arrival and frame the streetscape experience (Boulder, Colorado).
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D.8 Sign Type BB: Primary Vehicular Directional
The Primary Vehicular Directional Sign provides visitors in automobiles with directional information to the West Town Center District and other destinations from
Avon Road.

Content

 0,!. 0RIMARY 6EHICULAR $IRECTIONAL

 3%#4)/. 0RIMARY 6EHICULAR $IRECTIONAL

3#!,% g 

3#!,% g 
g 

All text and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement shown. Message is single-sided.

g 

Usage
This sign should be programmed on Avon Road directing visitors to Town Center
West.

Typeface
Rockwell Condensed.

% !34 4 /7. # %.4%2

Construction

7%34 4 /7. # %.4%2

Post bases: Dry stack appearance Colorado red sandstone (stone per designer
sample).

(!229 ! ./44).'(!- 0!2+

Posts are 4 (four) 1-1/2” square fabricated aluminum tube supports. All exposed
surfaces to be powder coated: Color: P-1. Top cap is spun aluminum “dome,” Painted
P-3.

g 



Sign panel frame is 1” square tubular aluminum. All exposed surfaces to be powder
coated: Color: P-1.
Sign panel is 1/4” aluminum, painted, color: P-2. All arrows and copy are reflective
adhesive die-cut vinyl, color: V-1. Tool line on sign panel face is V-3.
Circle accents are 3/8” thick cut aluminum welded to sign frame, painted color: P-2.
Sign footing: Sub-grade 3000 psi pour in place concrete footing. Depth as required
per local codes.

Location

 %,%6!4)/. 0RIMARY 6EHICULAR $IRECTIONAL
3#!,% g 

3IGN 4YPE "" 0RIMARY 6EHICULAR $IRECTIONAL

See “West Town Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.

Part II: Design Guidelines
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D.9 Sign Type CC: Secondary Vehicular
Directional
The Secondary Vehicular Directional Sign provides visitors in automobiles with additional directional information to the Town Center District and other destinations
from Avon Road and Main Street.

Content Guidelines

 0,!. 3ECONDARY 6EHICULAR $IRECTIONAL
3#!,% g 

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Message is single-sided.
g 

Usage
The scale of this sign shall be used throughout the Town Center.

Typeface
Rockwell Condensed.

Construction
Posts are 4 (four) 1-1/2” square fabricated aluminum tube supports. All exposed
surfaces to be powder coated: Color: P-1. Top cap is spun aluminum “dome,” Painted
P-3. Post base: Fabricated aluminum (all four sides). All exposed surfaces to be powder coated: Color: P-1

4 / 7 . # %.4%2
7 %3 4
0 ! 2 + ) .'

Sign Panel Frame is 3/4” square tubular aluminum. All exposed surfaces to be powder coated: Color: P-1.
Sign panel is 1/4” aluminum, painted, color: P-2. All arrows, symbol and copy are
reflective adhesive die-cut vinyl, color: V-1. Tool line on sign panel face is V-3.

g 

Circle accents are 1/4” thick cut aluminum welded to sign frame, painted color: P-2.
Sign footing: Sub-grade 3000 psi pour in place concrete footing. Depth as required
per local codes.

Location
See “West Town Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.

 %,%6!4)/. 3ECONDARY 6EHICULAR $IRECTIONAL
3#!,% g 
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D.10 Sign Type DD and EE: Vehicular
Regulatory and Street Identification
The Town Center District is intended to be a safe environment for pedestrians and
vehicles to navigate. Vehicular Regulatory Signs encompass all of the post-mounted
vehicular traffic control signs within the Town Center.

4/7. #%.4%2 2$
@ v

Content
All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Message is single-sided. Street identification is double-sided.

30%%$
,)-)4

Usage

34/0



These sign types may be used throughout the Town Center.

Typeface
Rockwell Condensed.

Construction
Posts are 4 (four) 1-1/2” square fabricated aluminum tube supports. All exposed
surfaces to be powder coated: Color: P-1. Top cap is spun aluminum “dome,” Painted
P-3. Post base: Fabricated aluminum (all four sides). All exposed surfaces to be powder coated: Color: P-1

@ v

@ v

@ v

Street I.D. Frame: 1” square aluminum, painted: P-1. Sign panel (double-sided) is 1/8”
aluminum, painted, color: P-2. All arrows, tool line and copy are reflective adhesive
die-cut vinyl, color: V-1. Street name(s): TBD.
Regulatory signs are Highway Standard with custom frame, returns and back face: P-1.
Sign footing: Sub-grade 3000 psi pour in place concrete footing. Depth as required
per local codes.

Location
See “West Town Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.
 $$ %,%6!4)/. 2EGULATORY 0EDESTRIAN #ROSSING  3PEED ,IMIT
3#!,% g 

6EHICULAR 2EGULATORY AND 3TREET )DENTIFICATION
Part II: Design Guidelines

 %% %,%6!4)/. 2EGULATORY 34/0 3IGN WITH 3TREET )$
3#!,% g 
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D.11 Sign Type FF: Primary Pedestrian
Multi-Directional
The Primary Pedestrian Directional Sign provides visitors with directional information to a variety of destinations at key pedestrian intersections.

Content Guidelines

R E CREATION CENTER

HARRY A. NOTTINGHAM PARK

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Messages are double-sided.

L IBRARY

NOTTINGHAM LAKE

Usage

B O B THE BRIDGE

RESTROOMS

This sign type should be used only at major intersections and decision-making
departure points where several destinations can be reached.

IN FORMATION
3‘-0”

Typeface
Rockwell Condensed.

10’-0”

Construction

1 PERSPECTIVE: Finial Detail
Not to Scale

Post base: Dry stack appearance Colorado red sandstone (per designer sample).
See Sign Type “H” for sandblasted logo at base details. Stone at base shall be large
enough to accommodate the logo.
Post is 4 (four) 3” square fabricated aluminum tube supports. All exposed surfaces to
be powder coated: Color: P-1
7‘-0”

Sign panels are 2 (two) 1/8” aluminum panels, painted, color: P-2. Panel frame is 3/4”
aluminum, painted, color: P-1. All copy is adhesive die-cut vinyl, color: V-2. Sign
panels to be easily removable for replacement.

2 PERSPECTIVE: Directional Arm Detail
Not to Scale

Attach message arms with exposed acorn nut fasteners, painted, P-1.
Finial: Fabricated metal letter and sphere, painted metallic paint, color: P-3

Deep Sandblast
District Logo

Sign footing: Sub-grade 3000 psi pour in place concrete footing. Depth as required
per local codes.

Location
See “West Town Center” Location Plan.

3 ELEVATION: Primary Pedestrian Directional
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.
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Primary Pedestrian (”MASH” Directional)
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Content Guidelines

E

T

A

S T AT
N

AV

The Pedestrian Directional Sign provides visitors with directional information to a
variety of destinations from the Transit Center location.

N

IO

O

D.12 Sign Type GG: Pedestrian
Multi-Directional With Clock

KE
TIM

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Messages are double-sided.

R EC R EATION C ENTER

HARRY A. NOTTINGHAM PARK

Usage

LIB R ARY

NOTTINGH AM LAKE

B OB TH E B R IDGE

SHOP S & R ESTAUR ANTS

This sign type should be used only at major intersections at the Transit Center.

Typeface
Rockwell Condensed.

Construction
Post base: Dry stack appearance Colorado red sandstone (per designer sample).
See Sign Type “H” for sandblasted logo at base details. Stone at base shall be large
enough to accommodate the logo.

10’-2”

Post is 4 (four) 3” square fabricated aluminum tube supports. All exposed surfaces to
be powder coated: Color: P-1
Sign panels are 2 (two) 1/8” aluminum panels, painted, color: P-2. Panel frame is 3/4”
aluminum, painted, color: P-1. All copy is adhesive die-cut vinyl, color: V-2. Sign
panels to be easily removable for replacement.

7‘-0”

Attach message arms with exposed acorn nut fasteners, painted, P-1.
Clock: Double-sided standard clock: T.B.D.

Deep Sandblast
District Logo

NOTE: This sign requires electrical service.
Sign footing: Sub-grade 3000 psi pour in place concrete footing. Depth as required
per local codes.
ELEVATION: Primary Pedestrian Directional

Location

SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

See “West Town Center” Location Plan.

Primary Pedestrian (“MASH”) Directional with Clock
Part II: Design Guidelines
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D.13 Sign Type HH: Secondary Pedestrian
Directional
The Secondary Pedestrian Directional Sign provides visitors with additional directional information to specific destinations mounted to an existing light standard.

Content Guidelines
All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Messages are double-sided.

Usage

1‘-8”

This sign type should be used only at secondary intersections and decision-making
departure points as close to the destination as possible.

Typeface
Rockwell Condensed.

Construction
Sign frame is fabricated one-half inch square tube aluminum. Paint all exposed
surfaces, color: P-1.
Sign panel is 1/8” aluminum, painted, color: P-2. All arrows, tool line and copy are
adhesive die-cut vinyl, color: V-2. Sign panels to be easily removable for replacement.

1‘-1”

P ARKING G ARAGE
A VON S TATION

6‘-6”

Attach to existing light standard post in a permanent manner with no exposed
fasteners.

P ARKING G ARAGE
A VON S TATION

Location
See “West Town Center” Location Plan.

5‘-0”

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.

1 ELEVATION: Light Standard with District Banner and Secondary Directional
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"
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2 DETAIL ELEVATION: Secondary Directional
SCALE: 3"=1'-0"

PUBLIC SIGNAGE
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D.14 Sign Type JJ: Tenant Directory and Events
The Tenant Directory and Events kiosk provides a comprehensive listing of all tenants keyed to a map. This sign is the life-blood of all project retail tenants.

3‘-2”

4‘-2”

The Events side helps promote local Town events. It is not intended to be used for
advertisements.

Content Guidelines
All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. This sign is double-sided

Usage
This sign type should be used only at major intersections such as the exit from the
parking structure or plazas. It shall not be used for advertisement.

Typeface
Rockwell Condensed.

6‘-6”

Construction
Post bases: Dry stack appearance Colorado red sandstone (per designer sample).
Posts are 4 (four) 1-1/2” square fabricated aluminum tube supports. All exposed
surfaces to be powder coated: Color: P-1
Fabricate from .125 gauge aluminum. Ease all corners and edges - not to be sharp.
Clear glass or clear lexan windows. Small profile hinged case doors to have lockable
handle. Paint or powder coat-all exposed metal surfaces, custom color, P-1 Lock: Pin
tumbler die cast knob lock by National Lock (or approved equal). Key to be removable in locked and unlocked position. Lock to have master key.
2 (two) high resolution 4-color output per sign are by others.
Sign footing: Sub-grade 3000 psi pour in place concrete footing. Depth as required
per local codes.

1 ELEVATION: Tenant Directory & Map
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

2 ELEVATION: Back Face of Directory (Local Town Events)
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"

Tenant Directory & Map

Location
See “West Town Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.

Part II: Design Guidelines
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D.15 Sign Type KK and LL: Freestanding
Banner and Bus Stop Identification
The freestanding Banner and Bus Stop are stand-alone versions of sign types found at
the Transit Center.
These signs are to be utilized ONLY if the project lighting standard is not available
for sign mounting.

/

Usage

bus
stop

/

4/

#

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Messages are double-sided.

/.

Content Guidelines

/& !
6

7

.

,/ !$
2

These sign types shall only be used where an existing light standard post is not available.

Construction
Post base: Post base: Fabricated aluminum (all four sides). All exposed surfaces to be
powder coated: Color: P-1

@ v

 v

Posts are 4 (four) 1-1/2” square fabricated aluminum tube supports. All exposed
surfaces to be powder coated: Color: P-1.
Finial: Fabricated metal letter and sphere, painted metallic paint, color: P-3
Refer to sign types A and C for banner and bus stop I.D. construction.

@ v

@ v

Sign footing: Sub-grade 3000 psi pour in place concrete footing. Depth as required
per local codes.

 ++ %,%6!4)/. 3IMPLIFIED 0OST WITH $ISTRICT "ANNER
3#!,% g 
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3#!,% g 
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D.16 Avon Station Sign Program Location Plan
The sign locations shown are diagrammatic and are shown for design intent only
Over time additional signs may be necessary. The existing installed signs should be
reviewed for proper usage, location, messages and orientation.

&


#


-%33!'% 3#(%$5,%
!"( h!VON 3KIER 3HUTTLEv
BANNER 4"$

Sign Type A: Bus Stop Identification

Sign Type C: Bus Stop Identification (Simplified Post-temporary)

#$


4R
AN
SIT

#$


%#
/

)NTERIOR
4RANSIT #ENTER
&UTURE

Sign Type B: Post Banner

!" h"LACK ,INEv
BANNER 4"$





'


 "LUE ,INE

Sign Type D: Bus Stop Identification (Hanging-Future)

 %#/ 4RANSIT

!"( h2ED ,INEv
BANNER 4"$

%VENING &LEXIBLE

Sign Type E: Route Map in Shelter

' h!VON 3TATIONv
&UTURE 0ENDING 4RANIT #ENTER #ONSTRUCTION

!"(


Sign Type F: Route Map in Transit Center

!"(


$AYTIME &LEXIBLE

!"





Sign Type H: Post Base Logo

!V
ON

3K
IER
3H
UT
TLE

Sign Type G: Building Identification (Future)

4RANSIT
3HELTER

% h!VON 3TATION 2OUTE -APv
h0LEASE TAKE ONEv
MESSAGE BOTH SIDES

& h!VON 3TATION 2OUTE -APv
h0LEASE TAKE ONEv
&UTURE 0ENDING 4RANIT #ENTER #ONSTRUCTION
%


#$ h"LUE ,INEv
#$ h%CO4RANSITv
# h2ED ,INEv

 "LACK ,INE

 2ED ,INE

0,!. !VON 4RANSIT #ENTER 3IGN ,OCATIONS
.OT TO 3CALE
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D.17 Sign Type A and B: Banner and Bus Stop
Identification (Light Standard)
Stone base condition shown.

2

PLAN: Sign Types A & B
Scale: 1/2”=1’-0”

Sign Type B

B

P

red
LINE
U

1

S T AT
N

AV

N

IO

O

Sign Type A

S STO

SIDE ELEVATION: Sign Type A
Scale: 1/2”=1’-0”
12’-9”

Light Standard by others

7‘-0”
Sign Type H

3
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SIDE ELEVATION: Sign Type B
Scale: 1/2”=1’-0”

Part II: Design Guidelines

4

ELEVATION: Light Standard w/ Sign Types A,B & H
Scale: 1/2”=1’-0”

8‘-0”

PUBLIC SIGNAGE
PRIORITY GUIDELINES

D.17 Sign Type A and B: Banner and Bus Stop
Identification (Light Standard)

Metal railing condition shown.



0,!. 3IGN 4YPES "  #
3CALE v v

3IGN 4YPE "

"

0

BLack
LINE
5



3 4 !4
.

!6

.

)/

/

3IGN 4YPE #

3 34/

3)$% %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPE #
3CALE v v

 v

,IGHT 3TANDARD BY OTHERS

@ v



3)$% %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPE "
3CALE v v
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@ v
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Location



$%4!), %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPE ! ,OC  2ED ,INE
.OT TO 3CALE

/


0

0

0

$%4!), %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPE # ,OC  "LUE ,INE
.OT TO 3CALE

!6

/

/
!6

See following spreads for all construction details.

5

3 34/

.

Construction

5

3 34/

3 4 !4

BLack
LINE

"

5

"

"

Copperplate Gothic 33BC and Engravers MT.

red
LINE

.

)/

Typefaces

3 4 !4
.

BLUE
LINE

.

)/

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Message/layout is double-sided.

3 4 !4
.

Content

.

)/

The drawing at left illustrates the anticipated layouts for all Bus Stop Identification
Signs at the Town Center District and the Transit Center.

!6

D.18 Sign Types A and C: Bus Stop Sign Face
Layouts

3 34/

$%4!), %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPE ! ,OC  "LACK ,INE
.OT TO 3CALE

See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

Notes

Part II: Design Guidelines
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.OT TO 3CALE
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bus
stop

/

0

4/

/

!6

0

$%4!), %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPE ! ,OC  3KIER 3HUTTLE
.OT TO 3CALE

3 34/

/.

3 34/

/

/& !
.

6

5

#
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.

"

5

.

3 4 !4

.

AVON
SKIER
SHUTTLE

)/

!6

.

3 4 !4

)/

/

Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.

,/ !$
2

$%4!), %,%6!4)/. 4OWN "US 3TOP
.OT TO 3CALE
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D.19 Sign Types A and C: Bus Stop
Identification Details

h

Bus stop identification sign types A&C are intended for use mounted only on
existing light standards at the Transit Center.

h

h

Content
All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Message/layout is double-sided.

Each face is 1/4” thick. aluminum with die-cut adhesive vinyl graphics OR 4-color
high resolution ScotchPrint (or equal) adhered to face.

h

"

Returns are rolled 1/4” thick. aluminum. Paint face and sides, custom color: P-1. See
#1 at left.

5

Armature is fabricated aluminum “I-Beam” painted or powder coated-all sides, custom color, P-1. See #2 at left.
Armature is attached to existing light standard post(s) in a permanent manner with
through-bolt and blackened acorn nut (tamper-proof) fasteners. See #3 at left.
Sign contractor is responsible for engineering of all sign components for wind and
snow loads. All materials and techniques to be proven long-term for high altitude
climate and extreme UV conditions. Sign contractor to verify all dimensions of light
post prior to fabrication of sign.

red
LINE

@ v



3)$% %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPES !  #
3CALE  v v



3%#4)/. 3IGN 4YPES !  #
3CALE  v v



@ v

0

Construction

3 4 !4
.

!6

Copperplate Gothic 33BC and Engravers MT.

.

)/

/

Typefaces

3 34/

%,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPES !  #
3CALE  v v

Manufacturer:
Mountain States Lighting
Attn: Diana Plasha
303-839-4430

Location
See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.



0%230%#4)6% 3IGN 4YPES ! #  $
.OT TO 3CALE
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D.19 Sign Types A and C: Bus Stop
Identification Details

h

@ v

Sign Type B banners are intended for use on existing light standards.

@ v

It is not intended that any district banners have advertising content for retail tenants
or other commercial entities. Local Town or regional events may be considered for
the banner program. However, it is encouraged to alternate the Heritage banners
with the Event banners.

h

Content
All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Message/layout is double-sided.


'2

Typefaces

@ v

Copperplate Gothic 33BC and Engravers MT.

@ v @ v

Construction (District Banner)
Double-Sided (2 per armature) 4-color high resolution ScotchPrint (or equal) adhered to face of 1/8” thick. aluminum panel. 6 (six) banner design to be provided full
size by designer. Banner is attached to existing light standard post(s) in a permanent
manner with through-bolt and blackened acorn nut (tamper-proof) fasteners. See
note #1 at left.
Armature is fabricated aluminum “I-Beam” painted or powder coated-all sides, custom color, P-1. See note #2 at left.
Sign contractor is responsible for engineering of all sign components for wind and
snow loads. All materials and techniques to be proven long-term for high altitude
climate and extreme UV conditions. Sign contractor to verify all dimensions of light
post prior to fabrication of sign.


'2



3)$% %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPE "
3CALE  v v



Manufacturer: Mountain States Lighting
Attn: Diana Plasha
303-839-4430

Location
See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.
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D.20 Sign Type D: Bus Stop Identification
Hanging

@ v

v
h

CONCEALED STRUCTURE ABOVE BY 'ENERAL #ONTRACTOR

h
v

The hanging bus stop identification is intended for use only at the Transit Center
building overhang.

,OT 
BUILDING
OVERHANG
! 6/ .

"

4"$ BY BUILDING
OVERHANG DIMENSION

Typefaces

.3)4 #

BLUE
LINE
53

34/

4% 2

@ v

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Message/layout is double-sided.

!
42

%.

Content

0

Copperplate Gothic 33BC and Engravers MT.

Construction

!6

"

5

Note: Sign contractor is responsible for engineering of all sign components for wind
and snow loads. All materials and techniques to be proven long-term for high altitude climate and extreme UV conditions.


'2

@ v
@ v DIA

0

BLUE
LINE

Armature is fabricated aluminum “I-Beam” painted or powder coated-all sides, custom color, P-1. See note #2 at left.
Armature is attached to building overhang in a permanent manner with throughbolt and blackened acorn nut (tamper-proof) fasteners to structure (by General
Contractor) above. See note #3 at left.

3 4 !4

.

Returns are rolled 1/4” thick. aluminum. Paint face and sides, custom color: TBD. See
Note #1 at left.

.

)/

/

Each face is 1/4” thick. aluminum with die-cut adhesive vinyl graphics OR 4-color
high resolution ScotchPrint (or equal) adhered to face.

3 34/

h



3)$% %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPES $
3CALE  v v



$%4!), %,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPE $
3CALE  v v



%,%6!4)/. 3IGN 4YPES $
3CALE v v

Location
See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.

Part II: Design Guidelines
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D.21 Sign Type E: Freestanding Route Map Case
h

The freestanding Route Map case is intended for interior or exterior public spaces
such as plazas or bus shelters. If interior wall space is available, Sign Type F should
be considered.

 h 3Q

0,!. 4RANSIT 3HELTER 2OUTE -AP
3#!,%   g 



Content

@ v

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Sign is double-sided.

h 3Q
0OST

@ v
-AP FRAME

 h 3Q

Typefaces
Engravers MT.
AVON STATION ROUTE MAP

Construction
Posts: 6” square fabricated aluminum “I-Beam” posts. Post cap and base: fabricated
aluminum. Paint or powder coat-all exposed surfaces, custom color, P-1.
See note #1 at left.

@ v
VA I L VA L L E Y
REGION

Case: Fabricate from .125 gauge aluminum. Ease all corners and edges - not to be
sharp. Clear glass or clear lexan windows. Map holds two (2) 24” x 36” maps (by
others). Small profile hinged case doors to have lockable handle. Paint or powder
coat-all exposed metal surfaces, custom color, P-1. Lock: Pin tumbler die cast knob
lock by National Lock (or approved equal). Key to be removable in locked and unlocked position. Lock to have master key. See note #2 at left.
Concealed concrete footing as required. See detail on the following spread.
See note #3 at left.

-AP
FRAME

P l e a s e ta k e o n e

@ v



#LEAR
POLISHED
ACRYLIC
BROCHURE
HOLDER

3(%,4%2 0,!. 4RANSIT 3HELTER 2OUTE -AP
.OT TO 3CALE

HEIGHT

@ v TO
BOTTOM

Note: Sign contractor is responsible for engineering of all sign components for wind
and snow loads. All materials and techniques to be proven long-term for high altitude climate and extreme UV conditions.

h

Location
See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

@ v

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.
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h

FRAME
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D.21 Sign Type E: Freestanding Route Map
Case Details

0OST

The freestanding Route Map case is intended for interior or exterior public spaces
such as plazas or bus shelters. If interior wall space is available, Sign Type F should
be considered.

"ASE %SCUTCHEON

Content

AV O N STAT I O N R O U T E M A P

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Sign is double-sided.

Typeface
Engravers MT.

Construction
See previous spread for all notes.

Pleas e take o n e

h 3Q

Location
See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

Notes



Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.

3%#4)/. &OOTING
3#!,%    g 

, OF $OOR RETURN
AND LOCK



$%4!), #ASE (ANDLE,OCK
3#!,%  &ULL 3IZE
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D.21 Sign Type F: Route Map Wall Case,
Wall-Mounted
@ v

The wall-mounted route map case is intended for interior wall spaces such as the
Transit Center. For plazas and bus shelters, sign type E should be used.

Content

AV O N S TAT IO N R O U T E M A P

AV O N S TAT IO N R O U T E MAP

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Sign is single-sided.

Typefaces

@ v

Engravers MT.
VA I L VA LLEY
R EG I ON

Construction
Case: Fabricate from .125 gauge aluminum. Ease all corners and edges - not to be
sharp. Clear glass or clear lexan windows. Map holds two (2) 24” x 36” maps (by
others). Small profile hinged case doors to have lockable handle. Paint or powder
coat-all exposed metal surfaces, custom color, P-1. Lock: Pin tumbler die cast knob
lock by National Lock (or approved equal). Key to be removable in locked and unlocked position. Lock to have master key.

 v

Final wall location: T.B.D.
Note: Sign contractor is responsible for engineering of all sign components for wind
and snow loads. All materials and techniques to be proven long-term for high altitude climate and extreme UV conditions.

Location
See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.
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D.22 Sign Type G: Building Identification

AVO N S TAT IO N



Building identification is intended for use at the entrance to the Transit Center.
Final name and location to be determined.

"UILDING
CUT METAL

4YPEFACE

Content

0IN MOUN
PERMANEN
FASTENERS

All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown.

&)NAL MOU

Typeface
Engravers MT

Construction
Building Identification: 1/4” thick individual cut metal letters-painted color: P-1.
Pin mount to existing building facade in a permanent manner (with no exposed
fasteners on front face).
Final mounting location: T.B.D.

Location
See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.
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D.23 Sign Type H: Post Stone Base Logo
Extend project identity on the light standard stone base

Content
All text, symbols and directional arrows must match the spacing and placement
shown. Logo to be sandblasted on one (1) side of post base only.

Logo
See approved logo.

Construction
District logo to be sandblasted one-fourth inch deep into existing buff sandstone
veneer.

7-1/2”

Final logo design: TBD.
3”

Location
See “Transit Center” Location Plan.

Notes
Refer to sign fabricator shop drawings for all construction details and additional
information.

1

ELEVATION: Stone Base Logo
SCALE: 1-1/2" = 1'-0"

Stone Base Logo: District to be 1/4” deep
sandblast into existing buff sandstone veneer.
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E. General Building Guidelines
Introduction
The Town Center is intended to look, work and feel
like a Main Street shopping district, of which the
individual buildings add to the harmony of the area.
Signs, windows, land uses, doors, materials, and many
other attributes together create a unique shopping
experience and desirable living environment. Each
project will contribute to the overall performance of
the district. Projects will also impact the plaza spaces,
circulation, sun/shade, vitality, sustainability, and
general use of the redevelopment area.
Due to the variety of possible architectural treatments
found in the Town Center District, each building will
be carefully considered in relationship to its particular
location. What may be appropriate in one location may
not work in another. All materials must be consistent
with the design, enhance the storefront, and evoke a

positive retail image. Each project will be evaluated on
its originality and compatibility with the neighboring
buildings, and its overall image.
While these overall guidelines apply to every building,
each building also has a set of site-specific guidelines (see
Chapter F through L). By complying to all guidelines, the
individual development will experience quicker land use
approvals processes.

•

To offer guidance and articulate design preferences to save owners, designers, and tenants
time in the design review process.

•

To create sustainable buildings of lasting
quality.

•

To encourage pedestrian activity

•

To produce a consistent collage of signs that
tastefully inform, delight and stimulate the visitor and shopper while fitting in seamlessly with
the context of the environment.

•

To outline general sign requirements for retail
tenants.

Objectives
•

To provide enough consistency in the materials,
forms, and building elements to create a unified district, while allowing enough flexibility
to encourage unique architectural designs and
character expression.

Each individual building contributes to the overall appearance of Avon.

GENERAL BUILDING
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

E.1 Sustainable
Buildings
The sustainability design guidelines
are based on the LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) Green Building Rating System™. Green design not only makes
a positive impact on public health
and the environment, it also reduces
operating costs, enhances building
and organizational marketability,
potentially increases occupant
productivity, and helps create a
sustainable community.

A minimum of LEED “Certified” is required of all projects. The
“Certified” rating is the lowest requirement LEED certification
awarded, requiring:
New Construction (NC): 26 to 32 points
Existing Building (EB): 32 to 39 points

Obtaining LEED “Silver” , “Gold”, or “Platinum” rating is
encouraged.
New Construction (NC):
“Silver”- 33 to 38 points
“Gold”- 39 to 51 points
“Platinum” - 52 or more points
Existing Building (EB):
“Silver”- 40 to 47 points
“Gold”- 48 to 63 points
“Platinum”- 64 or more points

The Belmar Block 2 development project specified how LEED requirements would be achieved by the block developer (building shell) and
by the retail and residential tenants (building core).

LEED fits into this market by
providing rating systems that are

(Lakewood, Colorado)
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E.1 Sustainable
Buildings, cont’d.
voluntary, consensus-based, marketdriven, based on accepted energy and
environmental principles, and they
strike a balance between established
practices and emerging concepts.

The first floor is differentiated from higher levels to provide visual

This document is not a substitute
for the LEED documents, as they
are far more extensive and updated
often. Visit the LEED website,
www.leedbuilding.org

“grounding” of the building and make a pleasant pedestrian
environment. (Greenvalley, Nevada)

E.2 Pedestrian
Access
Pedestrian access is the key to a
positive retail experience and a
comfortable pedestrian area. Main
Street, pedestrian plazas, and other
public corridors (i.e., Lettuce Shed
Lane and the pedestrian corridor
between the parking garage and
the Sheraton) are the primary
pedestrian access areas.

Major doorways and minor doorways can be accentuated with architectural detail to exhibit this hierarchy. (Glenwood Springs, Colorado)
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Pedestrian access to the building must be visually and functionally clear.

It is recommended that winter conditions be taken into consideration when orienting north-facing entries and outdoor space.

Canopies and awnings shall be provided along façades that
give access to the building. The minimum depth of any canopy
awning shall be 5 feet. The vertical dimension between the underside of canopy or awning and the sidewalk shall be at least 9
feet and no more than 13 feet.

Building entries and public spaces that are easily identifiable, visible from the public realm, and treated with special design emphasis are encouraged.

Pedestrians will feel more comfortable in the Town Center if they
feel welcome and accommodated.
However, because buildings seen
from the street present foreshortened views, it is often difficult to
distinguish one from the other; and
major entries. Doors and lobby
spaces call for unique treatment
to appear more welcoming to the
pedestrians.
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It is recommended that primary building entrances be accentuated and differentiated so that they are not easily confused with
entrances into ground-level businesses.
It is recommended that primary entrances connect to lobbies
and elevators, while storefront entrances open onto ground level
businesses.
Large buildings which front multiple streets are encouraged to
provide multiple entrances. Multiple building entrances which
connect to a central lobby should be distributed on different street
facing facades.

GENERAL BUILDING
INTENT

GUIDELINES

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

E.3 First Floors
The first floor of Town Center
buildings should reinforce the
consistent retail experience and
positive pedestrian environment. It
is important that special consideration is given to the first floors for
the following reasons: 1)to ensure
that commercial buildings add to
the liveliness of streets and the
overall community character; 2)
to ensure that buildings along any
street display the greatest amount
of visual interest and reinforce the
character of the streetscape; 3)to
provide a visual connection between activities inside and outside
the building; and 4)to ensure that
buildings do not display blank,
unattractive walls to the street.
Pedestrian-oriented cities require
that the scale of activity be compressed to something much smaller
and more intimate than one appropriate to cars. People walking
on the sidewalk move much slower
than cars and their attention is
naturally more focused. Because of
this, buildings which offer only one
walk-in business or retail opportunity at street level will frustrate the
natural behavior of pedestrians. If
the streetscape offers cues to the
use of buildings, and is clearly defined as a human place, pedestrians
may be less frustrated.

The ground level of buildings shall be pedestrian friendly in
scale, expression and the use of materials.
Buildings, plazas and landscaping must be the predominant
elements of the pedestrian areas, rather than parking lots and
large signs.
People traveling along arterial streets must be able to see storefronts, windows, merchandise, and other aspects of business
activity.
Buildings shall provide street-level, pedestrian-oriented uses on
all street fronts and pedestrian walkways. A public plaza which
follows the guidelines on outdoor spaces may be considered a
pedestrian oriented use.
Drive-through uses are not allowed.
70 percent of any ground floor facade that is visible from a street
or Lettuce Shed Lane shall be comprised of windows with
clear “vision” glass. Display windows may be used to meet this
requirement.
40 percent of all ground floor facade that is visible from any
other pedestrian space shall be comprised of windows with
clear “vision” glass. Display windows may be used to meet this
requirement.

At least five of the following elements are encouraged to be
incorporated into any ground floor, street–facing façade:
•

kickplates for storefront windows

•

projecting sills

•

canopies

•

masonry (brick or stone only)

•

concrete or masonry plinth at the base of the wall

•

belt courses of a different texture and color

•

projecting cornice

•

projecting metal canopy

•

decorative tile work

•

trellis containing planting

•

medallions

•

artwork

Splitting buildings into modules with different treatments creates a
pattern, articulates the facade, and clearly identifies where entrances
are located. (Eagle Ranch, Colorado)

Multiple stores in each building are encouraged.
Upper floors are encouraged to be a multiple of the lower floor
modules.
It is encouraged that no single tenant occupy more than two
modules unless there is a specifically approved public purpose.

No more than 25 percent of any street frontage may be occupied
by uses which have no need for or discourage walk-in traffic.
Ground floor facades shall be split into modules of 16 to 25 feet.
Each module shall include one door recess of 15 to 35 square
feet with a minimum depth of three feet and a maximum width
of six feet. Each module shall have its own distinctive treatment differentiated by one of the following elements: materials,
cornices, canopies, or color.

One of the reasons retailers like main street environments is that they
provide greater flexibility than a mall would, allowing the merchants
to express their identity. However, merchants must creatively adapt to
the design objectives that express the character of a place. This storefront in Belmar has a distinct storefront yet conforms to the signage
and material requirements of the district. (Lakewood, Colorado)
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E.4 Retail Locations
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Articulation shall be provided along façades visible from streets,
as well as from any residential areas.

It is recommended that buildings convey a visually distinct
“base” and “top.” Articulation at a variety of levels is encouraged
to minimize a flat line of the building.

E.4 Building
Articulation
Building articulation is an important building attribute in a
pedestrian environment because
it reduces the scale of larger buildings, minimizes shading, allows for
the protection of key views, and
provides visual interest.

First floors shall be articulated according to the priority
guidelines in Section E.3.
Facades shall be broken down through the use of offsets,
recesses, staggered walls, material variations, stepped walls,
pitched or stepped rooflines, overhangs and other elements of
the building’s mass. Simply changing color is not sufficient to
accomplish this.
A combination of balconies, recesses, and terraced roof gardens
shall be used to articulate the building.

Architectural detailing is encouraged to help achieve a pedestrian scale.
Using the articulated building step back as a place for balconies
is encouraged.
Architecture accents exceeding the vertical foot requirement for
articulation, such as identifying a primary entrance, should be
considered. However it is not to impose an additional percentage
of shadow beyond the standards to the pedestrian environment.
Continuing to step the building back as it grows in height is encouraged to minimize overshadowing of pedestrian spaces and
create additional platforms for balconies.
Using the articulated step back as a place for parking is
encouraged.

Materials, setbacks, and balconies help articulate this
large building. (Denver, Colorado)

Articulating the facade with vertical or horizontal movement
and/or lighting or materials to reduce the amount of monotonous architecture throughout the corridor is encouraged.

Building articulation can maximize the amount of sun on plazas and
pedestrian spaces. (Addison, Texas)
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E.5 Rooftops

Rooftop gardens improve views from surrounding tall buildings and
helps disguise mechanical equipment. (Chicago, Illinois)
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As Avon grows in size it will also
grow skyward. There are positives
and negatives to this phenomenon.
A well-defined roofline presents a
distinct profile and appearance for
the building. The rooflines become
part of the views - drawing the
attention of companies, clients,
tenants, tourists and shoppers;
inspiring pride in citizens; and
encouraging tourists to return.
Unfortunately, roofs are generally
crowded with unsightly service
equipment, put there because it is
considered out of view. Because
it is easily seen from other buildings of equal or greater height, and
frequently seen from the ground,
this practice detracts substantially
from the views the Town Center
should offer.

Buildings with flat roofs are allowed in the Town Center, but
must use devices such as pitched roofs, extended parapets or
projecting cornices to create a prominent edge when viewed
against the sky.
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Use of the space within the pitch of roofs is encouraged.
Rooftop gardens are encouraged as a way of articulating the building, creating a unique skyline, improving views from surrounding
buildings, and reducing the amount of impermeable surfaces. The
use of the rooftop to provide an amenity to residents (such as a
firepit, pool, garden, exercise space, or seating) is encouraged.
It is recommended that roofs be designed and constructed in
such a way that they acknowledge their visibility from other
buildings in the core and from the street. This includes the
screening of mechanical equipment when visible from the street
or from potential or existing buildings nearby.
It is encouraged that unused equipment be removed.
The use of EPA Energy Star roofing materials requirements are
recommended.

GENERAL BUILDING
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

Pedestrian connections must be provided between parking lots
and adjacent commercial developments.

Vehicular access to adjacent parking lots is recommended to be
consolidated (shared) to reduce the number of curb cuts.

Where surface parking or structured parking is located at the
perimeter of a building, it must be screened in such a way that
cars are not visible from adjacent buildings, pedestrian areas, or
the street.

It is recommended that parking occur in either interior courts or
in structured parking.

E.6 On-Site
Parking
As density increases in the Town
Center, parking requirements will
temporarily increase and should
be planned for and developed as an
integral component of a successful
town core. Throughout the transformation of the Town Center into
a pedestrian oriented place—one
which includes mass transportation, and a significant resident
population—the number of parking spaces will need to increase
dramatically. Acknowledging this
requires that attention be paid to
the potential conflicts on-site parking can create.

Surface parking and structured parking designed in such a way
that neighboring buildings cannot see headlights is encouraged.

The parking entry must be clearly marked with the use of signage.
Capitalizing on opportunities for shared parking is encouraged.

Parking must be well-placed and accessible from surrounding roadways
as well as from the uses being served, but it also should be as unobtrusive as possible. (Albuquerque, New Mexico)

E.7 Automobile
Access
Automobile access is important in
providing visibility to the retail uses
and facilitating the flow of traffic
entering and exiting commercial
parking lots.
Refer to the Town of Avon Residential,
Commercial, and Industrial Design
Review Guidelines and Section 17.24.020
of the Town of Avon Zoning Code . Refer
to Section F through L for identification of
specific locations for loading docks.

Primary auto access must be off Benchmark Road or East Beaver
Creek Boulevard.
Service and delivery off Benchmark Road or East Beaver Creek
Boulevard is allowed at anytime. Service and delivery off Main
Street is only allowed between the hours of 7AM and 10AM.

Loading and unloading docks are recommended to be separated
from areas of heavy circulation and screened to minimize visual
impact.
Service areas are encouraged to be designed in the most inconspicuous ways possible while still providing efficient access.

A parking structure shall be provided on Main Street with access from Lake Street.
Loading, unloading, and trash storage are not permitted on
Main Street or Lettuce Shed Lane.
Service areas can be made visually inconspicuous to pedestrians and

Lettuce Shed Lane shall only be accessible by emergency
vehicles and Town-approved vehicles for such purposes as
maintenance and utility access. Temporary parking and staging
shall be permitted for these instances.

yet be fully accessible for deliveries. (Eagle Ranch, Colorado)
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E.8 Materials and
Construction
The surface materials of a building
are a key factor in its appearance and
its relationship to adjacent buildings. Town Center buildings should
not only provide the appearance that
they will be there for a long time,
they should also provide façades and
structures that actually will be there
for a long time.

Eagle Town Hall, constructed in 2003, is made of durable, high quality
materials much like the civic buildings from the early 1900s that have
withstood the test of time. (Eagle, Colorado)

A stock of quality buildings which
can be used well into the future can
also be a better use of natural resources. If the design and construction facilitate extended use, less
energy may be spent creating new
building materials. Energy costs
could easily be higher in the future,
raising construction costs and limiting incentives for new construction.

Buildings should utilize muted colors. Bright, intense colors
shall be reserved for highlighting architectural elements or
minor accent trim. Large amounts of intense colors used to
advertise a business shall not be approved.
Translucent awnings with interior lighting shall not be
permitted.
Buildings shall be built as high-quality, long-term components
of the urban fabric.
Building facades and the veneer of the columns shall be made of
stone, brick, metal or other high quality materials. Stucco and
drivit are prohibited. Accent timber is permitted.

Property can be affected by the
value of adjacent property, and as
poor quality buildings age, the value
of its neighbors may decrease.
Reconstruction and mitigation of
problems related to poor building
methods affects more that just the
property owner. It affects movement
around the building as scaffolding is
installed at the sidewalk and as traffic is impacted by the work.
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It is recommended that buildings be constructed as maintenance
free as possible and should be designed to achieve a life span
greater than 50 years.
Consideration should be given to the built-in flexibility of building design and recognize that buildings frequently undergo alterations to conform to uses not considered in the original design.
Consideration should be given to floor-to-floor heights and
structural grids as they may impact possible future uses.
Consideration should be given to the design of exterior walls
and skins of buildings. These should not be considered sacrificial
surfaces to be replaced several times in the life of the building.

GENERAL BUILDING
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

E.9 Energy Conservation
Offsetting non-renewable energy usage with clean
and renewable energy demonstrates a commitment
to maintaining the natural environment that is critical to Avon’s success as a community and a tourism
destination. On-site renewable energy generation also
reduces the environmental impacts associated with
fossil fuel energy generation. Diversification in energy
sources can increase the reliability of power.
Colorado Amendment 37 will allow eligible Colorado
projects to receive money credits for installing on-site
renewable generation systems. The Federal Energy
Policy Act of 2005 allows a 30 percent tax credit to
businesses for installing fuel cell technology (up to
$500 credit for each half kilowatt of electrical
capacity).
See the LEED-ND and LEED- NC document for more information and strategies.

Alternative energy sources are recommended for public
structures. Private development is encouraged to tap
into the city-operated alternative energy services.
Future project build-out is encouraged to develop or
incorporate on-site source(s) of power generation
sufficient to meet at least 5% of the energy needs of
all building uses and commonly owned infrastructure
in the project. Base energy demand is based on the allowable entitled area for the project, according to the
following categories:
Category 1: For non-residential buildings and residential buildings over 3 stories, establish the budget
based on a design of 15% below ASHRAE/IESNA
Standard 90.1 - 1999 or 15% below the local energy
code, whichever is more stringent.

Fossil Ridge High School includes a
photovoltaic array at the entrance of
the building. The array provides an
educational opportunity for the district.
(Courtesy: RB+B Architects, Fort Collins,
Colorado)

Category 2: For residential buildings 3 stories or
fewer, establish the budget based on compliance
with Energy Star requirements.

The City of Boulder’s North Boulder Recreation
Center became the first building in the state of
Colorado to earn the prestigious LEED Silver certification. The team designed in ample daylighting
to reduce electrical load and provide a connection
with the outdoors. Together the efficiency features
result in 37% reduction of energy use compared
to standard construction. The efficient design will
save the City about $56,000 in utility bills this
year. And the solar water heating system will minimize the impact of natural gas price hikes.
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Landlord approval of sign shop drawing and lighting schemes
is required prior to fabrication and installation. Sign permits are
required.

Sign wording limited to the tenant’s trade name is encouraged.
Including specification of merchandise sold or services rendered,
regardless of the tenant’s legal name, is discouraged. Corporate
crests, logos or insignia maybe acceptable pending approval and
provided they are part of the tenant’s name.

E.10 General Sign
Requirements
Because the architecture and
design of every building will differ,
this entire strategy is intended to
act as a guideline and to remain
flexible to allow for creativity.
Imaginative sign layouts are encouraged. Adaptation of current
sign practices may be necessary in
order to comply with these criteria.

Distinct signage can enhance the building appearance when consideration is given to the integration of the signage elements. This sign
includes colors, materials, design, and lighting that is appropriate for
the building aesthetic. (Denver, Colorado)

Refer to Town of Avon Lighting Ordinance (Chapter 15.30) and Sign Code
(Chapter 15.28)

Advertising placards, banners, pennants, names, insignia, trademarks and other descriptive material may not be attached to the
storefront or glazing.
Signs must be externally illuminated. Sign lighting components
must bear the U.L. label.
Exposed crossovers between letters or words are not permitted.
All raceways, transformers, ballasts, conduit, boxes, electrode
boxes and other wiring shall be concealed from public view.
Metal sign material, fastenings and clips of all types, shall be
hot-dipped galvanized iron, stainless steel or brass. Black iron
materials of any type are not permitted.
Premium quality fabrications are required. Hums, flickers and
light leaks are not permitted. Attachment devices, bolts, clips
threaded rods, fasteners, tubes, raceways, conduit and other
mechanisms are to be concealed from view or painted to match
mounting surface.
Labels and/or code on exposed sign surfaces are not permitted,
except those required by local ordinances.
Sign height above floor for projecting or suspended signs in
pedestrian zones: bottom of sign to be a minimum of 9 and 1/2
feet above the finished floor.
Signs are to be controlled by a time clock and must be on a separate circuit from other lighting.

Signage with similar characteristics, such as size, location, and materials provide predictability that aids in wayfinding. (Lakewood, Colorado)
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The tenant is responsible for all signs, permits, power sources,
connections and installations.
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Integration of signage into the building architecture is encouraged. It is recommended that the signage be compatible with the
color and material palette of the individual tenant.
It is recommended that signs remain illuminated during shopping center business hours.
Letter size and location proportional to the overall storefront
design and in compliance with district design criteria are encouraged. Proportional letters are also encouraged.
Creative sign design is encouraged.

GENERAL BUILDING
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E.11 Prohibited Signs
Some signs are prohibited because
they detract from the overall design
of the Town Center. These signs
are either distracting, not in keeping with the desired character or
lack the durability desired for the
Town Center

The following Sign Types and methods are not permitted in
the Town Center:
•

Neon illumination of any type

•

Vacuum formed or injection-molded plastic signs

•

Cabinet, box or “can” signs with illuminated translucent backgrounds and silhouetted letters

•

Temporary or “sales” signs attached to storefront

•

Freestanding tripod signs or freestanding “sandwich
board” signs

•

Flashing, scintillating, moving, sequencing, or audible
signs

•

Paper, cardboard and Styrofoam signs

•

Credit card and advertising placards, decals, stickers or
trademarks

•

Manufacturer labels

•

Carpet or rubber entry mat signs

•

Internally illuminated awnings

•

Other signs deemed unsuitable

Clear and simple signage does not detract from the character of the
district. (Denver, Colorado)
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E.12 Allowable Sign
Types
While there are several sign types
outlined in this strategy, it is discouraged that a single tenant use
all of the allowable sign types to
identify its space.
An example of a Standing Canopy Sign (Denver, Colorado)

An example of a Fascia/Glass-Mounted Sign
(Scottsdale, Arizona)

The sign type, quantity of signs
and total sign area allowance will
be determined by the linear square
footage of store frontage. Specific
use will also affect the sign type,
quantity and total sign area allowance–whether retail, restaurant or
theater.
Signs are intended to display the
tenant’s unique identity (logo) and
create a unified design with the
tenant’s storefront display. Signage
is to evoke the sense of contemporary high craftsmanship and design
sensitivity.

Standing Canopy Signs
Standing canopy signs are located above the storefront and/or
entry doors, parallel to the building facade and mounted at the
leading edge of the canopy.
Maximum Sign Area: 40 square feet and a maximum letter
height of 12 inches.
Mounting Restrictions: Standing canopy signs shall not overlap
or cover building features such as cornices, eaves, windows,
door frames, columns and other decorative elements. Letter
forms shall not extend beyond the face of the canopy.
External (spot) illumination is required for this sign type.

Fascia/Glass-mounted Signs
Fascia-mounted signs are located above the storefront display
windows and/or entry doors, parallel to the building facade.

One (1) canopy sign is permitted per store frontage
Illumination: Suspended signs shall be externally illuminated
with appropriately designed lighting outriggers. Light boxes
with acrylic faces or internal illumination are not permitted.
Mounting Restrictions: A consistent distance from the bottom
edge of the suspended sign to the finished pedestrian surface
shall be 9 and 1/2 feet. The sign shall be positioned at the center
line of the canopy-or the nearest structural member.

Projecting Blade Sign
The tenant may utilize a double-sided projecting blade sign
that is mounted perpendicular to the building for additional
identification. The connection for projecting blade signs shall be
constructed as a rigid element not allowing the sign to swing.
One (1) projecting blade sign is permitted per store frontage.

Mounting Restrictions: Wall-mounted fascia signs shall not
overlap or cover building features such as cornices, eaves,
windows, door frames, columns or other decorative elements.
Wall-mounted letterforms shall not project more than 8 inches
from the building.
Individual dimensional letters mounted directly to wall surface
shall be at least 1/2 inch thick on 1/2 inch spacers, or 1 inch thick
if directly applied.
External (spot) illumination is required for this sign type.

Suspended Canopy Signs
Double-sided suspended canopy signs may occur in locations
where the Landlord has provided architectural canopies as part
of the base building. Armature for suspended canopy signs shall
be constructed as a rigid element not allowing the sign to swing.
An example of a Projecting Blade Sign
(Denver, Colorado)
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Illumination: Projecting signs may be externally illuminated
with appropriately designed lighting outriggers. Light boxes
with acrylic faces or internal illumination are not permitted.
Mounting restrictions: A consistent distance from the bottom
edge of the suspended sign to the finished pedestrian surface
shall be 9 and 1/2 feet. Tenant blade signs shall not project from
the building face more than a maximum of 4 feet.

GENERAL BUILDING
INTENT

E.12 Allowable Sign
Types, cont’d.

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

Wall-mounted Plaque

Window Signs & Graphics

When permitted, the tenant may elect to utilize a wall-mounted
plaque for additional identification.

The tenant may apply a logotype, a logo or a decorative type
band to the second surface of storefront glazing. Window signs
are meant to be subordinate to the primary identity signage;
type bands are to provide additional information such as goods
or services provided or a changing marketing campaign. Appearance shall be subtle and toned down. The suggestion for
applying second surface display window signage or type bands
is screen printed inks or vinyls.

Maximum Sign Area: 16 square feet. Logo shall be scaled proportionately to fit within sign with generous space around logo/
letters.
Illumination: Wall-mounted plaque signs may be externally
illuminated with appropriately designed lighting outriggers.
Light boxes with acrylic faces or internal illumination are not
permitted.

An example of a Wall-Mounted Plaque.

Color: White. Note: No alternate colors are permitted.

(Scottsdale, Arizona)

Awning Signs
Mounting Restrictions: Sign plaques are to be mounted five feet
from center line of sign to grade.

Printed Menus/Displays
(For Restaurant Tenants Only)
The tenant has the option of displaying the printed table menu
in a tamper-resistant enclosure fabricated in materials appropriate to the restaurant design. Menus adhered to the backside of
storefront glazing are prohibited.
Maximum Sign Area: the total area of all wall signs shall not
exceed 15 percent of the area of that portion of the building face
between the ground level and the roof line or a line 25 feet above
grade level, whichever is less. The length of a wall sign shall not
exceed 70 percent of the length of the wall or the width of the
leased space which it is located, whichever is less.

Some tenants will have the opportunity to have additional
signage placed on storefront awnings. The colors, finishes and
materials used shall convey the tenant’s unique identity and create a unified design with the tenant’s storefront display.

Vertical Blade Sign
(For Theater Tenant Only)
Specific tenants may utilize a double-sided blade sign mounted
perpendicular to the building as their primary identity. The
design and character of these signs should display the tenant’s
unique characteristic.

An example of a Window Sign
(Scottsdale, Arizona)

Illumination: Vertical blade signs shall be externally illuminated.
Light boxes with acrylic faces will not be permitted.
Mounting restriction: Vertical blade signs shall not project
above the roof line more than 8 feet. Signs shall not project from
the building face more than 8 feet.

An example of an Awning Sign (Scottsdale, Arizona)
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GENERAL BUILDING
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

E.13 Sign Allowance
The Town of Avon Sign Code supersedes the following guidelines.

Signs are permitted as follows:

Refer to the Town of Avon Sign Code
(Chapter 15.28)

Sign or signs shall not exceed one square foot of sign area per
linear foot of building front.

Individual Business Lot Sign

Multiple Business Lot Signs
Total building or project identification sign area shall not
exceed one square foot per linear foot of building front for the
first 32 feet and one-third square foot per linear foot of building
front in excess of 32 square feet. Total building or project identification sign area shall not exceed a maximum of 64 square feet
per lot front unless approved as part of a sign program by the
Planning and Zoning Commission.
Each individual ground-level business shall be permitted four
square feet of sign area in pedestrian-oriented locations or 20
square feet of sign area in vehicular-oriented locations. The
Planning and Zoning Commission shall make the determination
with regard to the orientation of location.
Total sign allowance for an individual business may be increased by a sign program approved by the Planning and Zoning
Commission. Generally the increased total sign allowance shall
not exceed one square foot of sign area per linear foot of the
portion of building front that is contiguous to the interior space
occupied by the individual business.
An example of a Vertical Blade Sign

Multiple Signs
More than one sign may be permitted, in writing, by the Planning and Zoning Commission, provided the total sign area does
not exceed the total allowed for the lot or building.
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The Evergreen, an office

F. Lot 61

and residential building
by architect Arthur Erick-

Lot 61 is an integral piece of the Town Center streetscape. It forms a major gateway
to Main Street. As the centerpiece to the views of Main Street from Avon Road, the
northeast corner of the building must be designed in the character desirable for the entire
Town Center. Lettuce Shed Lane becomes an extremely important access portal to the
Main Street, entering from the gondola and the transit center. This portal must visually and functionally provide a link for pedestrians. Finally, the Avon Station is located
directly south of this site. Transit centers are often viewed as a liability to an area because
of the bus traffic and occasional crowds of people. This view is incredibly short-sighted.
This vitality ensures transit hubs in major cities around the world become the true “town
centers” because of the vitality and consistent stream of pedestrians.

son, utilizes the building

Main Street will have the opportunity to be the primary pedestrian activity area
for the entire redevelopment. However, this corridor runs east to west with larger
existing and proposed buildings surrounding it. A concern is that without careful
building design, the Main Street could result in an unpleasant pedestrian environment that is overshadowed, cold and uninviting. It is the intent to create the very
best possible pedestrian street environments surrounding Lot 61, without compromising the value of the redevelopment.

step back as a place for
balconies. The design
was intended to provide
the experience of “working on a mountainside”.
(Vancouver, Canada)

These illustratives are showing possible massing of buildings
and do not reflect the desired character of the district.

LOT 61
INTENT

F.1 Design Principles
Access and circulation will play an important urban design role in the build out of
Lot 61. Lot 61 is surrounded by streets, two of which are primarily pedestrian- oriented. The intent of Main Street is to provide a pedestrian-oriented street, where
automobiles are subservient to pedestrians. Lettuce Shed Lane is identified as a
pedestrian-only corridor with emergency access. In pedestrian-oriented areas, automobile and service access is minimized.

A 20 foot wide ground floor easement has been incorporated in the urban design
plan on the southern property line of Lot 61, referred to as Benchmark Road arcade.
This arcade should provide a covered pedestrian space for transit loading/unloading
as well as additional access to the proposed transit center station. The upper floors
of the building are allowed to cantilever over the 20 foot easement, thus creating an
arcade.

The intent is to provide a transit center station within the building at the southwest
corner of Lot 61. This interior space should be incorporated into the development
and considered at the time of land use and building permit approvals.

All plazas shall receive the majority of the sun. The intent is to create a hierarchy of
sun pockets. The northern side of the street shall receive sun, as well, over varied
times of the day. Important north to south connections, such as Lettuce Shed Lane,
also need sun exposure during varied times of the day. Recognizing that Main Street
is an east/west corridor, it is impossible to allow for sun on the southern side of the
street and still allow for density.

The northwest corner treatment of the Lot 61 building shall act as an urban design
focal point for those traveling eastward along Main Street and those traveling from
within internal spaces of Avon Center. The intent is that the architecture will be an
iconic entrance to the retail space within.
The northeast corner of Lot 61 provides an opportunity to accentuate the gateway
and starting point of Main Street. High quality architectural design is required in
this area. The Lot 61 building shall be granted an easement and be permitted to
extend into the right-of-way as long as the design guidelines are met.
An arcade has been considered in the urban design plan that extends 10 feet into the
Lettuce Shed Lane right-of-way. This should provide an attractive retail environment that is protected from weather. An easement shall be provided to allow for this
10 foot encroachment provided the guidelines are met.

The urban design plan envisions Lot 61 to stairstep back with appropriate articulation. Additional arcade spaces along the transit center and
Benchmark Road are encouraged in the urban design plan.

The northern terminus of Lettuce Shed Lane is the Lettuce Shed Plaza. It is envisioned to offer a variety of activity for all ages and capture sun throughout the day.
The architecture and land uses surrounding this gathering space will be instrumental in its success.
Sun spaces are shown in diagram F.2. The Primary Sun Spaces are to have sun exposure at 10:00 am, 12:00 pm, and 2:00 pm on the shortest day of the year (Winter
Solstice). Secondary Sun Spaces may be in shade during only one of these hours.
The design of the northeast corner of Lot 61 has the opportunity to
significantly contribute to the Main Street environment while providing
a visible porte cochere.
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LOT 61

Lettuce Shed Plaza

Lettuce Shed Lane

F.2 PUBLIC SPACE
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LOT 61

400 SF Transit center station
with access points from both
Lettuce Shed Lane and the bus
bay area
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LOT 61
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LOT 61

r.o.w. Lettuce Shed Lane
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LOT 61
PRIORITY GUIDELINES

F.7 Lot 61

Supporting elements such as columns must be proportional to
the mass above.
The minimum frontage for the Transit Center facing Lettuce
Shed Lane and the Avon Station area shall be 15 feet of each
facade.

GUIDELINES
Stepping the building back one additional time between the
40 foot vertical measurement and the peak of the building is
encouraged to reduce the “canyon” effect that the development
may have on the streetscape.
Creative lighting of columns is encouraged on the northern face
without creating a hot spot for pedestrians.

The ground floor façade must be attractive for those waiting for
transit.
Lighting inside the arcades shall be incorporated into the design.
Plantings can soften the appearance of buildings along a pedestrian

The pavement pattern inside the arcades shall be compatible
with the public space while creating a seamless pedestrian
environment.

corridor. This is a good example for Lettuce Shed Lane. (Whistler, British Columbia)

Avon Station shall be incorporated into the southern arcade.
The signs shall be clearly visible from inside the arcade transit
shelter and Lettuce Shed Lane.
If second floor extension into public property is granted; the
developer shall provide heat lamps in the arcade.

Architectural emphasis increases the visibility of a corner lot. (Los
Angeles, California)
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G.The Seasons
The Seasons building improvements and redevelopment are envisioned just for the
PRIORITY GUIDELINES
northern half of the property, immediately north of the tower portion of the existing
building. However, if the property owners wish to redevelop the southern half, the
area wide and building guidelines shall become applicable.

GUIDELINES

THE SEASONS
INTENT

G.1 Design Principles
Additional development at The Seasons will allow for a creative building atmosphere
along Main Street. However, careful consideration needs to be expressed in order
not to overshadow Main Street, while providing the proper building height to scale
down the existing Seasons tower. The construction of large, monolithic towers like
those that exists today should be discouraged in the future. They have created a monotonous building environment. The envisioned new development on the north side
of the property should be an inviting pedestrian environment.
Main Street and Lettuce Shed Lane will have the opportunity to be the primary
pedestrian activity area for the entire redevelopment. However, this corridor runs
east to west with larger existing and proposed buildings surrounding it. A concern
is that without careful building design, the Main Street could result in an unpleasant
pedestrian environment that is overshadowed, cold and uninviting. It is the intent
to create the very best possible pedestrian street through proper articulation, without compromising the value of the redevelopment. Recognizing that Main Street is
an east to west corridor, it is impossible to allow for sun on the southern side of the
street, and still allow for building mass, during the shortest day of the year.
The build-to lines allow the individual buildings to contribute to a rich streetscape
environment and shopping district. The build-to lines for The Seasons are both located on private property and public right-of-way. In the case of building on public
right-of-way, an easement shall be provided as long as the development meets all of
the following guidelines.
An 8 to 10 foot wide arcade has been considered in the urban design plan along Main
Street. The plan anticipates the redevelopment of existing commercial space on the
ground floor and housing extending above to create the arcade. This should provide
an attractive retail environment that is protected from weather and the possibility of
a larger market that is both interior and exterior to the existing ground floor commercial environment. An easement allowing development in the northeast corner of
the development should be granted, allowing development to occur in the “wedge”
shape of the public right-of-way.

The northern terminus of Lettuce Shed Lane is the Lettuce Shed Lane Plaza. It is
envisioned to offer a variety of activity for all ages and capture sun throughout the
day. The architecture and its land use surrounding this gathering space will be
instrumental in its success.

Arcades should allow high levels of visibility into
the ground floor retail while providing shelter.
(Aspen, Colorado)

The Library Plaza is located between the existing library and recreation center and
provides a north to south pedestrian link between two drop-off areas. This plaza
space is intended to be a sun pocket along Main Street and offer a southerly view
to Beaver Creek and Bachelor Gulch. The spatial relationship of this plaza and The
Seasons will be critical to the vitality of this pedestrian space.
The proposed portion of The Seasons building is in public right-of-way. The urban
design plan envisions ground floor retail and housing on the subsequent floors. An
agreement between the Town and the developer should occur for the land to be sold
or a long term lease to be formalized. Regardless of the legality of land, the development of this property should only occur as long as the following design guidelines
are met by the developer.
Access and circulation will play an important urban design role with the build out
of The Seasons. Since the majority of The Seasons redevelopment is an existing
development, the circulation systems will remain primarily the same. In pedestrianoriented areas, automobile and service access should be minimized.

The corners of buildings contribute to a healthy
streetscape scene by adding additional bulk
and detail. (Scottsdale, Arizona)

The existing Seasons building consumes nearly the equivalent of 2.5 town blocks
along Main Street. With this large footprint and central location in the redevelopment area, an anchor-tenant type land use could present itself.

The view corridor between the library and The
Seasons is a community asset and should be
retained. (Avon, Colorado)
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lettuce shed
lane and main
street plaza

Pedestrian
Access from
Library Drofoff to Main
Street
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THE SEASONS

Pedestrian
access is
encouraged on
main street and
lettuce shed
lane

if the seasons
redevelops,
a pedestrian
connection between
main street and
benchmark road is
required
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THE SEASONS
INTENT

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

G.6 The Seasons

The Library Plaza ground floor shall be retail with the subsequent floors above being residential.

GUIDELINES
Maintaining a strong pedestrian access from the library drop-off
to the Main Street is encouraged.
High visibility into the retail space from the plaza is encouraged.
A large marketplace on the ground floor should be considered in
the redevelopment of ground floor retail. Large glass garage door
structures could be raised for the market events and spill out under the arcade. Consideration should be given, but not limited
to, farmers market, fresh produce market, seafood market, dry
goods market, craft market.

An indoor/outdoor market, as recommended for The Seasons, can add
to the vitality of the street (Los Angeles, California)
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H.

Avon Center

The first phase of Avon Center was one of the first tall buildings constructed in
Avon. The compact density is positive for the redevelopment as it will help create a
marketplace for the existing and future retail businesses.

The tallest portion of the Avon Center existing development is too close to Main
Street with the majority of the undeveloped lots between its tower and The
Sheraton. It is envisioned that the ground floor of the existing tower will redevelop,
with new buildings filling in the gap between the tower and The Sheraton. The new
buildings will be at an appropriate height to best articulate the scale of Main Street.

AVON CENTER
INTENT

H.1 Design Principles
Avon Center, both existing and proposed, will contribute to the vitality of Main
Street and the corridor adjacent to The Sheraton. This corridor is an important pedestrian connection as it will also be used for structured parking, service and delivery access. Careful design to clearly identify the pedestrian route along this corridor
will be important not only to the health and safety of the pedestrian but also for easy
movement to the Post Office from Main Street. The corridor should create an easily
identified pedestrian right-of-way with proper lighting.
Articulating the building will reduce the perceived bulk on Main Street and the corridor adjacent to The Sheraton, both where the majority of pedestrian activity will
occur around Avon Center.

It is envisioned that the plaza be constructed on both public and private property
and to seamlessly blur the property lines through design. Construction, operations
and maintenance agreements between the Town of Avon and Avon Center will need
to be formalized.
Access and circulation will play an important urban design role with the build out
of Main Street and the Avon Center buildings. The viability of Main Street is too
strong to be compromised by parking and other automobile-dominated places. In
pedestrian-oriented areas, automobile and service access should be minimized.

The northern terminus of Lettuce Shed Lane is the Lettuce Shed Plaza. It is envisioned to offer a variety of activity for all ages and capture sun throughout the day.

A pedestrian walkway will connect to the Post Office. The use of street
furniture and plants can make it an inviting place. (Rancho Cucamon-

The Central Restaurant Plaza is envisioned to be a central plaza space with access to
restaurants and the center of the Main Street corridor. The central location of this
plaza and sun pocket will make this space an attractive environment for outdoor
cafes and dining al fresco. The building form and land use should help strengthen
this experience.

ga, California)

A portion of Lettuce Shed Plaza sits on Avon Center property. However, this plaza
space offers tremendous opportunity for real estate value for Avon Center. The
urban design plan envisions a plaza that acts as an extension of Main Street and
is the northern focal point of Lettuce Shed Lane. The urban design plan also has
envisioned the surrounding architecture to be specially articulated so that the plaza
is also a sun pocket, attracting people to gather in this space.
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I. The Sheraton

This illustrative is showing possible massing of buildings and

The Sheraton has been under development for nearly eight years. During its process,
the project has brought a density to Avon that has resulted in the tallest building
within the redevelopment. This compact density is positive for the redevelopment
as it will help create a market place for the retail businesses.

The tallest portion of The Sheraton development is to the north, with the shortest portion along Main Street. It is envisioned that the future development filings
of The Sheraton will complete this pattern (between tallest and shortest) to best
articulate and scale down to the pedestrian level. The majority of the development
will be residential and affordable housing with supporting retail.

does not reflect the desired character of the district.

THE SHERATON
INTENT

I.1 Design Principles
The Sheraton, both existing and proposed, will contribute to the vitality of Main
Street and the 40 foot wide pedestrian corridor. While the corridor adjacent to
West Town Center is also an important pedestrian connection, it will also be used
for structured parking, service and delivery access. Careful design to clearly identify
the pedestrian route along this corridor will be important not only to the health and
safety of the pedestrian but also for easy movement to the Post Office from Main
Street. The corridor should create an easily identified pedestrian right-of-way (minimum of eight foot in width) with proper lighting.
The 40 foot wide pedestrian corridor is the primary pedestrian corridor between the
Parking Structure and The Sheraton. This pedestrian corridor connects Main Street
to existing medium density neighborhoods.

completed construction by 2006 will need to be provided along the existing
Benchmark Road. However, in pedestrian-oriented areas, automobile and service access should be minimized.
The Sheraton is centrally located on Main Street and is surrounded by two
pedestrian corridors and a major east/west corridor of Beavercreek Boulevard.
The distinct site planning aspect of The Sheraton is where the two pedestrian
corridors and Sheraton meet on Main Street. This space is known as the Restaurant Central Plaza. The central location of this plaza and sun pocket will make
this space an attractive environment for outdoor cafes and dining al fresco. It is
an extension of the pedestrian-oriented nature of Main Street.

Additional phases of The Sheraton development shall transition in
height between the existing buildings. By stepping down the buildings
towards Main Street, the perceived mass of the existing buildings will
be reduced.

The architecture of The Sheraton extends approximately the equivalent of two city
blocks along this corridor. The intent is to create an architecturally interesting
building façade to avoid monotony and unsafe pedestrian conditions.
The Central Restaurant Plaza is envisioned to be a central plaza space with access to
restaurants and the center of the Main Street corridor. The central location of this
plaza and sun pocket will make this space an attractive environment for outdoor
cafes and dining al fresco. The building form and land use should help strengthen
this experience.
Access and circulation will play an important urban design role with the build out
of Main Street and The Sheraton. While some of the existing plans for the development include gaining access off of the existing Benchmark Road, this will no longer
be feasible, as the portion of Benchmark Road envisioned for access will be vacated
with the redevelopment of the area. Existing access points for buildings that have
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J. Parking Structure
On the vacant land immediately east of the Avon Recreation Center, a mixed-used
development, primarily of a parking structure is envisioned. The conceptual parking structure building includes parking, retail, affordable housing and market rate
housing.
Parking garages are generally considered necessary but unfortunate and expensive
components of the Town Center projects. Their costs can vary widely depending

upon the complexity of the design, and are difficult to recoup. These factors contribute to a pattern of development seen across the country where open sided concrete
frame garages with sloped floors take the place of habitable buildings. The problem
with these structures is not what they create—useful storage for cars—but in what
the typical model tends to displace—pedestrian-oriented street-level activity and
multiple uses per block.

PARKING STRUCTURE
INTENT

J.1 Design Principles
The redevelopment of the Town Center will bring new life and vitality to the area.
Anticipated new civic uses, shopping, gathering and access to recreation should
contribute to this new level of vitality. With vitality comes people and people bring
automobiles.
The parking structure development is envisioned to carry a variety of land uses.
Based on its location, it will form a pedestrian corridor on the western edge of The
Sheraton development. Although the building will not shadow Main Street, building height should be considered to minimize overshadowing on the pedestrian
corridor and Benchmark Road. The height program should balance the appropriate
development on this site while minimizing the impact on view corridors from The
Sheraton.
Building articulation can offer appropriate building mass and program while minimizing over shadowing, creating a tunnel effect for the pedestrian corridor and
balancing the amount of views retained from The Sheraton. More importantly,
articulation will help bring down the scale of the building along Main Street, where
the majority of pedestrian activity will occur.
The build-to lines allow the individual buildings to contribute to a rich streetscape
and pedestrian corridor. The build-to lines for the Parking Structure are formed to
create these spaces as well as help to offer movement corridors that are clear and
easy to use.
The Parking Structure built form will help to shape two pedestrian public spaces:
the 40 foot wide pedestrian corridor and the Restaurant Central Plaza on Main
Street.

The 40 foot wide pedestrian corridor is the primary pedestrian corridor between
the Parking Structure and The Sheraton. This pedestrian corridor connects Main
Street to existing medium density neighborhoods. The architecture of the Parking
Structure extends approximately the equivalent of two city blocks along this corridor. The intent is to create an architecturally interesting building façade to avoid
monotony and unsafe pedestrian conditions.

This above-ground parking structure is identifiable from a distance
but does not detract from the visibility of the retail below. (Lakewood,
Colorado)

The Central Restaurant Plaza is envisioned to be a central plaza space to access to
restaurants and the center of the Main Street corridor. The central location of this
plaza and sun pocket will make this space an attractive environment for outdoor
cafes and dining al fresco. The building form and land use should help strengthen
this experience.
Retail space wraps the parking garages on the Main Street side. The Parking Structure is an ideal place to offer retail, office, market rate residential, affordable housing and public parking all in one building. An opportunity also exists to connect
the Parking Structure with the Avon Recreation Center. By moving the Parking
Structure floor plate to the west, it allows more pedestrian space between it and The
Sheraton, thus creating a nicer pedestrian corridor.
Access and circulation will play an important urban design role with the build out
of Main Street. The strategic location of the Parking Structure (being centrally
located and easily accessed off of West Beavercreek Boulevard) will be instrumental
in providing easy access to locals and visitors to the redevelopment area. The Parking Structure building is surrounded by streets, plazas or pedestrian corridors. In
pedestrian-oriented areas, automobile and service access should be minimized.
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similar scale, patterns, and materials are used. (Addison, Texas)
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PARKING STRUCTURE

Angle building to define the plaza
pedestrian access is encouraged
along main street
main public entrance to parking
structure should be clearly
marked
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PARKING STRUCTURE
INTENT

J.7 Parking
Structure

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

The Parking Structure building shall embrace the pedestrian
space, especially at the point where the 40’ Wide Pedestrian
Plaza and Restaurant Central Plaza meet.

Pedestrian access in and out of the building is encouraged all
along the ground floor level of the building along Main Street
and Benchmark Road.

The ground floor façade of The Parking Structure shall include
a minimum of 70 percent glazing. High visibility into the retail
space from the plaza is encouraged.

If the Avon Recreation Center and the Parking Structure building are connected, clearly identified pedestrian access between
these two structures is required.

Clearly identified pedestrian access into the parking garage is
required from Main Street.

Clearly identified pedestrian access points into the Parking
Structure building from Main Street is strongly encouraged.

The veneer for the first two levels of the building façade facing
the pedestrian corridor shall be constructed of a high quality
building materials such as stone, brick, metal or timber. Stucco,
drivet or other similar materials are permitted up to 20 percent
of the building façade.

Automobile access should only be granted along Benchmark
Road.

Retail shall be required along the ground floor of the building,
facing onto Main Street and the Restaurant Central Plaza.

Provisions should be encouraged to attach the Avon Recreation
Center and the Parking Structure. If completed, pedestrian access to the recreational center from the structure parking facility
should be included.

The building shall grow in height, from south to north. The
architecture design shall require that the mass of the building
be broken up in appearance into a minimum of three compatible
building types.

Existing automobile and service access to The Sheraton (for
building constructed prior to 2006) should be allowed through.

Part II: Design Guidelines

The use of quality materials enhances the attractiveness of a highly
visible parking garage. (Addison, Texas)
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K. Town Hall

This illustrative is showing possible massing of buildings and
does not reflect the desired character of the district.

The existing Town Hall is too small for the current Town needs, is outdated and
lacks a high level of energy efficiency. The urban design plan envisions a new Town
Hall that spans both sides of Main Street (referred to as North Town Hall and South
Town Hall), located at the western terminus of Main Street. This would create a

strong civic anchor that looks over the park and has access to both the library and
recreation center. The new Town Hall building would include commercial/retail, office, civic uses, affordable housing and market rate housing. It will be one of the first
of its kind to offer this level of mixed use in one building.

TOWN HALL
INTENT

K.1 Design Principles
The Town Hall buildings are envisioned to be mixed use and create a western anchor
to Main Street. However, careful consideration needs to be expressed in order not
to overshadow Main Street and adjacent plazas, while providing the proper building
height to create an anchor to Main Street.

south connections, such as the connection between the library drop off and the plaza
is as important to keep sun on during different times of the day. Recognizing that
Main Street is an east to west corridor, it is impossible to allow for sun on the southern side of the street, and still allow for building mass, during the shortest day of the
year.
The mixed use Town Hall building should be the western terminus

The Southern Town Hall Tower is envisioned to act as the iconic architecture element
anchoring the end of Main Street from the east and the beginning of Main Street from
the park. It should be seen as a destination point or beacon in the landscape.
The ground floor of the Northern Town Hall is envisioned to be daily town hall
services.
Main Street will have the opportunity to be the primary pedestrian activity area for
the entire redevelopment. However, this corridor runs east to west with larger existing and proposed buildings surrounding it. A concern is that without careful building
design, the Main Street could result in an unpleasant pedestrian environment that is
overshadowed, cold and uninviting. It is the intent to create the very best possible
pedestrian streets and plazas surrounding the Town Hall buildings, without compromising the value of individual building developments toward the redevelopment.
The build-to lines allow the individual buildings to contribute to a rich streetscape
and plaza environment and shopping district. The build-to lines for the two Town
Hall buildings are formed to create these spaces as well as help to offer transportation
movement corridors that are clear and easy to use.
Recognizing that density will be important in making the individual redevelopments
financial feasible, the sun/shade analysis guideline aims at achieving sun in certain
pedestrian areas, even on the shortest day of the year. The intent creates a hierarchy
of sun pockets. All plazas shall receive the majority of the sun. The northern side of
the street shall received sun as well over different times of the day. Important north to

An arcade has been considered in the urban design plan at the northwest corner of the
Southern Town Hall. The void space created on the ground floor should conceptually match the ground floor spatial definition of the Northern Town Hall to the Park
Plaza. The two buildings should embrace the plaza. This should provide an attractive
retail environment that is open toward the park.

embracing the park.

The Civic Plaza is envisioned to be a central plaza space to access Town Hall, Recreation Center, Nottingham Park and Main Street. Short term parking and drop off
areas are included.
The Library Plaza is the central plaza space connecting a north to south corridor
bound by two vehicular drop off points. It is envisioned to offer a variety of activity for all ages, especially using the Library, Recreation Center and Town Hall. It is
designed to offer a view of Beaver Creek and Bachelor Gulch and capture sun throughout the day.
Access and circulation will play an important urban design role with the build out of
the western anchor of Main Street. The two Town Hall buildings should be connected with a bridge as shown in the urban design plan. The two Town Hall buildings are
surrounded by streets, plazas or pedestrian corridors.
The third floor pedestrian bridge is envisioned to connect Town Hall services between the two buildings. The bridge also is envisioned to create a gateway into the
park space and help celebrate the civic area of the west end of Main Street.
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TOWN HALL
INTENT

K.7 Town Hall

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES
It is encouraged to step the building down at the northeast
corner of the building to bring the entrance of the walkway
(between Town Hall and Avon Recreation Center) closer to a
pedestrian level.
Creative use of night lighting internally within the bridge is
encouraged.

The pedestrian bridge should be transparent with distinct night lighting.
(Greenvalley, Nevada)
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L. Nottingham Inn
As mentioned in Section K, the Town Hall building is too small for its current use
and a new site has been selected. The Nottingham Inn will replace Town Hall on this
site. The proposed Nottingham Inn would bring vitality and a new level of energy to
the west end of Main Street when Town Hall services are not open for business.

sioned that a high-quality destination hotel be constructed on the existing Town
Hall site, with the understanding that the footprint of the new building does not
take up any green space that already exists. Furthermore, the redevelopment of the
site should be in concert with a new park master plan for Nottingham Park.

Developing this parcel could also help offset some of the up-front public costs to the
capital improvements associated with the redevelopment of this area. It is envi-

NOTTINGHAM INN
INTENT

L.1 Design Principles
Nottingham Inn will be placed in a great park setting. This setting cannot be compromised by building heights that overwhelm the pedestrian-oriented park space.
Nottingham Park is the primary park space within the Town of Avon. This green
space receives both programmed activity use as well as informal use by residents and
visitors. The park has a high level of sun exposure with views of Bachelor Gulch,
Beaver Creek, Gamecreek Bowl and Bellyache Mountain (to the west). A concern is
that without careful building design, the park will lose its attractiveness, and views to
significant mountains and southern exposure, resulting in an unpleasant pedestrian
environment that is overshadowed, cold and uninviting. It is the intent to create the
very best possible pedestrian street, without compromising the value of individual
building developments toward the redevelopment.

Overshadowing a pedestrian-oriented space can create cold and uninviting spaces
in the mountains. All plazas shall receive the majority of the sun. The northern
side of the Nottingham Inn shall received sun as well over different times of the day.
Access and circulation will inform how well Nottingham Inn will sit on the park
landscape and interface with the Benchmark Road/Main Street intersection. In
pedestrian-oriented areas, automobile and service access should be minimized.
Automobile access facing the park is strongly discouraged.

Nottingham Inn shall sit proud on the park setting. The shape of the building should
embrace this park setting with wings extending from a central core. The notion of this
shape is encouraged to fit more dynamically into the landscape and to have a central
focal element that becomes an anchor to the park setting.
Nottingham Inn will have a beautiful setting facing Nottingham Park to the north and
west; incredible sun and views to the south and access to Main Street, Lake Street and
Benchmark Road to the east. With this setting, the architecture needs to respond by
offering a semi-public space that invites users of the Town Center to enjoy this unique
setting. It is envisioned that a wrap around covered porch/veranda be provided on all
sides of Nottingham Inn.
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These illustratives are showing possible massing of buildings
and do not reflect the desired character of the district.

NOTTINGHAM INN
INTENT

L.6 Nottingham
Inn

PRIORITY GUIDELINES

GUIDELINES

The floor to ceiling distance within the porch/arcade (measured
from the porch/arcade elevation to the underside soffit) shall
not be less than ten feet.

The use of restaurants and outdoor bars is encouraged on a portion of the porch/veranda.

The verandah shall be no less than 15 feet deep.

Visual and physical connections with the park are strongly
encouraged.

The building shall set proud above the park grade. A minimum
18 inch vertical grade difference between the park grade and
covered porch/veranda is required.

It is recommended that the interface between the building and
park be seamless with no automobile, service, or delivery
disruption.

No more than 30 percent of the porch/veranda shall be used as
restaurant and outdoor bars.
The building shall screen a minimum of 80 percent of the automobile access and any surface parking from the park space.
Additional landscape screening may be necessary.
The building shall be designed as a minimum of three separated
masses, as suggested in the urban design plan. The three masses
will allow the building to visually be reduced in scale and allow
for sequencing of construction based on external influences
such as market conditions and political environments.
The building should step down in height to protect the view of Beaver
Creek from the park as shown in this model.
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A. Implementation Entity
A.1 Options and
Considerations
As the Town considers how to best use an Urban
Renewal Authority (URA) to achieve the redevelopment
of the Town West Center, there are a number of
questions to consider. This section goes through some
of the critical options and discusses the various options
available to the Town as it moves toward redevelopment
of the West Town Center District.
Urban Renewal or Redevelopment Authorities are
flexible tools to help local governments redevelop a
part of their community. The structure a URA takes
revolves around the goals of the URA, the capacity
of an elected board to take on additional work, staff
familiarity with redevelopment issues, staff capacity,
and the scale of the redevelopment project.
This section goes through these considerations to help
the Town in forming an Urban Renewal Authority that
best meets their goals and needs.

A.2 Goals and
Objectives:
There is a direct relationship between the general goals
a community has for using a URA and the structure
the URA takes (board, staffing, etc.) For communities
interested in financing public infrastructure
improvements to foster private investment, the
structure of the URA can be relatively simple with the
URA adding resources to an existing city department
budget such as public works.
The more the local community wants to shape how
private development looks in terms of design, uses, and
type, the URA will have more interconnected parts
and take more time and effort to create and manage

effectively. In short, community goals matter. As this
analysis will illustrate, the more clear a community
can be on the goals of a URA, the easier it will be to
determine the structure and operations of the tool.
1. Adding resources for public works improvements
The Vail Urban Renewal Authority’s goal is to finance
public improvements identified in the West Lionshead
reinvestment plan. These improvements include
“projects dedicated to acceleration and deceleration
turn lanes along South Frontage Road; road and
pedestrian improvements along West Lionshead
Circle; lighting, landscaping and snowmelt surface
improvements to the Lionshead pedestrian mall;
improvements to the East Lionshead pedestrian
portal, including removal and relocation of service and
delivery vehicles, private skier drop-off and local transit
shuttles; road and streetscape improvements to East
Lionshead Circle; and a new transit center.”
2. Redeveloping publicly owned land
The Urban Renewal Authority of Pueblo (URAP) and
the City of Pueblo issued approximately $9.5 million
in revenue bonds to finance construction of the Pueblo
Convention Center. The URA owns and governs the
Convention Center and contracts a manager.
3. Improving Downtowns through public amenities
Estes Park Urban Renewal Authority is one of the
oldest URAs in Colorado and one of the first in a
small community. Its focus has always been on public
amenities such as the River Walk, which runs next to
and through their downtown. This focus has made it
easier to keep the URA board (which is appointed by
the Mayor and approved by the Town Council) on the
same page. Having a URA has been useful because it
involves numerous local businesses that have a direct
stake in the URA’s success. The businesses owners

work closely with the URA director leaving the
Planning Director to work on broader issues.
The Arvada City Center is regarded as one of the most
successful examples of urban renewal in Colorado. The
redevelopment that has taken place over the past 25
years has led to an increase of tax revenues of over 13.7
million dollars a year. The URA redeveloped Olde Town
Square and the adjacent Library in 2006. The square
includes a fountain, picnic area, garden, and open space
for community events.
4. Redeveloping privately owned land
The Lakewood Reinvestment Authority (‘reinvestment’
is purposefully used in the organization’s name) was
created to redevelop older commercial property. As
Lakewood is a suburb of Denver, all the land in the city
boundaries is already built upon. Consequently, any
new development in the city will, by definition, be a
redevelopment project.

The Town of Vail leveraged private sector contributions to fund public
infrastructure for the Lionshead redevelopment.

Steamboat Springs created an URA in 2005 for the area
at the base of their ski mountain. Much of the public
amenities, which include a pedestrian mall and transit stops,
will be on land that is currently in private ownership.
The Urban Renewal Authority of Pueblo is organizing a
uniform policy in an effort to help private property owners
finance restoration of building facades, landscaping,
and general esthetic improvements. The URAP recently
organized contracts with two separate development
corporations to construct entertainment-associated
projects to be located on the Historic Arkansas Riverwalk
of Pueblo. Lot 3 will house two restaurant tenants while
Lot 4 will develop into a Brewery.

The river walk runs through the heart of Estes Park, with shops and
restaurants to be encountered along the way.

The Golden Colorado Urban Renewal Authority has
provided consultation, advice and other support to
twenty-five projects to revitalize property representing
$50 million in private and public investments in new
buildings, infrastructure and renovations. All the
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project have included significant teamwork from some combinations of private
developers, service clubs, the City, Chamber of Commerce, Civic Foundation,
Economic Development Commission and many other actively involved people and
groups.
TOWN OF

Avon

TOWN CENTER WEST AREA
URBAN RENEWAL PLAN

July 2007

Town Center West Area Urban Renewal Plan

August 2007

A.3 Avon URA
The Town Center West Area Urban Renewal Plan (August 2007), authorizes the
Urban Renewal Authority to undertake:
• public improvements
•

provide facilities infrastructure public works improvements

•

redevelop publicly owned land

•

stimulate (directly and indirectly) private sector investment

•

assist in the financing or construction of non-public improvements

The Urban Renewal Plan is “intended to promote local objectives with respect to
appropriate land uses, private investment and public improvements”.

The Town Center West Urban Renewal Plan provides the legal
framework
for the URA.
Figure No. 1
Town Center West Area Urban Renewal Plan – Boundary Map

The Town Center West Area Urban Renewal Plan Boundary extends
beyond the West Town Center District.

•2•
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Leland
Consulting

B. Roles and Responsibilities
B.1 Board of Directors
In larger communities, like Denver, URA boards are
appointed by the Mayor or City Council. The board
members usually have some expertise useful to the
URA mission and serve for a specific amount of time.
Denver is the classic URA with a board of directors
appointed by the Mayor and approved by the City
Council. Estes Park also follows this approach, but
it is unique in this approach as a small community.
In smaller and medium sized communities, it is more
common for the City Council to also serve as the board
of the URA. This approach ensures that the actions of
the URA have more direct accountability to the voting
public and the public process of the URA is more
transparent. In addition it enables individuals who
would be likely candidates for a URA board position
to serve on the citizen advisory committee for specific
project, which can often be a better use of their time
and expertise.
Many more medium and smaller sized communities have
adopted a consolidated approach whereby the City or
Town Council also serves as the URA board of directorsLakewood, Loveland, Vail, and Steamboat Springs.

B.2 Citizen
Committees
Many URAs create citizen committees to help in
the direction and oversight of the URA work. This
approach not only helps ensure broader ownership of
URA goals by the larger community, but it helps to
manage the work load of the URA board, especially in
such cases when the URA board and the City/Town
Council are the same body.

As a recommending body to the URA board of
directors, citizen committees can also help create
a more flexible (and less formal) structure for
discussion concerning issues such as development and
construction guidelines and design review.

B.3 Private
Development
Partners

Lakewood Reinvestment Authority creates separate
citizen committees for each of its URA projects. In
the early stages of the redevelopment of the failing
Villa Italia Mall into the mixed use, transit-oriented
Belmar, the authority created a citizen committee that
included the Mayor, area property owners, citizens at
large, and the master developer of the site. This group
worked through the design and planning issues for
the site and made recommendations to the Authority
Board of Directors (the 11-member city council).
The developer of the site, Continuum Partners, also
created a design committee, which handled design
review issues before reaching the city review process,
therefore reducing the amount of city staff time
involved. However, city staff did need to sit on the
final design review for several months as this process
took shape.

Much of the URA’s work program can be determined
by the relationship the community has with a private
development partner selected to work on any given URA
project. A good working relationship is critical to getting
the URA workload and staffing needs to a minimum.
Again, the Lakewood Reinvestment Authority’s ongoing
relationship with Continuum Partners is a great example
of the possibilities. The redevelopment of the declining
Villa Italia Mall into the New Urbanist “Belmar”
required a number of elements to come together for the
project to not only be built but to become a national
model of redevelopment.

The City of Steamboat Springs Council has a citizen
committee that consists of the major property owners
and three at-large citizens of the City. The Urban
Redevelopment Authority Advisory Committee
(URAAC) addresses controversial issues before they
reach the URA board (also the City Council). This
approach is not immune to controversy, but it ensures
that there is significantly more dialogue on an issue
before it reaches a formal decision-making body.

Redeveloping a suburban mall is a challenging effort in
itself, but having a clear vision of what the community
wants in its place facilitates the whole process. The
Lakewood City Council and a number of citizens had
a vision that went beyond a suburban mall. They saw
The Villa Italia Mall becoming a mixed use downtown
for their community and a focal point for activity right
across the street from city hall.
Having that vision made it easier to pick a developer
like Continuum Partners, Lakewood knew they
needed a patient and creative developer with a
commitment to urban design, citizen involvement and
aesthetics to make the project succeed financially, look
good, and be politically supported.

Fort Collins Urban Renewal Authority
Organizational Chart
North College CAG
Responsibilities:
x
Advice on
significant NC
URP matters

Board of
Commissioners of
the
Urban Renewal
Authority

P&Z Board
Responsibilities:
x
Recommend Plans

Executive Director
Darin Atteberry

CPES
Greg Byrne

Program Manager
Joe Frank, Advance Planning
Responsibilities:
x
Program Administration
x URA Board Liaison

Financial

Legal

Planning

Chuck Seest, Finance
Dept.

Paul Eckman,
City Attorney’s Office

Ken Waido, Advance
Planning
Clark Mapes, Advance
Planning
Sheri Wamhoff,
Engineering
Glen Schlueter,
Storm Water Utility

Responsibilities:
x
Account payables
x
Accting/financial
reporting
x
Project review financial
x
Financial Analysis
x
County
Assessor/Appraiser
coordination

Responsibilities:
x
Legal review
x
County Assessor
Coordination
x
Project review legal

Responsibilities:
x
NCCAG, PZ and
URA support
x
Property owner
contacts
x
Project review
x
URA Plans

Revised 7/21/06

A detailed organizational chart listing responsibilities like this one
above may be helpful as the Avon URA structure develops.

In order to realize their vision, Lakewood also knew
that they would have to use their eminent domain
powers. When Continuum Partners bought Villa Italia
from its previous owners, they inherited restrictive
leases, which gave the shopping mall anchors the right
to veto any structural changes to the mall. Some of
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Table 1. Colorado Urban Renewal Authorities and
Downtown Development Authorities, 20041

Municipality

Type of
Authority

Using Tax Increment
Financing?

Does City Staff
Provide Support?

Arvada

URA

Yes

Yes

Aurora

URA

Yes

Yes

Boulder

URA

No

Yes

Brighton

both

No

Yes

Broomfield

URA

Yes

Yes

Colorado Springs

URA

Yes

Yes

Commerce City

URA

n/r

No

Delta

URA

No

No

Denver

URA

Yes

No

Englewood

URA

Yes

Yes

Estes Park

URA

Yes

Yes

Federal Heights

URA

Yes

Yes

Fort Collins

DDA

Yes

No

Glenwood Springs

DDA

Yes

Yes

Golden

URA

Yes

Yes

Greeley

URA

Yes

Yes

Grand Junction

DDA

Yes

No

La Junta

URA

Yes

No

Lafayette

URA

Yes

Yes

Lakewood

URA

Yes

Yes

Las Animas

URA

No

Yes

Longmont

DDA

Yes

No

Loveland

URA

Yes

Yes

Monte Vista

DDA

No

Yes

Mt. Crested Butte

DDA

Yes

Yes

Northglenn

URA

Yes

Yes

Pueblo

URA

Yes

Yes

Rangley

DDA

No

n/r

Silverthorne

URA

No

Yes

Sterling

URA

Yes

No

Superior

URA

Yes

Yes

Thornton

URA

Yes

Yes

Westminster

URA

Yes

Yes

Wheat Ridge

URA

Yes

Yes

Woodland Park

DDA

Yes

Yes

Source: City of Longmont
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the on-site tenants resisted the redevelopment plan, which threatened to stall the
whole project. Lakewood used the URA’s eminent domain powers to condemn the
properties and enable the project to move forward.
The use of eminent domain could have backfired on the URA and the City Council
(the URA board), but the efforts of the elected officials, planning staff, and the
developers to constantly communicate the redevelopment vision and engage citizens
in the fine-tuning of the vision framed the condemnation in the larger context of
what Lakewood could become through redevelopment.
(Note: Town Center West Area Urban Renewal Plan does not authorize the use of
eminent domain.)
With a vision, a consolidated parcel of land, and financing for a parking structure,
Continuum Partners as the developer/architect was able to run the entire
development process for the City including managing a citizen committee, managing
a design review committee, working with other affected stakeholders, presentations
to local groups on URA process, working closely with Staff, and setting up effective
management of the project over the long-term.
Some of the elements that made the Lakewood and Continuum Partners partnership so
fruitful was Continuum Partners’ in-house skills from planning to design to financing and
their belief that ”what is in the long-term interest of the community is generally in the longterm interest of the developer.”
The developer’s commitment to the community enabled Lakewood’s elected officials
to continue to advocate for the vision of the project and work collaboratively with
Continuum Partners throughout the challenges they faced over the course of the
project. The Lakewood URA board acted much like a developer would – finding
creative solutions instead of getting stuck by a challenging issue.

B.4 Staffing and Tasks:
Staffing levels for a URA vary with scale. Urban URAs such as Denver’s have several
staff members that manage multiple projects simultaneously. However, the staffing of
URAs – even in a large city like Denver – is generally modest despite the scale of projects
they deal with. Many of the legal and financial questions pertaining to redevelopment
projects can be addressed in-house by other city departments. In smaller communities,
the issue of URA staffing involves a few additional considerations:
1. Staff Experience
There can be significant turnover in a community’s planning staff given the inherent
stresses and controversies of the planning and development review process.
Consequently, a community needs to consider how experienced the planning staff
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is in its day-to-day- functions to help evaluate if it could take on the additional tasks
of a URA. Additionally, it is desirable for planners to have private sector experience,
particularly with redevelopment issues. This experience can help promote private
sector confidence and mitigate risk for developers throughout the review process.
2. Staffing Level
There is significant pressure for local government to be frugal and efficient with
resources. Consequently, planning departments are often understaffed or at capacity
for the day-to-day planning and development review functions. This is particularly
true with smaller planning departments where “everyone does everything” and it is
difficult to increase the workload without overburdening the staff. Larger planning
departments can experience similar stresses, but with more planners there is more
opportunity to redefine roles and add someone at the administrative level to enable
an experienced planner to take on URA work.
In 2005, the City of Longmont conducted research on the staffing question relating to
their own efforts to create a URA and whether or nor it should be staffed by the City
or be kept separate as a separate entity.
Part of this research included developing a list of Colorado URAs with staff from the
local city government. As the report concludes, “most [URAs or DDAs ] are formally
staffed by the municipality and some have independent staff reporting directly to the
URA or DDA Boards.” Some of the older URAs, such as Denver, have an established
board, staff, and budget separate from the City of Denver (see Table 1).
The City of Lakewood created an URA run by the Community Development
director (occupying five percent of overall work time) and one development
associate who coordinates community outreach and requests for proposals.
The current City Manager has significant experience with URAs from a previous
community. The Community Development Director and the Finance Director have a
good working relationship, which keeps staffing to a minimum. Since just about any
large development in Lakewood is a redevelopment project, Lakewood staff and City
Council (also the URA board) have become comfortable with how to best use their
URA and how this tool can help them achieve community goals.
Steamboat Springs just began using the URA tool. Because no one on their staff had
significant experience with redevelopment, the City Council saw a consultant as the
best way to move the project forward and build expertise in the staff. Furthermore,
given the potentially controversial issues relating to a public-private redevelopment
partnership, a consultant somewhat insulated staff from any political fallout. The
URA / City Council felt that hiring a consultant could avoid a long staff learning
curve and enable staff to learn from the consultant so they would have the in-house
skills for future URA efforts.

Proposed Avon Urban Renewal Authority
The consultant works closely with the City Manager and Community Development
Director, meets individually with the City Council members to ensure that they
know how the effort is progressing, and makes presentations to community groups.
The consultant works directly with the committee that oversees the URA planning
and development effort, manages the private planning and design team, negotiates
with private land owners, and coordinates the details of a bonding initiative, which
will occur in 2007.
The Community Development Director heads up the Vail URA . Vail has a rather
large staff considering the size of the communiy(six-person planning staff) has given
considerable time in the set up of the URA. Nevertheless, impact on staff time to operate
the URA will be limited due to more resources added to the public works budget.

B.5 URA Tasks
There a numerous tasks involved in redevelopment that depend on the scale of the
project and the experience of the URA board and staff. Some of these tasks include:
• Conducting the analysis to identify a “blighted” area
• Creating a redevelopment plan
• Managing a citizen committee
• Managing a design review committee
• Working with other affected stakeholders

Organization Chart

B.6 Avon URA Roles and
Responsibilities

URA BOARD

At this time, the Avon URA is to be staffed by the Town. The Assistant Town
Manager acts as the Administrator. The Town Council acts as the Board of Directors.
The Community Development Department, Public Works, Finance Department,
and the Town Attorney all provide support. The Planning Commission assists
with the implementation of public projects. The Town may wish to re-evaluate
the composition of the Board and staff as redevelopment projects require greater
expertise and increase the demands on time.
The Avon URA has broad authority in redevelopment efforts and many goals.
Considering the level of redevelopment anticipated the responsibilities of the URA
will quickly expand. This will require a wider range of staff involvment than is
currently available, with specific skills, development experience, financing expertise,
and urban design understanding. Consultants may assist with supporting and
training the staff, or provide assistance on specific projects or tasks when staff is
overburdened with workload.
Considering the interest and involvement of the local stakeholders in exploring
redevelopment options to date, it is likely that a citizen committee would be well
received. This would also help to reduce the workload of staff and bring a wide range
of skills, knowledge, and interests to the redevelopment efforts.

(Town Council)

Administrator
(Assistant Town Manager)

Planning
and Zoning

Finance

Public
Works

Citizen
Committee

Community
Development

Town
Attorney

• Helping coordinate processes between the city and the developer
• Developing bond proposals
• Negotiating with private land owners
• Creating request for proposals for development partners
• Creating a construction guidebook
• Presenting to local groups on the URA process
• Working closely with the City Manager and Finance Director
• Updating the Board of Directors
• Facilitating cooperation among government agencies
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C. Funding
C.1 Tax Increment
Financing
Although it is common to use Tax Increment
Financing (TIF) to pay for the public improvement
in a redevelopment project, TIFs are not commonly
understood by the general public and other public
taxing entities. This misunderstanding can create
controversy relating to the use of a TIF and jeopardize
any bond questions relying on TIFs.
The Villa Italia Mall in Lakewood Colorado was the largest
enclosed mall between Chicago and the West Coast at the time it
opened in 1966 (photo above). The Mall has now been transformed
into a lifestyle center including housing, office, retail, galleries,
restaurants , movie theater, parks and plazas. The construction of
this comprehensive redevelopment project was well underway in
2003 (photo below).

URAs in Colorado can use sales tax or property taxes as
the foundation of their tax increment financing district.
While all URAs in Colorado use property tax as the
foundation for the base of their tax increment only some
include sales tax.
Property tax increment financing provides more stable
revenue flow than sales tax, which can fluctuate
substantially and create problems for bond repayment.
Furthermore, most of the local municipalities in
Colorado are also heavily dependent on local sale
taxes for the bulk of their general fund, while property
taxes can be almost negligible. To overcome these
obstacles,Estes Park, Broomfield, and Wheat Ridge cap
the amount of sales tax a URA can collect through an
intergovernmental agreement to avoid restricting their
main revenue source for local public services. Some
URAs, like Broomfield, have a different tax increment
financing package in each of their URA districts. Some
use only property tax, some use only sales tax, and
others use both property and sales tax increments.
The use of property tax increment financing by a local
municipality can create tension with neighboring
or overlapping service districts, like counties, fire
protection districts, and school districts, because their
revenues are capped from the area within the URA for
a period of time. Although the goal of using a TIF is to
increase the value and productivity of an area (resulting
in more tax revenue), the timeframe for seeing those
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increases can be a sticking point URAs must address.
Table 2 below illustrates the tax increment financing
base used by several URAs in Colorado:
Table 2. TIF Bases in Colorado

Tax Increment Financing Base
URA

Property Tax

Sales Tax

Arvada

√

√

Aurora

√

√

Brighton

√

Broomfield

√

√

Centennial

√

√

Estes Park

√

√

Fort Collins

√

Lakewood

√

Loveland

√

√

Steamboat Springs

√

√

Sterling

√

√

Stapleton (Denver)

√

√

Thornton

√

Vail

√

Westminster

√

√

Wheat Ridge

√

√

In creating the Vail Redevelopment Authority, educating
and getting the support of other taking entities on the
impacts of property tax increment financing in Vail (the
school district, Colorado Mountain College, the Water and
Sanitation District, and Eagle County) took significantly
more time than creating the authority or creating the
redevelopment plan. Although Avon may benefit from Vail’s
educational effort, it would be wise to not underestimate
the time involved in working with other public entities so
they understand the value of a TIF to the redevelopment of
Avon’s West Town Center District.
On a related note, Glenwood Springs has defeated several
lawsuits from Garfield County and Colorado Mountain

College on the use of a TIF for public improvements in
their downtown. Five years after creating their DDA, the
City has yet to receive any TIF money.
Lakewood realized that their vision of a mixed use
and vibrant downtown could not be achieved by
Continuum Partners if they didn’t have a way to
creatively deal with parking. Although the design and
mix of uses make Belmar an exciting place to be, it is
supported by a publicly financed parking structure that
enables people to park and walk into the development.
Will Fleissig, a former founder and partner at Continuum
Partners, said the City’s efforts were crucial. “To create
a downtown, you need to build some kind of structured
parking, and that can be difficult to afford. The city
worked with us on an investment plan that allowed
for the new sales tax revenues from the project to be
garnered for the roads, the trees, the parking. It was a
perfect financing solution – and it worked.”

C.2 Avon Funding
Mechanisms
It is important for Avon to explore and utilize as many
funding tools as possible, as the redevelopment effort
will require flexibility and innovation. The primary
method of financing the Plan is expected to be the use
of property tax increments. In addition, some of the
mechanisms that may be used either independently or
in various combinations include:
• Funding Capital Project directly out of the
General Fund

The City of Lakewood is undergoing a renaissance as a new cultural
and commercial district as it grows around the intersection of
Wadsworth and Alameda. This district already includes the
Lakewood City Hall, Civic Center, Public Library, Cultural Center,
Heritage Center and Lakewood City Commons retail center. Belmar
provides the critical mass and diversity of uses necessary to create a
true downtown experience in Lakewood.

• Parking Payment in Lieu Fees
• Real Estate Transfer Assessment (RETA)
• Grants
• Special Districts and Improvement Districts
• Sales Tax Increments
• Main Street Improvement Assessment
• Recreational Amenities Fees
• Accommodations Taxes

Part III: Implementation
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D. Financial Analysis Summary
The West Town Center District Financial Analysis
model evaluates the economic implications of
redeveloping Avon’s West Town Center District with
regard to the recommended development program for
the site. The analysis seeks insight into the following
questions:
•

Are the infill parcels identified in the West
Town Center District plan viable from a
development perspective?

•

Can the infill parcels contribute towards the
cost of the public improvements?

•

To what magnitude will the public
costs associated with the infrastructure
improvements be supported by increased
revenues to the Town from the infill
redevelopments?

Street project costs without unduly affecting
financial viability; and
•

•8•

•

The design and program for the infill parcels is
based on the goals for physical form outlined
in the Town’s Urban Design Guidelines and
the program goals for critical mass and mix
recommended in the Market Study report;

•

The infill parcels as designed and programmed
in this analysis are economically viable and
will attract redevelopment interest from the
private sector;

•

The Town can sell or lease their parcels
(Town Hall, Parking Structure, Nottingham)
to a developer in order to minimize the
Town’s risk and expenditure.

•

A Main Street Improvement Assessment can
be levied on infill projects to help pay for Main

Part III: Implementation

•

The Town will need to construct the majority
of the public improvements up front in order
to create the environment that will attract
redevelopment interest;

•

It will be important to regularly update the
financial model as the project builds out over
time in order to reevaluate public costs and
private contribution levels and to adapt to
changing circumstances;

•

There is a need to engage the private sector
in the process to obtain buy in on the overall
project vision and development program
specifics; and

•

Nottingham Inn is a critical piece of the
overall placemaking program and will play
an important role in the district but can be
phased as one of the later developments.

Conclusions - Public
Revenue Streams
•

•

Conclusions – Infill Parcels

Projects that are not economically viable
today will become feasible in time as unit sales
prices continue to rise in the district, creating
a natural approach to phasing.

Recommendations

Public revenue streams will consist of onetime fees including RETA, parking-in-lieu
and Main Street assessments, while recurring
revenue streams include sales and property
tax, recreation fee and accommodations tax.
The incremental public revenue streams
realized from redevelopment will be able
to pay back the costs of the up front public
improvement projects.

Please refer to Appendix B for the full West Town Center District
Financial Analysis.

Map of West Town Center District Redevelopment Parcels

Sheraton’s
Mountain Vista

Avon Center
Town
Hall

Parking
Structure
Seasons
Lot 61

Nottingham
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Summary of Private Infill Redevelopment Analysis
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Phasing and Absorption
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Conclusion
This Investment Plan, although a visionary document,
lays out a plan of action for the West Town Center. It
is the culmination of more than six years of work by
the Town to articulate a vision and take the necessary
steps to ensure its implementation. It includes the
most current information on the West Town Center,
but at the same time assumes that thoughts and ideas
will transform over time. This is designed to be a
living document that is added to, information replaced
over time, and streamlined as decisions and progress
are made.
The Investment Plan communicates the challenges,
opportunities, recommendations, and action plan for
the West Town Center in four key areas – physical
design, market, finance, and public policy. These four
areas must advance at the same pace for the plan to be
fully implemented, without one getting too far ahead
of the other three.
The physical design is represented in Part I Overall
Development Vision and Part II Design Guidelines.
The illustrated master plan and a three dimensional
model of the plan illustrate the scope and scale of the
project. Most importantly, the Design Guidelines
provide clear development parameters for the entire
district and each particular property.

None of this will be implemented without serious
commitment from the Town and the community. Part
III Implementation identifies the decisions that must
be made in order to manage, finance, and implement
the vision. This lays out a process for addressing the
finance and political concerns of the project.
The West Town Center is taking shape with the
construction of the Transit Center and realignment of
West Benchmark Road (Lake Street). The context for
the district is changing as the Riverfront Village and
Bel Lago (Lot 12, Block 2, Benchmark at Beaver Creek)
development occurs in the area. The East Town
Center District Plan supports and enhances the vision
for the West Town Center including the continuation
of Main Street. Much progress has been made to
secure Avon’s place as the “Heart of the Valley”.
The next several years will be integral to the
perpetuation of this vision. This is a time for action
focused on a vision. The Town is well equipped with
both a visionary document and one that lays out action
steps. The Town must stay focused on the vision,
remain diligent with implementation (both in their
capital planning and development review roles), and
celebrate the successes!

Attracting the right uses to the District is as
important as providing the proper physical design.
Recommendations for market focus and competitive
context are found in Part I Overall Development Vision
Chapter D.

Part IV: Conclusion
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Table of Contents
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Introduction
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Design Workshop has been retained by the Town of
Avon to perform a market investigation for the West
Town Center redevelopment project in order to provide insight into the following three key questions:

G. Residential Analysis............................................................................. 31
H. Development Recommendations......................................................35

•

What is the optimal retail market focus for
West Town Center?

•

What is the critical mass and mix of new retail
space that is required to provide the necessary
vitality for the area?

•

What is the critical mass and mix of new residential space that will best support the retail
component of the project?

I. Next Steps................................................................................................ 42
Endnotes

The report begins by reviewing the key contextual
elements that frame the analysis. Information on existing conditions, demographics and trends, competitive
context, comparable analysis all have an impact on the
analysis specific to the three questions.
Each subsequent section is oriented towards investigating a specific question. The sections begin by presenting the additional research and analysis required
to examine and understand the specific question. Recommendations are drawn from both the overall context analysis and the specific research completed for
each question. The report concludes by recommending
a series of next steps in the design and development of
the West Town Center project.
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Design Workshop recommends that West Town Center District’s retail
and commercial market focus be oriented towards supporting the lifestyle
goals and objectives of Avon’s residents and visitors. This lifestyleoriented focus will establish a competitive niche that is currently missing
in the market, and will complement the Comprehensive Plan goal of
transforming West Town Center into the community’s gathering place
and social hub. The development program should include 85,000 square
feet of street-level retail space plus an additional 40,000 square feet of
commercial space on the second and third floors of Main Street buildings.
The residential component should include between 500 and 750 units
consisting of condominium, hotel and affordable housing units.

B. Avon
Context
Avon Demographics
Avon’s population consists of year-round residents,
seasonal residents and visitors. A previous report
prepared by EPS for the Comprehensive Plan established the existing and projected population for the
Town of Avon.4 The projected population for Avon
was assumed to exist at a build out condition based on
existing entitlements, which for purposes of this study
is assumed to occur in 2015. Average per capita income
is calculated by applying income figures obtained from
previous studies to arrive at a weighted income average
based on population segments. This weighted average
is used in this market investigation to examine retail
demand.

Eagle Valley
Demographics
A population and income analysis for the Eagle Valley is useful for understanding the larger context in
which Avon exists, and provides information regarding
the larger market area from which Avon draws retail
customers. The Eagle Valley is defined for this study as
the 80 square mile area encompassing Vail, Eagle-Vail,
Beaver Creek, Edwards and the surrounding unincorporated areas (see Figure 2.2)5.

•

•

The mean income of summer visitors was
$118,563, while winter mean income was
$200,841. This analysis uses the average of the
two incomes, $159,702, to represent the mean
visitor income.
Shopping was listed by 84% of visitors as one
of the activities they planned to do while in
the Eagle Valley, making it the most popular of
the 20+ activities on the survey. Other popular
activities include dining (81%), general sightseeing (74%), special events (67%) and hiking
(48%).

The Vail Resorts Marketing Research Department’s
2005 Town of Vail Summer Survey Results report contains demographic information for visitors to the Eagle
Valley. The information was obtained by surveying
1,200 summer visitors, and the findings include:
•

Additional demographic information for the Avon
year-round resident population that is pertinent to this
analysis is presented in Table 2.1. This data was generated by examining the area within a 1.5 mile radius of
Avon Road and Interstate 70.

Table 2.1: Avon Year-round Resident Demographics6

Households

Households

Race

47% of visitors were couples with children living at home, a significant increase over previous
years. The average number of children was 2.1.
The other highest categories of visitors were
married empty nesters (21%) and singles with
no children (20%).

Average household size

2.8

% of family households

50.8%

% of family households
with related children

27%

% of non-family
households

Age

Per Capita
Income

49.2%

% of population aged
55+ (2000)

7.7%

% of population aged
55+ (2010)

12.2%

% of population of
Hispanic origin (2000)

27.9%

% of population of
Hispanic origin (2010)

34.8%

Median per capita
income (2005)

$42,447

Median per capita
income (2010)

$53,939

% change 2005-2010

Home
Value

2,249

3.5%

Median home value
(2000)

$307,031

Median home value
(2010)

$544,863

Figure 2.2: Eagle Valley Study Area
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Table 2.3: Avon Existing Population7

Unit Type

Units

Persons/
Unit

Annual
Occupancy

Year-Round
Equivalent
Population

Average Per
Capita Income of
Residents8

Year-Round
Dwelling Units

2,187

2.8

100%

6,081

$42,447

Second Homes

365

3.0

23%

252

$264,680

Condo-hotel
Units

365

2.0

45%

328

$159,702

Hotel Bedrooms

157

1.5

45%

106

$159,702

6,767

$58,242
(weighted avg.)

TOTAL

3,074

Table 2.4: Avon Projected Population9

Unit Type
Year-Round Dwelling Units

Units

Persons/
Unit

Annual
Occupancy

Year-Round
Equivalent
Population

3,908

2.8

100%

7,802

Second Homes

571

3.0

23%

395

Condotel Units

1,014

2.0

45%

912

632

1.5

45%

427

Hotel Units
TOTAL
% Annual Increase
(2005-2015)

6,125

9,536

9.9%

4.1%

Table 2.5: Eagle Valley Existing Population

Unit Type
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Units10

Persons/
Unit11

Annual
Occupancy

Year-Round
Equivalent
Population

Average Per
Capita Income
of Residents12

Year-Round
Dwelling
Units

7,578

2.8

100%

21,218

$27,490

Second
Homes

5,045

3.0

23%

3,482

$264,680

Condotel
Units

(included
with hotel
units)

2.0

45%

(included with
hotel units)

$159,702

Hotel Units

2,723

1.5

45%

1,838

$159,702

TOTAL

15,346

26,538

$67,769
(weighted avg.)
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Significance of Context and
Demographics
Analysis of the context and demographic information for Avon and the Eagle
Valley reveals the following significant items that pertain to the retail and
residential analysis of West Town Center:

Population Growth
Continued population growth is forecasted for both Avon and the Eagle Valley.
The Town of Avon will experience significant population growth as evidenced
by the residential unit buildout estimates. The Eagle Valley is also continuing to
experience extensive growth. The Colorado State Demographer projects that the
Eagle County population will increase by 2.5% per year between 2000 and 2015,
growing from 43,355 to 61,710 residents13.
The population growth will increase the size of the market from which West
Town Center District will draw retail customers and result in a net increase in
the amount of supportable retail space within the Avon and Eagle Valley market
areas.

Second Homes
The increasing number of second home and seasonal residents is changing the
nature of retail and residential demand in Avon. With a higher income, this
market has more residential purchasing power and higher retail expenditures
and different buying behaviors than year-round residents. The NWCCOG 2003
Mountain Resort Homeowner’s Survey indicated that second homeowners
spend five times as much as single homeowners on home improvement, home
maintenance services, clothing and recreational equipment, along with a
preference for making these expenditures locally14.

Visitors
The visitor information reveals a high mean income for both summer and winter
visitors and a prioritization towards shopping and dining while on their trip.
Retail and dining preferred by this group will include resort retail and local
restaurants and small businesses that provide opportunities for new or different
experiences that can’t be obtained back home.

Hispanic Population
The Hispanic population in the region is increasing, and by 2010 residents of
Hispanic origin are projected to comprise one-third of the year-round population
in Avon. Consideration of cultural preferences with regard to residential and
retail preferences can help to ensure that West Town Center is appealing to this
large and growing market. Scheduling of festivals and events such as Cinco de
Mayo that reflect the authentic traditions of the population can both attract this
market and help to provide a real cultural experience for visitors and residents
that is both educational and entertaining.

Housing Prices
The growing population and the increasing demand for second homes are
major factors in the escalation of housing prices in Avon. Median home values
are projected to increase by 77% between 2000 and 2010. Rising home prices
result in affordability concerns for year-round residents. Rising home prices as
a result of demand also stimulate interest from developers, which may benefit
the redevelopment parcels identified within West Town Center if they include a
residential component.
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C.
Competitive
Context
This section investigates the current retail and commercial activity in the larger area that comprises
the competitive environment in which West Town
Center will operate. Assessment of the existing retail
and commercial environment provides information
on retail habits and choices already available to area
residents and visitors. It also helps to identify potential
opportunities for services and activities not currently
offered.
Four key mixed-use town center competitive areas
were identified, and include:

•

Avon East Town Center

•

Beaver Creek Village at Beaver Creek

•

Riverwalk at Edwards

•

Lionshead at Vail

These competitors were selected in part because they
draw from the same target market of Eagle Valley
residents and visitors and because they share many
physical characteristics and retail strategies. However,
each caters to a slightly different market niche, which
helps to establish their competitive advantage relative
to the other areas.
The analysis of West Town Center’s competitive
context includes an overview of each area with respect
to mix of uses and total retail square footage as well as
an examination of specific attributes that are relevant
to West Town Center. The specific structure of each
competitive profile is illustrated in the table below.

Table 3.1: Structure of Competitive Profiles

Key Competitive Attribute
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Avon Town Center East

Beaver Creek Village

Resort Portal

X

Highway/ Interstate
Adjacency and Access

X

Riverwalk, Edwards

Lionshead, Vail

X

X
X

Mixed-Use Retail Center

X

X

Ambiance/ Character

X

Community Gathering Place

X

X

X
X

Multiple Retail Areas
Within Town

X

Commercial and Retail Size
(square feet)

340,000 (Town Center East)

120,000

120,000

133,000 (Lionshead)

Primary Retail Focus

Regional retail and
resident-oriented

High End oriented to visitors
and second homeowners

Middle-Tier, oriented to resident
and second homeowners

Mid to High End, oriented
to short term visitors
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East Town Center:
Avon, Colorado15
Located East of Avon Road, East Town Center has
been developed primarily as one and two-story shopping centers oriented toward serving customer needs
for both local residents and visitors traveling by
automobile. With approximately 340,000 square feet
of commercial space, the feel and atmosphere of Avon
East Town Center is dominated by its commercial
component. In addition to traditional commercial centers, Avon East Town Center is defined by vertically
mixed-use buildings connected by automobile access.
These buildings house a limited amount of office space
as well as a moderate number of residential units.
Figure 3.2 depicts the portion of East Town Center
directly adjacent to Avon Road.
Further east of Avon’s existing East Town Center
District is the Village at Avon PUD. The Village at
Avon has entitlements to develop 2,400 dwelling units
and 650,000 square feet of commercial development on
1,790 acres. Super Wal-Mart and Home Depot are the
major anchor tenants of this regional shopping destination.
The key attributes of Avon East Town Center that
have bearing on West Town Center District include its
location as a resort portal, its highway adjacency, and
the focus of retail in multiple areas.

•

•

Avon’s traditional role has been as a gateway to
Beaver Creek, serving as a bedroom community
for Beaver Creek and Vail employees and as a
service provider for the two resorts. East Town
Center’s retail character fits this role, with
an emphasis on providing services and retail
options that are not available in the resorts,
specifically big box regional retailers like Gart
Sports, Office Depot and Pier 1.

Avon East Town Center is able to attract visitors and second homeowners as well as fulltime residents.

Highway Adjacency and
Access
•

•

Highway adjacency is attractive to big box and
regional retailers like Wal-Mart, Home Depot,
Gart Sports and Pier 1 Imports because they’re
able to extend the size of their market area and
draw from throughout the region.

•

lage at Avon increases the separation between
the Village at Avon retailers and East (and
West) Town Center because it allows customers to bypass the Town entirely when traveling
to/from Wal-Mart and Home Depot.
•

Avon East Town Center is one of the three
major retail centers in Avon. It is physically
separated from both West Town Center and
the Village at Avon. A car is required to travel
between East Town Center and either of the
other retail areas.

•

Better connections between areas would allow
for more combined trips, such that visitors to
Wal-Mart could easily also shop in East Town
Center. The same applies to East Town Center
and West Town Center, particularly if the two
retain different retail market focuses.

•

The separate highway interchange for the Vil-

Figure 3.2: View toward East Town Center District16

The multiple retail areas within the town make
it difficult for Avon to establish a singular image
or presence in the eyes of the full-time residents
as well as second homeowners and visitors.

Retail Focus
•

The chain retailers and restaurants (both chains
and locally-owned) tend to be positioned at the
middle tier in order to attract full-time residents
but are not of a high enough quality to appeal to
the other markets.

•

East Town Center has numerous professional
service providers located on upper level floors.
The service providers are primarily oriented
towards real estate development (architects,
engineers, brokerage, insurance). Some medical
offices also exist in East Town Center. These
services generate traffic to the retail areas during the day from both employees and visitors to
the offices.

•

The retail mixes within East Town Center are
missing key elements such as entrainment uses,
clothing retailers as well as office spaces.

•

A large grocery store acts as the central anchor
for East Town Center and is effective at drawing residents, second homeowners and visitors
to the retail area.

Regional retailers and big box operators
typically require visibility from the highway,
although in Avon’s case neither of the two major
big box retailers (Wal-Mart and Home Depot)
are visible from I-70.

Multiple Retail Areas
within Town

Resort Portal
•

Avon Road is an effective means of channeling
Beaver Creek-bound skiers, residents and visitors between Interstate 70 and the resort. Unfortunately, it is so successful that it provides a
thoroughfare through Avon, which discourages
travelers from making stops in Avon. It also
effectively bifurcates the town making crosstown travel by foot or by car difficult.
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Town Center East Significance to West
Town Center
Broad Existing Retail Options
Retail options are broad within the Village at Avon PUD and Avon East Town
Center: the area east of Avon Road is home to stores ranging from major big box
(Wal Mart, Home Depot) to medium and smaller stores with a transaction-based
focus, i.e. customers travel to these areas to obtain a specific good or service.
To compete with the retail mass of Avon East Town Center (340,000 square feet
of commercial) and the Village at Avon (650,000 square feet), the West Town
Center District will need to provide appeal beyond a transaction based retail
environment.

Town Center East Transaction-Based
Shopping Advantage
Avon East Town Center and the Village at Avon will retain a competitive
advantage in transaction based shopping. At almost one million square feet, these
two areas provide a significant inventory of transaction based retail uses in the
immediate market area.
While West Town Center has the same advantage of highway proximity as
Town Center East that could appeal to regional big box retailers, its physical
configuration (both existing and planned) does not lend itself to the space,
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access and surface parking needs required by these tenants. Because of the
amount of existing space and the physical incompatibility presented by the site,
West Town Center is better to position itself as different from these adjacent
retail areas than to compete directly with them.

West Town Center Niche Opportunity
Avon East Town Center’s retail tenants are physically dispersed. As a result,
automobile access is the only way to access the retail environments of Town
Center East. The area’s vehicular dependency is evident in the dominance of
parking lots in the landscape.
West Town Center District can provide shoppers with a more enjoyable
experience by providing residents and visitors with pedestrian access to retail
and improved linkages to the numerous amenities in the area.
Entertainment and dining options are lacking in Avon East Town Center. West
Town Center District can carve out a competitive niche by providing locals and
visitors with a wide variety of dining and entertainment options.
It is likely that some of Avon East Town Center’s existing tenants will be able
to find greater success if they relocate to an ambiance-based district. If they
relocate, replacement tenants with an auto and transaction-based focus will be
able to replace them so that the success of one area does not affect the success of
the others.

Beaver Creek
Village: Beaver
Creek, Colorado17
Beaver Creek Mountain Resort is a high-end, yearround resort and second home community. The resort
is located three miles south of Avon. It houses approximately 250 permanent, year-round residents with 250
homes, 1,000 condominiums and 750 hotel units. The
resort consists of three inner resort ski portals and
villages with retail components: Beaver Creek Village,
Bachelor Gulch Village, and Arrowhead Village. This
analysis focuses on the central retail center of Beaver
Creek Village.
Beaver Creek is a master planned community, with
Beaver Creek Village as the central retail and commercial area. Beaver Creek Village’s retail element includes
dining, shopping, services, entertainment, an ice skating rink and a performing arts center. Beaver Creek
Village consists of 120,000 square feet of commercial
and retail uses with an additional 60,000 square feet
of meeting and convention space. The master planned
nature of the development means that every element
of the resort experience has been integrated into the
overall experience - from the world flags that create
a sense of arrival to the pedestrian orientation and
the extensive activities and events schedule including fireworks and seasonal celebrations (see Figure
3.3). Beaver Creek Village’s retail program is focused
towards the high-end short-term visitor and second
homeowner.
The key attributes of Beaver Creek Village that have
bearing on West Town Center District include its
location as a resort portal, its ambience and character,
and its function as Beaver Creek’s community gathering
place.

Resort Portal
•

•

•

Beaver Creek Village is the base area for Beaver
Creek ski area, and thus draws retail customers
from throughout the Eagle Valley (day skiers) as
well as Beaver Creek visitors and residents.
All of the day skier traffic passes through Avon
on Avon Road on their way to and from the ski
resort. Beaver Creek’s second homeowners and
lodging visitors also pass through Avon on their
way to and from the airport or I- 70.

Community Gathering
Place
•

•

The lack of a mix of uses within Beaver Creek
Village negatively affects its ability to be a
community gathering place. For example, there
are no professional services or civic functions
(library, town hall) that serve to draw people
for non-retail purposes, nor are there full-time
residential units located within the Village core
to activate the space year-round. The lack of
retail and commercial uses geared towards anything other than the high end short term visitor
market results in a homogenous population of
patrons.

•

The central plaza is an effectively programmed
and designed common space that encourages
lingering and social interaction by patrons.

•

The events and activities that are central to the
Beaver Creek experience do a very good job of
enhancing the ambiance and memory-making
capacity of the area. Fireworks, seasonal events
like Oktoberfest, and the ice skating rink all
help to reinforce the concept of community
gathering and authentic experiences in the eyes
of visitors.

As a portal to the ski area, Beaver Creek’s retail
program includes goods and services desired by
skiers and visitors: restaurants, gear, clothing,
equipment rentals, sundries (snacks, sunscreen,
etc).

Ambiance/ Character
•

Beaver Creek has a wide range of amenities and
activities that accentuate its year-round appeal
and enhance the core activity of skiing. These
activities and amenities include ice skating,
mountain biking, balloon rides, horseback riding, spas, the performing arts center and fine
dining. This wide range of activities changes
every season and encourages year-round use of
the resort and repeat trips from visitors.

•

The character of the retail and the amenities
all serve to reinforce Beaver Creek’s retail focus
on the high end second homeowner and visitor. The high quality of the physical design, the
programming of the retail and the amenities and
activities are all designed to attract this market.

•

The physical layout of Beaver Creek Village
emphasizes pedestrian use and discourages
automobile use. This contributes greatly to the
sense of place within the retail core. Pedestrianfriendly elements include heated sidewalks,
escalators to assist with grade changes and free
intra-village shuttle service.

While Beaver Creek Village is designed as the
community gathering place for the resort, the
mix of uses within the core is focused on retail
and restaurants oriented towards the high-end
second homeowners and short term visitor markets.
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Figure 3.3: Village Center at Beaver Creek
Mountain Resort, Colorado18
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Retail Focus

•

•

Beaver Creek maintains a mix of retail and
commercial uses that are geared towards the
high end consumer that typifies its resident and
visitor population.

•

Retail uses focus on clothing boutiques and
resort wear, jewelry stores, fur stores, fine art
galleries and upper end outdoor outfitters.

•

Services are geared towards outdoor recreation,
spa facilities and real estate offices.

Dining options are on the high end of the spectrum, with few opportunities for casual dining.

Beaver Creek’s Significance to West
Town Center
Beaver Creek is a significant competitor to West Town Center by virtue of its
proximity and physical connections to the West Town Center area via Avon
Road as well as from the ski lift connections proposed as part of the Confluence
development. Beaver Creek should not be viewed purely as an adversarial competitor, however, as they serve a high-end niche that Avon has not yet pursued.
The major significant features of Beaver Creek relative to West Town Center
include place making, lack of community and synergistic opportunities.

Place Making
Beaver Creek Village provides a very successful retail environment in terms of
physical design, amenities, activities and events and mix of stores. All are geared
towards providing an enjoyable and memorable experience for short term visitors.
Beaver Creek is particularly active in its programming of events and activities for
every season and is able to create ambiance among a population of visitors and
second homeowners.
The use of outdoor recreational space like the ice skating rink as passive entertainment provides atmospheric benefit that contributes to the sense of place at
Beaver Creek Village. West Town Center can utilize similar opportunities with
the recreation center (particularly the concept of an outdoor climbing wall), the
whitewater park and Nottingham Lake.

•9•
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Lack of Community
Beaver Creek, with 250 full-time residents, does not provide a critical mass of
community. Avon’s community center can provide the opportunities for social
interaction between full-time residents, second homeowners and visitors that
is desired by visitors and second homeowners but that is not possible in Beaver
Creek. West Town Center can provide the backdrop for interactions between
area residents that have intangible value (i.e. running into a friend at the coffee
shop).
The opportunity for socialization and community interaction will entice Beaver
Creek residents and visitors to visit the West Town Center Area. This opportunity will be made easier if physical and transportation connections between the
areas are enhanced.

Synergistic Opportunities
West Town Center can be positioned to complement, but not directly compete
with, Beaver Creek’s high end retail and restaurant focus. This can be accomplished by providing amenities, retail products and services that are not on the
highest end of the retail spectrum but that are still attractive to Beaver Creek’s
residents and visitors. Examples include family-oriented restaurants, recreational
outfitters and retailers that appeal to the outdoor lifestyle, a movie theatre and
other evening entertainment. These uses can be programmed at West Town Center in an additive manner without requiring leakage from Beaver Creek’s retail
business.

Riverwalk: Edwards,
Colorado19
Riverwalk is a mixed-use development in Edwards,
Colorado situated on the banks of the Eagle River.
Edwards is located five minutes west of Avon and
the development is easily visible and accessible from
Interstate 70. The mix of uses at Riverwalk includes
shopping, dining, entertainment, and offices as well
as residential space and lodging for visitors. The site
was approved for 385,000 square feet consisting of
commercial and residential uses. Riverwalk has a dual
retail focus of second-home owner-oriented retailers
and services and local-focused dining and entertainment. Figure 3.4 depicts some of the streetscape and
architectural style of the development.

Mixed-Use Retail Center
•

Riverwalk consists of 14 buildings as shown in
Figure 3.5. Construction on the project began in
1992.

•

Mixed-use zoning for the development allows
the developer to be very flexible on the type of
uses and tenants located within the buildings.
Residential and office tenants are mixed within
the upper floors, and the selection between the
two is at the discretion of the developer.

•

•

The Edwards community differentiates itself in an area
dominated by large nationally renowned resorts by
catering to local residents. The population has doubled
in just the past two years, and more than 5,000 permanent, year-round residents now reside in Edwards.
With the Riverwalk development, the community has
also developed an identity as a destination for shopping and entertainment, drawing visitors from Vail and
Beaver Creek.
The applicable characteristics of Riverwalk to West
Town Center include mixed-use retail center, ambience and character and community gathering place.

•

Within Riverwalk, there are a wide variety of
retailers including shops, restaurants and entertainment, and the 50 tenants occupy 120,000
square feet of ground level retail.
Office space comprises a significant component
of the development at Riverwalk. One of the
major reasons that so many businesses have
located at Riverwalk is because they are able to
avoid a portion of the municipal taxes levied on
businesses located in the core of area resorts like
Vail and Beaver Creek as well as from the everincreasing costs of leasing space in these resort
cores. A large portion of the businesses located
at Riverwalk are directly related to the resort
real estate industry, including offices for realtors, property management services, lawyers and
resort developers. Many of these businesses have
relocated from the Vail area.
Riverwalk’s residential program includes lodging, residences and affordable housing. The Inn
& Suites at Riverwalk offers lodging with 59
guest rooms and 16 condominiums. To date, 118
residential units have been built and sold, of
which 80,000 square feet is free market housing
and 50,000 square feet is employee housing.

Ambiance / Character
•

A pedestrian-friendly main street environment
is created through building and street layout.
Buildings of varying architectural styles and
sizes make the experience of walking Riverwalk
more interesting, as shown in Figure 3.5.

•

At Riverwalk, there are few national franchises
(Starbucks) and only a handful of regionally
known retailers (i.e. Brush Creek Dry Goods).
The vast majority of the tenant mix consists
of local or one-shop retailers across a variety
of retail categories, with an emphasis on home
furnishings and specialty clothing stores.

•

The vitality of Riverwalk is strongly rooted in
the mix of uses housed within the development.
The interaction of residents, visitors, shoppers,
recreationalists and employees is encouraged by
its pedestrian-friendly design.

Figure 3.4: Streetscape at Riverwalk in Edwards,
Colorado20

Figure 3.5: Configuration of buildings at Riverwalk21

Community Gathering
Place
•

Convenient parking makes it easy for residents
and visitors to access the retail center. Riverwalk offers patrons underground parking facilities in conjunction with surface parking lots
and on-street parking.

•

Key anchors, such as the super-market and
movie theatre draw traffic to the site from
within Edwards as well as from throughout the
region.

•

The large office presence also draws traffic to
the site during daytime hours.

•

Riverwalk provides gathering places including
plazas, the river, benches, interesting shops and
a variety of restaurants.
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Riverwalk’s Significance to West Town
Center District
Located less than five miles from Avon, Riverwalk is a significant competitor to
the future development at West Town Center District. Riverwalk also provides
an informative example of a successful mixed-use retail center. In addition to its
competitive position, examination of Riverwalk also reveals several important
points about successfully attracting multiple target market groups and integrating a mix of uses.

Attractive to Residents and Visitors
The retail mix provides entertainment and dining options that appeal to both full
and part-time residents: movie theatre, a range of dining options, family-oriented
make your own art retailers.
The retail mix has also been carefully selected to appeal to the service needs of
second homeowners and seasonal residents: interior decorating, home furnishings, brokerage and property management services and mortgage providers.
Riverwalk’s ability to attract visitors from Vail and Beaver Creek is a byproduct
of this mix of second-home focused services and retail and resident-oriented
entertainment and dining.
Riverwalk’s restaurants, for example, offer eating and shopping options for every
budget – from budget eating to fine dining. The grocery store on site also adds
convenience for residents and short-term visitors staying at the hotel.

Convenience and Access
Riverwalk provides plenty of parking both underground and in front of stores.
In addition to easy access from I-70 and Highway 6, Riverwalk is accessible via
multiple forms of transportation including pedestrian, bicycle, and local transit.

Vitality through Mix of Uses
Beyond simply being a destination for shoppers seeking a blend of non-chain
stores and restaurants, Riverwalk is also a professional service and recreational
hub for the area.
Riverwalk’s retail uses are supported through the office component of the program by generating customer traffic from the service-oriented businesses located
within the development. Visitors to these businesses as well as the employees
themselves become repeat customers. West Town Center can utilize the same
approach to add vitality to its retail area.
West Town Center may be able to directly compete with Riverwalk for professional and office tenants because its location closer to Vail and Beaver Creek may
prove attractive to office tenants that might otherwise be attracted to Edwards.
Riverwalk’s residential program, both the short-term accommodations and the
full-time residences, contribute to providing customers for the retail area but
is not big enough in and of itself to sustain the retail component. The primary
function of the residential component is to enhance the feel of the development
by providing day and night activity in the area and by activating the upper levels
of the buildings.
Riverwalk is highly amenitized. Its combination of local restaurants, a movie
theatre and access to the river and the regional trail network all provide reasons
for patrons to visit beyond just shopping.

• 11 •
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Lionshead Village:
Vail, Colorado22

Lionshead’s redevelopment plans seek to address these
deficiencies. Figure 3.6 is a rendering of post-redevelopment Lionshead.

Located west of Vail and adjacent to Interstate 70,
Lionshead is defined largely by the slopes it fronts and
its proximity to Vail Village. The renovation of Lionshead is at the center of Vail’s sweeping redevelopment
plans. Steps are being taken to transform this secondary village and mountain access portal into a high-end
destination in its own right.

The key attributes of Lionshead that have bearing on
West Town Center District include its location as a
resort portal, its highway adjacency, and ambience and
character.

Prior to the commencement of construction, the Village’s defining elements included a gondola terminal,
an accommodation bedbase, employee housing, plazas,
parks, and small shops. Retail and commercial services
along with food/beverage facilities are concentrated
around the base of the ski slopes. There is approximately 133,000 square feet of retail/commercial space
within Lionshead. Compared to Vail Village (244,000
square feet of retail/commercial), Lionshead is smaller
and has few shopping options. Accommodation has
traditionally been an important part of Lionshead’s
focus. There are approximately 675 condominium
units within the Lionshead area and 56 employee housing units.  50%-60% of the condominium units are in
short-term rental pools.
The redevelopment plans include a new ski area portal
with skier services, 22,000 square feet of retail, 16,000
square feet of office space, an 80-room luxury condominium-hotel, 144 employee housing units, additional
residential development, parking and roadway improvements and a series of pedestrian and open space
enhancements.
Although Lionshead benefits from a pedestrianfriendly environment of small brick pathways benches
and plazas, it has not experienced the same success
as Vail Village with respect to retail viability. Lack of
visual guides, large imposing buildings, and confusing
circulation give it the feel of an urban outdoor mall.

Resort Portal
•

Lionshead is a secondary access portal to the
Vail Mountain and draws visitors and consumers who utilize the nearby parking lots and bus
drop off.

•

With such close proximity to both Interstate 70
and the frontage roads, Lionshead provides visitors with an opportunity to efficiently connect
to Vail Village and the ski area.

•

By capturing pedestrian circulation to and from
parking lots via pathways and pedestrian links,
Lionshead utilizes the attributes of highway
proximity as well as ease in getting people to
and from the gondola terminal in a manner that
exposes them to the retail spaces.

Ambience and Character
•

Lack of ambiance and character are often
pinpointed as one of Lionshead’s greatest
weaknesses. The Lionshead Redevelopment
Master Plan24 outlines several of Lionshead’s
biggest challenges including dated, unattractive
architecture which has no recognizable style
or cohesive image and the lack of village focal
point and significant public gathering places.

•

Lionshead has identified that successful destinations: provide physical and emotional comfort; offer diverse visual and physical stimuli to
the visitor; and provide a variety of experiences.

•

Stated within the objectives of Lionshead’s Redevelopment Plan is to create a dynamic villageto examine a “creation of a place” 25. Figure 3.7
identifies the major areas and projects that are
being undertaken in order to transform Lionshead into a successful world-class destination.

Figure 3.6: Lionshead Village, Colorado23

Figure 3.7: A New Lionshead Project: Lionshead at Vail: Colorado26

Mixed-Use Center
•

The Lionshead redevelopment effort is focusing
on enhancing the synergies between the uses at
Lionshead – residential, retail, ski area, transportation and parking.

•

The winter orientation of the town’s economy
has had a negative impact on the retail tenants.
Lionshead retail tenants find the non-winter
season very challenging.

•

Existing and proposed employee housing is
located in Lionshead and adds year-round
vitality and provides a base of employees for the
surrounding businesses.
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Lionshead’s Significance to West Town
Center District
Lionshead is a significant competitor to West Town Center by virtue of its proximity to Avon, its extensive redevelopment plans and its pedestrian, mixed-use
focus. As Lionshead undergoes an extensive renovation/reorientation, changes to
layout and amenities will only increase its competitive threat to Avon. Lionshead
alongside Vail will likely continue to be a central draw in the Eagle Valley. The
major significant features of Lionshead relative to West Town Center include:  

Redevelopmentl to Recapture Market Share
The renewal of Lionshead will make it more difficult to draw visitors from Vail:
Lionshead’s future plans include a new plaza with dining, shopping, ice-skating,
entertainment, various skier services, residences, resort hotel, meeting spaces,
spa, and an enhanced parking facility.
Improved layout and streetscapes will provide residents, visitors, and shoppers
with a viable alternative to West Town Center District.
The focus of the Lionshead redevelopment remains short-term visitors and day
skiers. West Town Center District has the opportunity to orient West Town
Center to serve a broader demographic range that also includes second homeowners and residents.

Skiing Orientation
Lionshead is oriented primarily around the mountain and the skiing experience:
Winter activities, specifically skiing, dominate the ambience and focus of Lionshead Village. The village is oriented to the mountain. Lift access, ski in/ski out,
and related services are the defining elements of Lionshead Village’s retail focus.  
Lionshead retail is also oriented around the Vail Mountain visitor. Shops tend to
have an upscale orientation.
Even if Lionshead completes every element of its redevelopment plan, it is unlikely that it will manage real community gathering places because of the visitor
focus.

Marketing Efforts
Intense marketing efforts have energized the Lionshead redevelopment:
Excitement and momentum is a critical element in attracting the type of quality/
innovative tenants that also might be a good fit for West Town Center District.
Vail and Lionshead have spent significant resources creating excitement and
momentum around their redevelopment efforts, i.e. Vail’s Billion Dollar Renewal
campaign. This marketing approach is deployed in part to attract retail tenants,
in addition to appealing to day skiers, visitors and potential residential buyers.
In addition to competing for visitors and residents, Lionshead will likely compete with Avon Town Center for some retail tenants. Avon Town Center might
benefit from a strong marketing campaign aimed at specifically desired retailers.

• 13 •
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D.Comparable
Context
Understanding the actions and challenges being
faced by similar communities across the country is an
excellent source of lessons learned. This comparable
analysis profiles three mixed-use projects in order
to provide information on how other developments
in other areas have integrated retail and mixed-use
within their communities. In addition to providing a
source for lessons learned, this information can serve
to inform the programming of the future space within
West Town Center District.

Frisco Main Street:
Frisco, Colorado27

•

Main Street, Basalt, Colorado

•

Main Street, Frisco, Colorado

•

Downtown, Truckee, California
Established in 1879, Frisco Colorado is a historic
mining town located 35 miles east of Avon. The town
is adjacent to Interstate 70. Frisco has a year-round
population of 2,631 and part time population of 3,884.
Housing in Frisco is approximately 55 percent second
home or seasonal housing and 38 percent owner occupied.

These comparable projects were selected because they
share many physical characteristics and provide applicable lessons for West Town Center. The comparable
profiles include an overview of the area and an analysis
focused on key attributes that are specifically related
to West Town Center’s retail program. Thus each
competitor is analyzed differently. The specific structure of each competitive profile follows the specific
areas highlighted in the table below.

This analysis focuses on the central Main Street area of
Frisco, which encompasses 4,000 linear feet of commercial frontage, although Frisco contains multiple
distinct retail and commercial areas including a WalMart and other big box retailers. With approximately
120,000 square feet of commercial space, the Main

Four comparable mixed-use town centers were identified, and include:

Table 4.1: Structure of Comparable Profiles

Key Comparable
Attribute

Frisco, CO
Main Street

Truckee, CA Main
Street

Basalt, CO
Main Street

Resort Portal

X

X

X

Highway Adjacency

X

X

X

Mixed-Use Retail Center

X

Ambiance/ Character

X

Community Gathering
Place

X
X

X

X

X

Multiple Retail Areas
Within Town

X

X

X

Commercial and Retail
Size (square feet)

120,000

90,000

50,000

Retail Focus

Middle-tier, oriented to
visitors and resident

Middle-tier, oriented to
visitors and resident

Middle-tier, oriented to
visitors and residents
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Street district includes a mixture of uses including
shopping, dining, and office space. The Main Street
area alone has 26 restaurants and bars as well as many
small retail shops and professional offices. Frisco’s
downtown Main Street targets not only full and part
time residents in the Summit County area, but is appealing to the large number of tourists that circulate
through every year. Both tourists and locals are drawn
to the many gathering places available along Main
Street.
The key attributes of Frisco’s Main Street that have
bearing on West Town Center District include its
location as a resort portal, highway adjacency, mixed
use retail center, its ambience and character, and its
multiple retail areas within town.

sity and low-rise, with most buildings fronting
Main Street containing a single level of retail or
commercial space.
•

•

•

Resort Portal
•

•

•

Frisco is centrally located near several different
ski resorts including Arapahoe Basin, Breckenridge, Copper Mountain, and Keystone Resort,
and is the primary portal to Breckenridge from
Interstate 70. Significant skier and visitor traffic
passes through the area, and Frisco has capitalized by providing a retail mix and environment
that is attractive to visitors as well as residents.
An exit from Interstate 70 leads directly to and
through Main Street. This provides tremendous
exposure to Main Street’s retailers. The Main
Street district is not, however, visible from the
interstate nor is there signage directed towards
highway traffic to advertise its presence and to
generate additional traffic to the area.
Frisco’s Main Street tenant mix includes services and retail that is oriented towards the day
skier and visitor – ski shops, restaurants, banks
and service stations.

Mixed-Use Retail Center
•

• 15 •

Frisco’s Main Street is not a vertically-integrated mixed-use district. Main Street is low-den-
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Residential uses are primarily located on
secondary streets and vary in form from singlefamily structures to condominiums and townhomes.
The Main Street district contains numerous offices and service providers, including real estate
services, banks, architects, insurance companies
and other small businesses.
With 26 restaurants, Frisco provides a broad
range of dining experiences. The restaurant
options include ethnic cuisine, nicer sit-down
restaurants, quick casual and franchise fast
food, family-friendly pizzerias and restaurants
and small owner-operated cafes.

Ambiance and Character
•

Frisco’s mining origins lend to its historical
charm, and the aesthetic context of the area
builds on that history. With several historic
buildings and one Nationally Registered schoolhouse located along Main Street, the atmosphere of the area is defined in part by historical
architecture.

•

Without large entertainment options, such as a
cinema, gathering places created by the town’s
commercial tenants are very important for Main
Street. The small chocolate store, for example,
is a place where local and visiting families can
comfortably relax and socialize. The brewpub
is another popular destination on Main Street
that caters to both locals and visitors by providing opportunities for socialization.

•

A connection to Frisco’s Ten Mile Pathway at
the west edge of Main Street provides a recreational connection to the retail area that ties in
with the retail program and outdoor lifestyle
focus of Frisco.

Multiple Retail Areas
•

One of the main retail nodes in Frisco is the
Wal-Mart located along Summit Boulevard.

•

Main Street retailers have learned to coexist
with their Wal-Mart neighbor. When asked
about Wal-Mart, a store associate on Main
Street replied, “Because we sell different things,
the Wal-Mart does not seem to affect our sales
downtown.”28

•

Main Street area has a unique ambiance and
charm. Residents patronize Frisco’s Main Street
to take advantage of the ambiance. Those that
shop at Wal-Mart do so because they are in
search of the lowest prices.

Frisco’s Significance to Avon Town
Center West
The following items are significant to the analysis of West Town Center:
Close proximity to Interstate 70 along with the ease of getting on and off the Interstate enable Frisco to capture business from travelers passing through, particularly
Breckenridge-bound traffic that must pass through Main Street.
With Wal-Mart located just off the Interstate on Summit Boulevard, Frisco is a
regional shopping destination. Shoppers visiting Wal-Mart have the opportunity
to extend their stay by visiting Main Street, although for ambiance and experience
reasons and not for the transaction-focused reasons that they visit Wal-Mart.

Places like cafes, coffee houses, restaurants, and the breweries on the Main Street
are catalysts for gathering.
A healthy mix of businesses and services energizes Frisco’s Main Street and helps
to maintain a more consistent level of activity throughout the day.
In part as a response to Wal-Mart, Frisco’s Main Street developed into a specialty
retail environment catering to both residents and visitors. Specialized service providers and retailers serving residents and visitors provide types and levels of service
that big box retailers do not provide. Examples include the locksmith, barber shop,
ski shops and financial services companies.
Connections to the trail network help to reinforce Frisco’s outdoor lifestyle focus.

Main Street integrates civic functions into its program by incorporating the offices
of the Historical Society.
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Downtown Truckee:
Truckee, California29
The Town of Truckee is located in California at the
crest of Interstate 80 and functions as a gateway to
the North Lake Tahoe recreational area. The town has
long been a favorite visitor destination and has more
recently become a desirable place to live and work and
was recently ranked one of the country’s top ski towns
by Ski Magazine30. Tourism is Truckee’s primary
economic engine. Truckee has approximately 8,000
residences, of which 30 percent are used as seasonal or
second-home residences.
Truckee’s downtown main street district provides a
well regarded downtown experience that serves as the
local and visitor gathering place for this highly livable
community. The 90,000 square feet of downtown retail
space consists of locally-owned retailers and restaurants, with no chain or franchise presence. The historic
downtown has become a hot spot for style-conscious
consumers, including many from the Reno/Sparks and
Sacramento, who want to dine and shop outside of the
chain store mainstream.
Truckee’s downtown is comparable to West Town
Center District given its location as a resort portal,
its mixed-use nature, the multiple retail areas within
town, and the importance it places on ambiance and
character.

Resort Portal
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•

Located on a critical interstate, Interstate 80,
Truckee is a portal to mountains and outdoor
recreation for visitors from Sacramento and
Reno. High levels of day skier and longer-term
visitor traffic pass through Truckee.

•

Eight ski and snowboard resorts are located
within a 10-mile radius of the town.
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•

Other nearby amenities include the Truckee
River that runs through town as well as numerous nearby lakes that are popular recreation
destinations during the summer.

•

Although Truckee is on Interstate 80, its downtown area is disconnected from the Interstate
and retail businesses have a hard time drawing
through traffic off of the Interstate and into the
downtown.

•

The seasonality of the economy, due to reliance
on visitors and second homeowners, is a significant concern for downtown merchants. Truckee’s 2025 General Plan Update estimates that
48 percent of sales revenue is generated during
the summer and 39 percent during the winter32.

Ambiance and Character
•

•

Successful elements of Main Street include the
interesting mix of retailers, the safe and attractive streetscape environment, and the active
downtown merchant’s association.
The retail presence is typified by affordable,
non-chain restaurants that cater to locals but
also appeal to visitors because of their independent nature (e.g. Wild Cherries owned by

former Olympic skier Kristin Krone or The
Squeeze In breakfast restaurant that offers over
50 omelets) and by local-serving small businesses including Cabona’s general merchandise
(founded in 1918).
•

The streetscape environment has been improved
through a comprehensive improvement program funded through a downtown assessment
district that has resulted in a better connection
with the adjacent river, improved sidewalks and
lighting and added extensive landscaping.

•

The single-sided main street has short blocks,
wide sidewalks and angled on-street parking.
It is a compact assembly of storefront buildings
and is three blocks in length.

Community Gathering
Place
•

Truckee is considered great place to live for locals. Part of this recognition stems from a downtown that offers residents numerous gathering
places. According to Ski Magazine, Truckee is
typified by a “happening historical downtown
and strong civic pride”. 33

Figure 4.2: Downtown Truckee, California31

•

Truckee’s growing base of second-homeowners
is making it increasingly difficult to maintain a
vibrant downtown, one of the elements that has
traditionally characterized Truckee. The number of residences being used as second-homes is
outpacing the growth of the year-round population and is increasing the seasonality of the
economy, which in turn is making it more difficult for retail tenants to operate successfully.

•

The main street is an actively programmed
public gathering place that is used for special
events, car shows, street dances and popular
community parades. These events appeal to
locals and to visitors.

•

The retail windows, architectural details, handcrafted signs, covered walkways, streetscape
and the people on the street create visual interest and vitality and lend to the sense of place
that distinguishes Truckee from other resort
portal towns.

Multiple Retail Areas
•

Truckee does not have a big box retail presence,
and as a result Truckee experiences a very high
level of sales leakage to other communities.
Year-round Truckee residents spend $54 million out of $100 million outside the community.

•

New retail development in Truckee has run
into a great deal of opposition from the existing downtown merchants because the other
existing and planned retail nodes in Truckee
are located far enough outside of the downtown
core that they serve as competitors. The wellorganized, well-funded vociferous downtown
merchant association opposes any new development or redevelopment in the area so as to
minimize any competitive threat.

•

Truckee is caught between the goal of reducing
sales leakage and keeping with the Comprehensive Plan. The Comprehensive Plan indicates

Truckee’s Significance to Avon
West Town Center
Truckee’s Main Street district provides a great downtown experience that serves
as the local and visitor gathering place for this highly liveable community.
Truckee’s retail focus is oriented primarily towards the resident, but in a manner
that appeals to the visitor because of the primary orientation towards unique and
locally-owned restaurants and retailers.
Elements that are problematic for Truckee’s Main Street include the disconnect
from the highway, the lack of critical mass to attract retail customers from outside the area, decreasing local retail demand as housing units convert to second
homes, competition from surrounding retail centers, and the presence of retail
demand from retail types deemed not compatible for the area.
The streetscape environment has been improved through a comprehensive
improvement program funded through a downtown assessment district that has

that, “there is sufficient leakage for the town
to attract a big box store such as a Target, a car
dealer, and additional fast food. Community
leaders have no interest in attracting these types
of stores.”34
•

Retail demand studies have shown demand for
car dealers, gas stations, big box retailers and
fast food in the downtown main street area but
those types of retail have been deemed to not
be sympathetic with the overall feel desired for
downtown. In addition, these types of retail
require highway advertising signage which is
not allowed under Truckee’s general plan.

resulted in a better connection with the adjacent river, improved sidewalks and
lighting and added extensive landscaping.
An active downtown merchant’s association provides advertising and event programming on behalf of the Main Street district. The heavy programming calendar
– events, festivals, art shows, concerts, street fairs – give both locals and visitors
reasons to visit Main Street repeatedly.
As Truckee’s housing stock converts to second homes, local retail demand, particularly year-round, is falling, making it harder for existing businesses to remain
viable and limiting the ability expand the Main Street retail presence.
New retail development in Truckee has run into a great deal of opposition from
the existing downtown merchants because the other existing and planned retail
nodes in Truckee are located far enough outside of the downtown core that they
serve as competitors. The well-organized, well-funded vociferous downtown
merchant association opposes any new development or redevelopment in the
area so as to minimize any competitive threat.
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Basalt Main Street;
Basalt, Colorado
Basalt, Colorado is located 20 miles west of Aspen on
Highway 82. Long a bedroom community of Aspen, Basalt has more recently become a desirable location for
second homeowners priced out of the Aspen market.
Basalt has a year-round population of 3,000 residents.

Figure 4.3: Downtown Basalt

This analysis focuses on the central Main Street area of
Basalt, which encompasses 50,000 square feet of commercial space and includes a mixture of uses including
shopping, dining, and office space. Basalt’s Main Street
targets full time town residents and second homeowners and provides many small outdoor gathering places
and small businesses and unique retailers. Basalt’s
historic and small town character is illustrated in
Figure 4.3 and is a central visual element to the visitor
experience. The connection to the river has also been
enhanced by recent developments, further adding to
the ambience of the downtown environment.

homes that appeal to year round residents as
well as second homeowners.

•

•

•

•
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•

Traditionally a bedroom community for Aspen
workers, Basalt is increasingly becoming a
second home destination because of its small
town charm, lower cost of housing, access to
recreation and access to Aspen.

•

Ease of access to and from Aspen has been
enhanced as a result of the recent expansion of
Highway 82 to four lanes.

•

Several resident-oriented housing projects are
underway in Basalt. The largest, Willets, features small-lot single family homes and town-
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•

The historic storefronts have been maintained,
adding to the authentic feel of the small town
main street character

•

The great restaurants on main street attract
patrons from Aspen and have helped contribute
to the success of main street.

•

Pedestrian-friendly elements including multiple
crosswalks and bump outs, street lighting and
covered walkways encourage movement from
one building to the other along the main street
corridor.

•

A highly liveable community formerly oriented
towards full-time residents, Basalt is becoming
increasingly popular as a second-home location,
and the character of Basalt’s main street retail
is changing accordingly, with numerous art
galleries, home furnishings stores and real estate
offices populating spaces previously oriented
towards full-time residents.

Mixed-Use Retail Center

Elements of Basalt’s Main Street that have bearing
on the analysis of West Town Center include resort
portal, highway adjacency, mixed-use retail center,
ambiance and character, community gathering place
and multiple retail areas within town.

Resort Portal

Ambience and Character

Numerous independently-owned businesses
populate the retail area and give Basalt’s main
street a reputation for authenticity, as opposed
to the regional retailers and chains that populate Basalt’s other retail areas. Independent
retailers on main street include restaurants,
clothing and shoe stores and art galleries.
Main Street is anchored on one end by town
hall and the library and by a major church on
the other end. These civic and cultural uses
draw locals to the area for non-retail purposes
but the pedestrian friendly environment encourages people to stay and linger.
New infill developments along Basalt’s main
street incorporate residential units and office
uses into the second and third stories of the
buildings. The office uses include professional
services (lawyers, real estate services) that
generate additional trips to the area, while the
residential units have generated new customers
for the restaurants and resulted in a nighttime
presence that has not previously existed downtown.
Many small businesses have relocated from
Aspen as commercial lease rates there have
increased, and as their employees have increasingly chosen to move to this area. Architects,
lawyers, medical services and other professionals have made the switch.

Multiple Retail Areas and
Community Gathering
Place
•

Basalt’s main street retail area (Midland Avenue) has historically been the center of the community but the nature of the retail is changing
to cater to the growing second home market.

•

Numerous independently-owned businesses
populate the retail area and give Basalt’s main
street a reputation for authenticity, as opposed
to the regional retailers and chains that populate Basalt’s other retail areas. Independent
retailers on main street include restaurants,
clothing and shoe stores and art galleries.

•

The community gathering function has been
largely transferred to a strip commercial center
adjoining a newly annexed part of Town. While

some of the strip commercial is located within
the Town boundaries, the majority of the space
is located outside, which means that sales revenue from Town residents is increasingly being
leaked outside of the Town.
•

A development plan to expand the downtown
retail area was developed by the Town of Basalt
but has not yet been implemented. The plan

aimed to address some of the major shortcomings of the existing retail area by providing
a physical connection with the highway, by
doubling the retail space in order to provide a
critical mass that could draw people visiting
Aspen and Snowmass, and by adding housing
to provide 24 hour activity. The plan has not yet
been implemented in part because of a lack of

political will to champion a large-scale redevelopment plan.

Basalt Main Street’s Significance to West
Town Center

Mixed-use infill can successfully be integrated into existing main street development patterns.

A highly liveable community formerly oriented towards full-time residents,
Basalt is becoming increasingly popular as a second-home location, and the
character of Basalt’s main street retail is changing accordingly, with numerous
art galleries, home furnishings stores and real estate offices populating spaces
previously oriented towards full-time residents.

Many small businesses have relocated from Aspen as commercial lease rates there
have increased, and as their employees have increasingly chosen to move to this
area. Architects, lawyers, medical services and other professionals have made the
switch.

Successful components of Basalt’s main street include the pedestrian-friendly
feel, the integration of civic and cultural uses with the retail, recent mixed-use
infill developments, and the emphasis on independently-owned businesses.
Concerns with Basalt’s main street include the disconnect from the highway, the
recent re-orientation of the retail towards second home-serving businesses and
the lack of critical mass to attract retail patrons from outside the area
The community gathering function has been largely transferred to a strip commercial center adjoining a newly annexed part of Town. While some of the strip
commercial is located within the Town boundaries, the majority of the space is
located outside, which means that sales revenue from Town residents is increasingly being leaked outside of the Town.

Independently-owned businesses give Basalt’s main street a reputation for authenticity. Independent retailers on main street include restaurants, clothing and
shoe stores and art galleries.
The great restaurants on main street attract patrons from Aspen and have helped
contribute to the success of main street.
Redevelopment planning alone does not result in implementation. Political will
is required to achieve the desired results.

Basalt’s main street has the smallest amount of retail square footage analyzed in
this report, and this area has demonstrated a lack of sufficient critical mass that
is sufficient to draw visitors from outside the area.
Civic and cultural uses can function as a main street anchor.
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E. Retail
Market Focus
The retail market focus can be defined as the character
taken by West Town Center in order to attract its target market. The retail focus is used to inform the range
and mix of uses, the types of tenants, the amenities and
activities that should be included in the program. The
retail market focus for West Town Center is analyzed
in this section through the following methods:
•

Identification of the target market’s retail expectations,

•

Survey of existing conditions,

•

Examination of Comprehensive Plan goals for
the area and the results of stakeholder interviews,

•

Evaluation of competitive and comparable retail
areas,

•

Evaluation of a series of potential market focus
alternatives.

Target Market
Expectations
The retail preferences of the year-round residents,
second homeowners and visitors that comprise the
target markets for West Town Center are changing
as a result of trends affecting the local and national
marketplace. Trends include shopping efficiency and
the ability to combine trips, extended hours, multiple
options and emphasis on experience.

Efficiency
The ability to combine trips is an increasingly important
priority in order to address the lack of time available
for shopping. Retail areas should have a program mix
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that allows the target market to address multiple needs
during one visit and the street circulation and parking
networks should allow quick ingress and egress.

Extended Hours
Shopping times are extending. Longer working hours,
alternate schedules and other lifestyle changes are extending the demand for hours of operation into the evening hours. Retail shopping and browsing comprises a
component of the evening entertainment experience, so
mixed-use areas with evening retail operation becomes
more attractive evening destinations for patrons.
Food is an important driver of retail, so stores benefit
from being open in the evening if restaurants are also
included in the mix and open for dinner business.

Experience
An increasingly important element in the expectations
of the target markets for West Town Center is a desire
for experiential retail opportunities. Experiential retail
provides the customer with a surprise or a memory as
part of the retail environment in addition to or as opposed to addressing a specific retail good need. People
are increasingly looking to retail centers to provide
more than just goods and services. A trend in retail programming recognizes this emphasis on retail environments for their social and entertainment appeal, and a
new concept based on lifestyles is emerging as a viable
alternative to the traditional mall or downtown shopping district. As stated in Urban Land, “some of the
most successful lifestyle developments are those that
provide for social interaction and that connect with
consumers’ wants and needs, going beyond the simple
act of the transaction….ultimately, when consumers
shop nowadays, they seek an escape – an experience
that is as much recreational as it is functional”35.
A lifestyle orientation includes a mix of uses that allow
people to live, work, shop, socialize and play and corspondingly encompass a mix of uses that include retail,
restaurant, services, residential and open space.

Options
Multiple options in a retail area, be it restaurants,
retail stores, or services, attract a wider range of tastes,
encourage repeat visits and encourage impulsive decision making, all of which are essential components of
an experiential retail experience.
Flexibility in the retail space and program should be
built in to the development vision and design in order
to allow for changing tastes, technologies and product
types will support the provision of new and different
options in the mix.

Existing Conditions
A survey of existing conditions at West Town Center
reveals the following:
•

West Town Center’s existing retail mix has no
discernable identity or focus. Existing ground
floor retail tenants include hair salons, a few
restaurants, a cellular phone retailer and several
real estate related offices.

•

Characterized by high vacancy rates and frequent turnover, the West Town Center District
has never reestablished itself as a viable retail
destination that is attractive to visitors. The
retail instead serves the local population and
area employees.

•

There is approximately 50,000 sq. ft. of existing
ground level retail space in West Town Center.36

•

While most of the buildings in West Town
Center are mixed-use in nature, the lack of connections throughout the area result in a series
of stand alone mixed-use buildings instead of a
mixed-use district. The result is that each retail
tenant operates as a stand-alone destination and
does not benefit from any kind of agglomeration
and further erodes any potential to provide a

•

•

critical mass of uses that would attract customers
from outside the immediate area.

•

“Avon needs to be a destination rather than a
thoroughfare to Beaver Creek.”

The number of vacant storefronts, empty parcels and non-retail ground floor space contributes to West Town Center’s failure to successfully sustain itself as a viable retail center.

•

“The core commercial area is nothing more than
a collection of strip centers.”

There is a very good array of civic and recreational amenities in the area. The recreation
center, Nottingham Park and lake, the library,
Town Hall, the regional trail system and the
nearby kayak park all serve to draw people to
the area already. But none of the retail present in West Town Center currently appears to
capitalize on the adjacency of these civic and
recreational amenities.

Comprehensive Plan
and Stakeholder
Goals
As described in the Comprehensive Plan, West Town
Center is intended to be the heart of the community,
and a place for interaction between full-time residents,
second homeowners and visitors. It is envisioned as
hosting events, recreational activities, intellectual
and civic gatherings. It will be a central focus of the
bedbase in Avon, hosting both residential units and
short term accommodations. Retail and entertainment
options will help activate the area.
Stakeholder interviews were conducted as part of the
Comprehensive Plan process. Some of the stakeholder
comments made with regard to the retail focus and
mix that they would like to see include37:
•

“Avon’s retail inventory is stale. Avon needs to
update its retail inventory with more authentic/
unique shops that would contribute to creating
a unique sense of place.”

•

“Avon has a distinct advantage over Edwards
in its ability to put on large-scale special events
and programs similar to Vail’s Hot Summer
Nights.”

•

“Avon needs to program its public spaces
within the commercial core for activities and
entertainment that attracts visitors and brings
vitality to the Town.”

•

“While the area north of I-70 in the Village
at Avon is projected to provide development
geared towards visitors/second homeowners,
the development on the valley floor should be
more for full-time residents.”

•

“Avon needs to build generational bonds to
Avon by creating a great scene for young adults/
college kids which will in turn start personal
traditions with these young people to not only
come to the valley to ski, but to stay and play in
Avon.

•

“Providing after-hours amenities for families
such as restaurants that aren’t oriented towards
the ‘bar scene.’”

•

“Avon and the rest of the valley lack affordable,
quality, non-franchise clothing stores.”

•

“Avon should identify and then entice some of
the successful local entrepreneurs with stores
and restaurants in Vail and Beaver Creek to
open new businesses in Avon.”

•

“What Avon needs are locally authentic restaurants that contribute to the experience of
visiting a unique place. What are not needed are
more franchise/ chain restaurants.”

Competitive Retail
Areas
Table 5.1 (next page) summarizes the major competitive areas analyzed in this report.
The mixed-use retail districts in Riverwalk and Beaver
Creek both contain sufficient critical mass by virtue of
their ongoing success and ability to draw visitors. Each
contains 120,000 square feet of street-level retail and
commercial area. Lionshead is redeveloping to try and
revitalize the area and is adding 25,000 square feet of
retail to its existing inventory of 133,000 square feet,
which will bring its retail base to 158,000 square feet.
Beaver Creek, Lionshead and Avon East Town Center
all have a lack of entertainment options in their retail
mix, leaving a strong opportunity for West Town Center. This is particularly important in attracting evening
business since outdoor recreation predominates the
activity and entertainment preferences of residents
and visitors. The dining options in Beaver Creek and
Lionshead are oriented towards the visitor market and
are not desirable to the resident market in Avon and
the Eagle Valley.

Potential Focus
Alternatives
There are numerous retail market focus strategies that
can be employed at West Town Center. Table 5.2 provides a comparative analysis of retail focus options.
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Table 5.1: Assessment of Competitive Retail Areas

Retail Market Focus

Avon Town
Center East

Beaver Creek
Village

Size
340,000 sq. ft.
(Town Center East)

Regional retail
650,000 sq. ft.
(Village at Avon)
High end resort retail

120,000 sq ft
133,000 sq. ft. (Lionshead)

Lionshead,
Vail

Resort retail

Riverwalk,
Edwards

Second home services,
locally-operated restaurants, entertainment

244,000 sq. ft. (Vail Village)
120,000 sq. ft.

Significance of Retail Focus Analysis
West Town Center currently has no discernable retail focus or identity, which is
caused in part by the fragmentation of the existing retail spaces and lack of connections. The retail that exists is primarily oriented to residents and employees.
The numerous civic and recreational amenities provide a significant opportunity
to establish an identity for the area but will require improved connections and
cohesion in order to create a sense of place.
Comprehensive Plan and stakeholder comments indicate a desire for a community-friendly place that is attractive to locals and that can host events and activities. A lack of family-friendly restaurants and entertainment options in Avon is
cited by stakeholders, as is retail (clothing in particular) that is accessible and
affordable by local residents.
Target market expectations are increasingly oriented towards retail environments that support broader lifestyle objectives (interaction, recreation, learning) and provide the opportunities for new experiences. The provision of many
options for restaurant, retail and entertainment is one means of meeting these expectations. Orienting the retail towards lifestyle and recreational lifestyles that
are important in the local context will help to provide a desirable retail destination. In Avon, outdoor recreation and activity is a central lifestyle priority shared
by residents and visitors alike.
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Major Elements

Missing Elements

Big box retailers – Pier 1, Gart
Sports, Office Depot. Franchise
and casual dining. City Market.
Wal-Mart and Home Depot at
Village at Avon.

Entertainment, retail, dining that
is attractive to higher end visitors
and second homeowners. Opportunities for social interaction

Ski gear and apparel, resort
wear, home furnishings and
art, high end restaurants

Retail and dining that is attractive
to year-round residents

Ski gear and apparel, resort
wear, home furnishings and
art, visitor oriented restaurants

Retail and dining that is attractive
to year-round residents

Sit down restaurants, movie
theatre, real estate and remodeling services

Civic uses, anchor tenants or franchise operators, visitor oriented
resort retail,

Review of competitive areas in the Eagle Valley reveals that retail, dining and
entertainment options that are accessible to local residents is a missing element
in most other competitive areas.
The pros and cons of potential retail focus alternatives indicate that no singular
retail focus can be implemented without either facing competition from multiple
other retail areas in the market or without ignoring one or more potential target
markets.
The retail market focus that can best complement the intended niche for West
Town Center may be one that integrates different components of the product or
market-based retail focus alternatives discussed in Table 5.2 into a realigned focus towards lifestyle. This approach could serve to attract year-round residents,
second homeowners and short-term visitors both from within Avon and from
surrounding areas. A lifestyle-oriented retail focus will complement, and not
compete, with Town Center East’s regional retail focus.

Table 5.2: Potential Focus Alternatives

Potential
Market Focus

Retailers

Other Complementary
Uses

Pros

Cons

Home
Furnishing and
Art Galleries

Home furnishings, art
galleries, imported furniture,
(oriental, Scandinavian, etc),
antique stores

Interior decorators,
custom furniture
makers, frame and print
shops, rug/ carpet sales,
coffeeshops and cafes

Attractive to the growing second
home market

Not affordable by full-time resident
population; doesn’t complement civic
and community amenities or provide
social interaction; direct competition
with Beaver Creek, Lionshead and
Edwards

Outdoor
Recreational
Lifestyle

Skiing and snowboarding
equipment and clothing
retailers, bike stores,
watersports, fishing outfitters,
outdoor lifestyle clothing
and shoe stores, higher
end outdoor chain retailers
(REI, EMS), brand stores
(Patagonia, North Face,
Quicksilver)

Health club, gym,
activity outfitters
and guide services,
restaurants with healthy
options,

Fits with the lifestyle activities and
discretionary income preferences
of many full time residents and
visitors; locational advantage from
adjacent recreational facilities and
kayak park

Competition with all other competitive
areas (especially for skiing and
snowboarding retailers); not enough
variety in the focus to program an
entire district; not conducive to night
use

Neighborhood
Retail

Small grocery store,
convenience store, drugstore,
restaurants and cafes,
coffeeshop, dry cleaner,
gourmet stores

Real estate, insurance
or doctors offices, repair
services, health club,
ethnic orientation, small
nightclubs

Focus on year-round residents
provides needed services and
goods, encourages non-auto retail
trips, can provide authenticity and
identity to a neighborhood and
can potentially draw visitors from
outside the area (32nd and Lowell
in Denver), social interaction

Amount of supportable retail space is
small given the focus on immediate
area population, doesn’t capitalize on
visitor market

Resort Retail

Men’s and women’s specialty
clothing boutiques, resort
wear, cosmetics, shoes,
children’s clothing boutiques,
high end chain retailers
(Gucci, Polo, Banana Republic,
American Eagle)

Day spa, health club,
coffeeshop, cafés and
lunch restaurants,
jewelry, furs, cosmetics,
bath products, home
furnishings and art
galleries

Attractive to high end visitors and
second homeowners, high retail
sales averages

Neither desirable nor affordable by
full-time resident population; doesn’t
complement civic and community
amenities; direct competition
with Beaver Creek, Lionshead and
Confluence; often operate seasonally

Regional Retail

Big box retailers – Lowe’s,
Target, TJ Maxx, Circuit
City, etc. Can operate
independently or an
agglomeration can constitute
a regional retail center.

Franchise fast food and
quick casual restaurants,
specialty retailers (cd
stores, sporting goods,
home products)

High sales volume, benefit from
adjacency to interstate, draw
people from throughout area

Competition with Town Center East,
requires extensive space for surface
parking, signage requirements,
tenants typically don’t locate in
mixed-use developments

Entertainment

Restaurants, bars, taverns,
nightclubs, music venues,
movie theatre, brewpub, live
theatre or cabaret, bowling,
dancehall, arcade

Impulse retail (gifts,
novelties), clothing,
music stores, street
vendors, treats and
snacks (chocolate, ice
cream, street vendors)

Attractive to both year-round
residents and visitors. Exciting
environment. Food and beverage
generate high sales tax
revenues. Good fit in pedestrian
environments.

Evening entertainment and dining can
create conflicts with residential uses
above in mixed-use (food smells,
noise, parking). Tenants require yearround traffic.

Family-oriented restaurants,
children’s clothing, toy stores,
craft and hobby stores, do
it yourself arts and crafts
centers, ESPN Zone (family
arcade and restaurant)

Treats and snacks
(chocolate, ice cream,
street vendors),
daycare, teen
entertainment and retail,
events and festivals

Social interaction opportunities.
Attractive to families across
demographic categories. Takes
advantage of civic and recreational
uses – recreation center, open
space and parks.

Lack of appeal (or conflict) with
younger, single and empty nest
component of resident and visitor
markets. Emphasis on daytime versus
evening use.

Family
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F. Retail
Critical Mass
and Mix
Analysis
The retail analysis section seeks to determine the
optimal critical mass and mix of uses for West Town
Center District. Elements of the analysis include:
•

Retail demand analysis. Evaluates supportable
retail demand based on population, income,
spending patterns and capture rates.

•

Review of comparable and competitive projects
with respect to mix and tenants,

•

Identification of suitable and non-suitable
street-level uses,

•

Critical mass recommendations from previous
West Town Center reports,

•

Evaluation of the physical form and capacity of
West Town Center’s main street corridor.

Retail Demand
Analysis
A demand analysis is a useful means of determining
the potential for overall supportable levels of retail for
a retail center. Below is a description of the methodology used as well as the associated results. Findings and
results from the retail demand analysis are utilized in
turn to examine the size, mix and program that can be
successfully supported at West Town Center.
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Methodology
Full-time residents, second homeowners and visitors
to an area are the primary drivers that form the basis
of analysis with which to develop demand projections for retail development. For the analysis of retail
development at West Town Center, two retail trade
areas have been identified – the Town of Avon and the
Eagle Valley. For each of these trade areas, population,
visitation and growth forecasts for a ten-year period
have been determined (see Demographics section). By
applying a median per capita income to these forecasts,
a total personal income (TPI) for each of the two trade
areas can be established.
Consumer spending characteristics vary across four
primary retail shopping categories including Convenience Goods, Shoppers Goods, Eating and Drinking
Establishments, and Building Materials. Each of the
four primary retail categories includes several subcategories of specific types of retail. Standard spending
patterns based on a percentage of TPI are applied to
the retail categories to determine the total potential
retail revenue for each trade area.
Capture rates are assigned to each retail category
to represent West Town Center’s ability to attract
specific types of retail purchases based on the overall market. Generally conservative capture rates of
between 1% and 10% are assigned to each subcategory
based on the competitive environment in the area. Retail categories that already have a significant presence
in the Avon market, including building materials and
grocery stores, are assigned a lower capture rate. Categories with less representation in Avon are assigned
a higher capture rate, including food and beverage
(although less for fast food given the existing presence
in the area). Higher capture rates are assigned to Avon
residents given their tendency to shop in the immediate area, and lower capture rates are assigned to Eagle
Valley residents since they have more options available
to them.

The total revenue is then translated to a square footage
of supportable retail space by applying a capture rate
for each retail type and an average sales-per-squarefoot factor for each shopping category. The average
sales-per-square-foot information was developed using
current Town of Avon retail sales information generated by Town of Avon staff.
The demand analysis includes an assessment of the existing retail demand using 2005 numbers, and projects
future demand using population and income estimates
for 2015.
Three scenarios are modeled using this methodology. A
baseline scenario assumes conservative initial capture
rates and projects that these rates will remain the same
in the future. In other words, the baseline scenario
models West Town Center’s ‘fair share’ of retail business and assumes that it is no more or less competitive
than other existing retail areas. The second scenario
assumes that as West Town Center develops over time
it will become a popular attraction within the competitive retail environment and as a result West Town
Center will demonstrate higher capture rates in 2015
than exist initially. The model assumes that capture
rates will grow by 25%. The third scenario is the most
optimistic and assumes that West Town Center will
be able to attract a greater number of retail patrons
initially as well as in the future because of its high level
of amenity and enjoyable environment as well as its attractive retail mix. Capture rates are adjusted by 25%
from the baseline scenario in both 2005 and 2015.
The demand analysis tables are presented in Tables 6.1,
6.2 and 6.3.

TABLE ____: TOWN CENTER WEST SUPPORTABLE RETAIL DEMAND ANALYSIS
HIGHEST CAPTURE RATE SCENARIO - CAPTURE RATES INCREASED 25% IN 2005 AND 2015 DUE TO INITIAL APP
Table 6.1: Retail Demand Analysis Table – Baseline Scenario — same capture rates in 2005 and 2015.

2005
City of Avon
trade area
6,767

Trade Area Population*
Population Growth Rate
Median per captita Income (weighted average)**
Income Growth Rate
TPI generated by Area

$
$

Percent of Total Personal Income
Convenience Goods
Supermarket
7.1%
Convenience
2.5%
Beverage Stores (coffee and liquor)
0.8%
Health and Personal Care
1.3%
Total Convenience Goods
11.7%
Square Footage
$/SF
Shoppers Goods
General Merchandise (Dept Stores, Other)
Clothing and Accessories
Furniture and Furnishings
Electronics and Appliance
Miscellaneous Retail (gifts, flowers, etc)
Total Shoppers Goods
Square Footage
$/SF
Eating and Drinking
Restaurants
Fast Food/ convenience food
Bars
Total Eating and Drinking
Square Footage
$/SF
Building Material and Garden
Home Centers
Paint and Wallpaper
Hardware
Other
Total Building Material and Garden
Square Footage
$/SF

2015

$
$
$
$
$

3.1%
6.3%
3.1%
3.1%
9.4%

$
$
$
$
$
$

$

1,798,453,722

524,677
307,909
197,062
480,338
1,509,986

0.6%
1.3%
1.3%
3.1%

738,982
1,231,636
197,062
184,745
1,256,269
3,608,694

12.5% $
9.4% $
12.5% $
$

1,428,698
738,982
147,796
2,315,476

$
$
$
$
$

$ 250.00

Total Retail Sq ft by area (not cumulative)
Grand Total Cumulative

$
$
$
$
$

88,678
14,780
22,169
288,203
413,830

4.10%
3.50%

$

82,156

$

783,440,503

798,064
562,017
179,845
730,622
2,270,548

2.3%
3.9%
7.8%
11.7%

1.3%
2.5%
3.1%
1.3%
3.1%

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,348,840
2,248,067
899,227
337,210
1,910,857
6,744,201

$
$
$
$
$

1,303,879
899,227
134,884
2,337,990

3.9%
7.8%
3.9%
3.9%
11.7%

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

269,768
44,961
67,442
438,373
820,545

3.50%

$

95,595

$

3,247,442,117

1,303,694
765,079
489,650
1,193,523
3,751,946

0.8%
1.6%
1.6%
3.9%

$
$
$
$
$

1,801,316
1,268,532
405,930
1,649,092
5,124,870

1,836,189
3,060,314
489,650
459,047
3,121,521
8,966,721

22,777

1.6%
3.1%
3.9%
1.6%
3.9%

$
$
$
$
$
$

35,867

15.6% $
11.7% $
15.6% $
$

9,352

1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
0.6%

2.50%

Vail Valley trade
area
33,971

16,675

26,977

2.5% $
2.5% $
2.5% $
$

Growth
Rate

Capture
rate

10,091

9,262

1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%

City of Avon
trade area
9,536

Growth
Rate

Capture
rate

14,435

$ 250.00
1.2%
0.2%
0.3%
3.9%
5.6%

67,769

6,711

$ 250.00
2.9%
2.0%
0.3%
5.2%

394,123,614

$

Capture
rate

$ 225.00
6.0%
5.0%
1.6%
1.5%
3.4%
11.5%

58,242

Capture
rate
1.9%
3.1%
6.3%
9.4%

Vail Valley trade
area
26,538

3,549,965
1,836,189
367,238
5,753,391

60,890

3.1% $
3.1% $
3.1% $
$

23,014

2.3%
2.3%
2.3%
2.3%

$
$
$
$
$

220,343
36,724
55,086
716,114
1,028,266

3,044,477
5,074,128
2,029,651
761,119
4,313,009
15,222,385

2,942,994
2,029,651
304,448
5,277,093
21,108

1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
0.8%

$
$
$
$
$

608,895
101,483
152,224
989,455
1,852,057

1,655

3,282

4,113

7,408

32,063

49,702
81,765

79,669

112,183
191,852

notes:
* see Avon Demographics section for population methodology
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TABLE 6.2: TOWN CENTER WEST SUPPORTABLE RETAIL DEMAND ANALYSIS
HIGHER CAPTURE RATE SCENARIO - 25% HIGHER CAPTURE RATES IN 2015 DUE TO GROWING APPEAL
Table 6.2: Retail Demand Analysis – Increased Capture Rates 2015

2005

Trade Area Population*
Population Growth Rate
Median per captita Income (weighted average)**
Income Growth Rate
TPI generated by Area

$
$

Percent of Total Personal Income
Convenience Goods
Supermarket
Convenience
Beverage Stores (coffee and liquor)
Health and Personal Care
Total Convenience Goods
Square Footage
$/SF

7.1%
2.5%
0.8%
1.3%
11.7%

$

Shoppers Goods
General Merchandise (Dept Stores, Other)
Clothing and Accessories
Furniture and Furnishings
Electronics and Appliance
Miscellaneous Retail (gifts, flowers, etc)
Total Shoppers Goods
Square Footage
$/SF

$

Building Material and Garden
Home Centers
Paint and Wallpaper
Hardware
Other
Total Building Material and Garden
Square Footage
$/SF

$

Total Retail Sq ft by area (not cummulative)
Grand Total Cummulative
notes:

$
$
$
$
$

250.00

419,742
246,327
157,649
384,271
1,207,989

2.5%
5.0%
2.5%
2.5%
7.5%

$
$
$
$
$
$

591,185
985,309
157,649
147,796
1,005,015
2,886,955

$

1,798,453,722

0.5%
1.0%
1.0%
2.5%

10.0% $
7.5% $
10.0% $
$

1,142,958
591,185
118,237
1,852,381

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

70,942
11,824
17,736
230,562
331,064

4.10%
3.50%

City of Avon trade
area
9,536
$

82,156

$

783,440,503

638,451
449,613
143,876
584,497
1,816,438

1.9%
3.1%
6.3%
9.4%

1.0%
2.0%
2.5%
1.0%
2.5%

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,079,072
1,798,454
719,381
269,768
1,528,686
5,395,361

$
$
$
$
$

1,043,103
719,381
107,907
1,870,392

3.1%
6.3%
3.1%
3.1%
9.4%

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

215,814
35,969
53,954
350,698
656,436

3.50%

$

95,595

$

3,247,442,117

1,042,955
612,063
391,720
954,818
3,001,556

0.6%
1.3%
1.3%
3.1%

$
$
$
$
$

1,441,052
1,014,826
324,744
1,319,273
4,099,896

1,468,951
2,448,252
391,720
367,238
2,497,217
7,173,377

18,222

1.3%
2.5%
3.1%
1.3%
3.1%

$
$
$
$
$
$

28,694

12.5% $
9.4% $
12.5% $
$

7,482

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
0.5%

2.50%

Vail Valley trade area
33,971

13,340

21,581

2.0% $
2.0% $
2.0% $
$

Growth
Rate

Capture
rate

8,073

7,410

1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%

Growth
Rate

Capture
rate

11,548

2,839,972
1,468,951
293,790
4,602,713

48,712

2.5% $
2.5% $
2.5% $
$

18,411

1.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.9%

$
$
$
$
$

176,274
29,379
44,069
572,891
822,613

2,435,582
4,059,303
1,623,721
608,895
3,450,407
12,177,908

2,354,396
1,623,721
243,558
4,221,675
16,887

1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
0.6%

$
$
$
$
$

487,116
81,186
121,779
791,564
1,481,645

1,324

2,626

3,290

5,927

25,650

39,762
65,412

63,735

89,747
153,482

*see Avon Demographics section for population methodology
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67,769

5,369

250.00

1.2%
0.2%
0.3%
3.9%
5.6%

394,123,614

$

Capture
rate

250.00

2.9%
2.0%
0.3%
5.2%

$

1.5%
2.5%
5.0%
7.5%

Vail Valley trade area
26,538

58,242

Capture
rate

225.00

6.0%
5.0%
1.6%
1.5%
3.4%
11.5%

Eating and Drinking
Restaurants
Fast Food/ convenience food
Bars
Total Eating and Drinking
Square Footage
$/SF

2015

City of Avon trade
area
6,767
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TABLE ____: TOWN CENTER WEST SUPPORTABLE RETAIL DEMAND ANALYSIS
BASELINE SCENARIO - SAME CAPTURE RATES IN 2005 AND 2015
Table 6.3: Retail Demand Analysis – Increased Capture Rates 2000 and 2015

2005
City of Avon
trade area
6,767

Trade Area Population*
Population Growth Rate
Median per capital Income (weighted average)**
Income Growth Rate
TPI generated by Area
Percent of Total Personal Income
Convenience Goods
Supermarket
Convenience
Beverage Stores (coffee and liquor)
Health and Personal Care
Total Convenience Goods
Square Footage
$/SF

7.1%
2.5%
0.8%
1.3%
11.7%
$

Shoppers Goods
General Merchandise (Dept Stores, Other)
Clothing and Accessories
Furniture and Furnishings
Electronics and Appliance
Miscellaneous Retail (gifts, flowers, etc)
Total Shoppers Goods
Square Footage
$/SF

$

Building Material and Garden
Home Centers
Paint and Wallpaper
Hardware
Other
Total Building Material and Garden
Square Footage
$/SF

67,769

$

394,123,614

$

1,798,453,722

Capture
rate
$
$
$
$
$

419,742
246,327
157,649
384,271
1,207,989

0.5%
1.0%
1.0%
2.5%

2.5%
5.0%
2.5%
2.5%
7.5%

$
$
$
$
$
$

591,185
985,309
157,649
147,796
1,005,015
2,886,955

$
$
$
$
$

1,142,958
591,185
118,237
1,852,381

1.0%
2.0%
2.5%
1.0%
2.5%

$
$
$
$
$
$

250.00

Total Retail Sq ft by area (not cumulative)
Grand Total Cumulative

$
$
$
$
$

70,942
11,824
17,736
230,562
331,064

3.50%

$

82,156

$

783,440,503

638,451
449,613
143,876
584,497
1,816,438

1.5%
2.5%
5.0%
7.5%

1,079,072
1,798,454
719,381
269,768
1,528,686
5,395,361

2.0% $
2.0% $
2.0% $
$

1,043,103
719,381
107,907
1,870,392

$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$

215,814
35,969
53,954
350,698
656,436

2.50%
3.50%

$

95,595

$

3,247,442,117

834,364
489,650
313,376
763,854
2,401,245

0.5%
1.0%
1.0%
2.5%

$
$
$
$
$

1,152,842
811,861
259,795
1,055,419
3,279,917

10,672

2.5%
5.0%
2.5%
2.5%
7.5%

$
$
$
$
$
$

1,175,161
1,958,601
313,376
293,790
1,997,773
5,738,702

14,577

1.0%
2.0%
2.5%
1.0%
2.5%

$
$
$
$
$
$

22,955

10.0% $
7.5% $
10.0% $
$

7,482

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
0.5%

Vail Valley trade
area
33,971

Growth
Rate

Capture
rate

21,581

7,410

1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%

4.10%

8,073

11,548

10.0% $
7.5% $
10.0% $
$

City of Avon
trade area
9,536

Growth
Rate

Capture
rate

5,369

250.00
1.2%
0.2%
0.3%
3.9%
5.6%

$

$

250.00
2.9%
2.0%
0.3%
5.2%

$

58,242

Capture
rate
1.5%
2.5%
5.0%
7.5%

Vail Valley trade
area
26,538

$

225.00
6.0%
5.0%
1.6%
1.5%
3.4%
11.5%

Eating and Drinking
Restaurants
Fast Food/ convenience food
Bars
Total Eating and Drinking
Square Footage
$/SF

2015

2,271,977
1,175,161
235,032
3,682,170

38,969

2.0% $
2.0% $
2.0% $
$

14,729

1.5%
1.5%
1.5%
1.5%

$
$
$
$
$

141,019
23,503
35,255
458,313
658,090

1,948,465
3,247,442
1,298,977
487,116
2,760,326
9,742,326

1,883,516
1,298,977
194,847
3,377,340
13,509

1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
0.5%

$
$
$
$
$

389,693
64,949
97,423
633,251
1,185,316

1,324

2,626

2,632

4,741

25,650

39,762
65,412

50,988

71,797
122,785

notes:
* see Avon Demographics section for population methodology
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Comparative and
Comparable Areas
Program Mix
Table 6.4 compares the retail mix composition of the
competitive and comparable areas analyzed for this
investigation.

Previous
Recommendations

Suitable StreetLevel Uses
Differentiation between different commercial uses
is an important consideration in programming the
mix for West Town Center. From the perspective of
activating the main street environment and creating an
enjoyable shopping experience, some uses are ideally
located on the street-level, while others are best positioned for upper floor locations. Street-level uses most
suitable for a pedestrian retail environment include
retail soft and hard goods, retail services, restaurants
and entertainment uses. Uses that are not best suited
for the street-level in a retail environment include

•

professional offices (legal, medical, dental, design), real
estate sales offices, professional services (travel agency,
accounting). Real estate sales offices, in particular, are
becoming a significant issue in many resort communities as they are able to support very high lease rates
but do enhance the experience of the retail district for
many patrons and do not directly contribute to sales
tax revenue streams.

West Town Center
Physical Conditions

Two previous reports were previously completed for
West Town Center that include a critical mass recommendation:
•

The Avon Town Center Implementation Plan
prepared by RNL Design and BBC Research
& Consulting states that “in order to create an
attractive mix of retail and a necessary critical
mass of attractions, the area should open with
at least 50,000 square feet of new street front
space.”39 This report also states a total potential for 90,000 square feet of retail based on the
physical capacity for providing ground level
space fronting on Main Street.40

•

The EPS Comprehensive Plan Update Market
Conditions report states that the retail component of West Town Center should be augmented with an additional 15,000 to 25,000 square
feet in order to achieve the critical mass needed
for the community.38 This would constitute a
total range of between 65,000 and 75,000 total
square feet of retail space.

There already exists a significant retail inventory within Avon, and there is sufficient critical
mass and mix to attract people to the area from
throughout the region. There currently exists
310,000 total square feet of retail space within
Avon (West Town Center and East).41 Better
connections between the East and West Town
Center districts can result in increased regional
traffic to both of them and avoid creating competition between the two. The two areas will

Table 6.4: Comparable and Competitive Commercial Mix

Total Street Level
Commercial and
Retail Mix*

Food/
Beverage %
(approx)

Town Center
East

260,000 sq. ft.

20%

0%

50%

20%

10%

Beaver Creek

120,000 sq. ft.

40%

10%

35%

15%

0%

Lionshead

133,000 sq. ft.

50%

5%

30%

10%

5%

Riverwalk

120,000 sq. ft.

30%

10%

35%

20%

5%

Basalt

50,000 sq. ft.

25%

5%

40%

25%

5%

Truckee

90,000 sq. ft.

30%

15%

30%

15%

10%

Frisco

120,000 sq. ft.

25%

10%

30%

30%

5%

Area

* does not include office
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Entertainment
% (approx)

Retail Goods
% (approx)

Services %
(approx)

Other
Commercial
% (approx)

have to maintain separate market focus in order
to differentiate themselves while creating synergies that allow for them to perform better as a
result of each other’s presence.
•

that all space and uses will be new to the area.
The 25,000 square feet of existing retail space
located outside of the boundaries of the main
street project area will remain in place.

There is approximately 50,000 square feet of
existing retail space in West Town Center.42
Approximately 1/2 of this space is located along
the axis envisioned for Main Street. For purposes of this analysis it is assumed that the main
street area will be entirely redeveloped and

Significance of Retail Mix Analysis
Although there is no definitive data available to determine how much retail is
enough to provide a suitable critical mass, it is important to build enough retail/
commercial space to service the target markets and to provide an engaging and
enjoyable shopping experience worth repeating. The development must have a
critical mass to make it appealing, visually engaging and economically viable.
Review of the amount of retail space in the competitive and comparable areas
indicates that a wide range of retail sizes can accommodate a viable critical mass.
120,000 to 130,000 square feet was most frequently observed.
Previous recommendations for West Town Center have suggested that the suitable critical mass for the area ranges from 50,000 square feet to 90,000 square
feet.
The existing conditions survey indicates that there currently exists in excess of
310,000 square feet of retail space in Avon. This suggests that the larger the retail
area program area for West Town Center, the greater the likelihood that it may
compete for, and take business away from, the other existing areas in the Town.
The retail should instead be sized large enough to supply a critical mass of retail
and other uses that serves to draw people to the area, but not sized so large as to
cannibalize the other areas. Focus differentiation will be the key, not mass.
The physical nature of the main street site lends itself to a differentiated, lowerscale approach that can capitalize on the pedestrian-friendly character and opportunities for socialization and interaction.

The results from the retail demand analysis indicate a range of retail demand
between 65,000 and 192,000 square feet based on time and the different capture
rate scenarios
The baseline results indicate that there is demand to support a minimum of
65,000 square feet of retail across all categories in 2005, and that this amount
will grow to 122,000 square feet by 2015. The more optimistic scenarios indicate
the ability to support up to 82,000 square feet in 2005 and 192,000 square feet in
2015.
The product mix in the competitive and comparable areas reveals the following
range of uses:
Food/ Beverage

0 – 15% of mix

Entertainment

30 – 60% of mix

Retail Goods

30 – 60% of mix

Retail Services

10 – 30% of mix

Other Commercial

0 – 10% of mix

Some uses are best located on upper floors of mixed-use pedestrian retail environments. These uses are important traffic generators to the area but do not
enhance the retail experience on the street level and include real estate sales
offices, professional offices (legal, medical, design), professional services (insurance, accounting) and travel agencies.
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G. Residential
Analysis
The residential analysis used to arrive at the recommended amount and mix of housing is presented in
this section and includes:
•

Review of existing and planned residential uses
in the area,

•

Survey of applicable residential product types,

•

Review of residential factors for consideration,

•

Review of residential component in competitive
and comparable areas.

Existing and
Planned Residential
The initial developers of Avon intended that West
Town Center would comprise the lodging and residential base for Avon, and the Comprehensive Plan reiterates that intent.43 The existing development pattern
contains a higher density of residential uses than exists
elsewhere in Avon. There are currently 775 residential
units in West Town Center, which comprises 90 percent of the residential inventory in Avon’s commercial
core.44 290 of these units are hotel rooms located in the
Comfort Inn and the Christie Lodge. Condominium
units comprise the remainder of the residential mix
and are located at the Lot C PUD (190 units), the
Lodge at Avon Center (52 units) and the Seasons (103
units).45
There are over 1,000 additional condominium, condominium-hotel and hotel units in West Town Center
that are currently approved or in the approval process.
The major development projects include 456 units at
the Confluence, 286 units in the Lot C PUD, 110 units
in the Lot B PUD and 100 units on Lot 61. These units
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have been factored into the projected population figures used in the Context and Retail Analysis sections
of this report.

Residential Product
Types
There are three broad categories of residential product
types that are relevant to the West Town Center project: hotel, condominium and affordable.

Condominium
A broad range of product offerings exists within
the condominium category. Whole-ownership and
fractional ownership categories (including interval,
timeshare and fractional offerings) are the most prevalent options in resort communities. Condo-hotels are a
more recent product offering that integrate hotel operations with condominium ownership (either together
or separate within a development). Vacation clubs are
a more recent form of condominium ownership. Each
of these condominium products has different ownership structures, amenities requirements and developer
financing issues, and there are many variations within
each product offering. The two major distinguishing
features of the major condominium product types for
purposes of this analysis are the occupancy rates and
spending patterns of tenants and the ability of a developer to obtain financing.
Spending patterns vary by condominium product type.
The primary difference in spending patterns rests
between hotel units (condo-hotel) and condominium
units (fractional and interval), notably because of the
lack of a kitchen in most hotel rooms and the higher
resulting rate of expenditures for restaurants for these
tenants. A report prepared by PricewaterhouseCoopers determined that hotel guests expend an average
of $26 per day in Avon on items that are subject to
the Town’s four percent sales tax, and that interval
(fractional) guests/owners spend an average of $22 per

day on sales tax-applicable goods46. The same report
stated that average annual occupancy for hotels is 55
percent, and that interval (fractional) condominiums
maintain average annual occupancy rates of 80 percent.
Condo-hotel rooms are assumed to take the form of a
hotel room (no kitchen), hence they exhibit the same
spending patterns as hotels. A basic analysis indicates
that the spending potential differences between the
two major condominium categories as relates to West
Town Center is $500 per year.
The financability of the different condominium
product types is different based on market conditions,
developer requirements, timing, project size and a host
of other factors. The product type for a project is often
determined by the ability of a developer to attract
financing for that product type. The important point
is that one product type may be more attractive from a
financing standpoint to a developer, and is thus more
likely to actually get constructed than other options.
The difference between the condominium types with
respect to tenant expenditures as relates to the overall
success of the West Town Center project is negligible
when compared to the fundamental question of whether
or not something will get built. Consequently, the full
range of condominium product types should be allowed
within the West Town Center project. The amount of
residential units provided will have a greater bearing on
the retail viability than will the type of units.
The market for residential condominium space in
mixed-use and urban environments is particularly
favorable among the growing number of empty-nest
households without children, but is also popular with
younger couples and singles. Both year-round residents
and second homeowners are potential customers for
condominium products.
Condominium buildings can range in size from 5 to 50
units, with unit sizes ranging from 500 to 2,000 square feet.

Hotel
Hotels have a multi-faceted role in mixed-use developments:
•

•

Hotels with strong brands can enhance a project’s image, create a special address, or provide
name recognition for the project through an established name and proven marketing program.
Hotel visitors in Avon are typically on vacation,
and will constitute great users of the restaurant,
retail and entertainment uses during their stay.

•

Hotels bring day and night activity to an area.

•

Hotels can provide dining, entertainment, recreation, spas, and other amenities that serve not
only hotel guests but also retail customers, visitors, office employees and residential tenants.

A hotels’ viability, in turn, benefits from the site advantages of a mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented environment:
•

•

•

•

The retail mix, entertainment uses, pedestrian
orientation, open space and recreation and
community facilities will all enhance the guest
experience
Hotel services including restaurants and retail
benefit from the demand from employees, residents and main street retail traffic.
Second home-owners of condominiums will be
the most frequent users of hotel services including restaurants and spas.
Area office tenants and small businesses will use
hotel rooms and meeting space.

An optimal hotel size is 120 rooms, with a range of
between 100 and 150 rooms. With a typical unit size of
450 square feet, hotels range in size from 45,000 square
feet to 72,500 square feet, exclusive of functional
space and amenities. Hotels can occupy space within
a mixed-use building or can function as stand-alone
structures.

Condominium-hotels and other emerging hotel
concepts are appropriate for the West Town Center
site - they maintain high occupancy levels relative to
condominiums, they provide a visitor short-term stay
option similar to that provided by a hotel, and they are
increasingly proving easier to finance by developers
than hotels.

Affordable Housing
The presence of year-round residents has already been
established as an important element of activating the
district and establishing a sense of genuine community for the area. Given the demand from prospective
second-home owners for residential product in Avon,
it is likely that year-round residents and employees
earning at or around the median income might not be
able to afford the price points that will likely be established by the free market condominiums. Inclusion of
an affordable housing component can provide residential opportunities for working residents and employees
at West Town Center while also addressing larger
community-wide affordable housing goals.
Affordable housing at West Town Center will take the
form of condominium units given the physical form
and vertical mixed-use nature of the development, but
specific unit types and sizes should be determined
through a housing needs assessment to determine the
types of affordable housing most lacking in the community.
Affordable housing can be provided by either the public or the private sectors, or can be developed jointly.
Affordable housing will ultimately be of benefit to private developments, as the residents provide an on-site
employment source for retail tenants and businesses.
Parking and transportation impacts from employees
commuting in to the area will be smaller the greater
the number of employee housing units provided.

Competitive and
Comparable Areas Residential
Lionshead, Beaver Creek, Riverwalk, Basalt and Frisco
all have residential components in their mixed-use
retail areas (Table 7.1). Each of the five has both hotel
and condominium and hotel uses within the residential program. Lionshead, Riverwalk and Basalt also
have an employee housing component.

Table 7.1: Condo-hotel versus Fractional Condominium Guest Spending Potential

Condo-Hotel

Interval
(Fractional)
Condomimium

Guest Spending Per Day
in Avon

$26

$22

Average Annual
Occupancy

55%

80%

West Town Center
Capture Rate (assumed)

40%

40%

Annual Expenditures per
Guest at West Town Center

$2,087

$2,569

Condominium
Lionshead and Beaver Creek have a significant condominium component in their mixed-use centers. These
condominium units are oriented towards the high-end
second-home owner market. Both whole-ownership
and fractional ownership structures exist in these two
areas. Some of these condominium projects allow for
owners to place their unit in a short-term rental pool
which provides the owners with a cash flow stream
while serving to increase occupancy levels.
Riverwalk, Basalt and Frisco all have condominium
projects either integrated vertically into mixed-use
buildings on the main street or as stand-alone developments. The target market for these condominiums
consists of both year-round residents and, increasingly,
second-home owners that have either been priced out
of the primary resort area or who desire more of a yearround community locale for their second home.47

Table 7.2: Competitive and Comparable Residential Types

Condo

Affordable
Housing

Hotel

Avon Town Center East

X

X

Riverwalk, Edwards

X

X

X

Lionshead, Vail

X

X

X

Beaver Creek

X

X

Basalt

X

X

Frisco

X

Truckee

X

X

Hotel
All of the areas studied for this investigation have a hotel component in their development program. Several,
primarily the resort locales, have multiple hotels and
condominium-hotels. The resort hotels tend towards
the high price-point, while the resort portal towns of
Basalt, Truckee, Frisco and Avon offer mid-level hotel
products that provide an economical lodging alternative located slightly off of the ski area. Each of the areas
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has at least one hotel along the Main Street, with additional hotels located in the surrounding area.

users of some of the retail within Main Street.
The residential component of the Main Street
area will add to the resident bedbase that provides a year-round market supporting the Main
Street retail businesses.

Affordable Housing
Affordable housing is a component of the residential
program at Riverwalk, Basalt and Lionshead. All three
areas prioritized the placement of affordable housing
within the mixed-use retail core as a means of providing year-round and day and night activity in the area,
as well as to address larger community-wide affordable
housing needs issues.
Truckee is at the early stages of developing an affordable housing component. 85 percent of the housing
stock in Truckee is currently single-family homes,
which are appreciating at a more rapid rate than other
types of housing. Truckee is concentrating its housing
resources on the development of multi-family housing.
No affordable housing is currently located along the
Main Street corridor.

Other Residential
Considerations
Residential considerations for the West Town Center
project include the relationship of residential to retail,
the role of residential in mixed-use developments, and
an assessment off the desirability of West Town Center as a residential location.

Relationship between
Residential and Retail
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•

Retail follows rooftops. Residents support
retail areas with higher capture rates due to the
proximity and convenience these businesses offer, especially with regards to restaurants, bars,
convenience retail and grocery. With and with
regards to the retail program, the more residential development in the area the better.

•

The residential residents will become the best
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for this type of residential use - the Confluence
project, for example, as well as the redevelopment of Lionshead.
•

Just as West Town Center’s residents will
support the retail component, the presence of
the lifestyle and entertainment-focused retail
component will become an amenity for the residential product that will help to differentiate
the stimulate demand.

•

The residential component will be the greatest inducement to stimulate development of
the street level retail space on the ground floor.
With the market demand for residential units
remaining high, developers will be most interested in pursuing redevelopment of individual
parcels in the project area if there is a significant
residential component allowed.

•

The transit center will be an attractive element
to potential residents, and transit will be particularly well-utilized by residents that live and
work year-round in the Eagle Valley.

Role of Residential in
Mixed-Use Districts
•

•

One of the roles of the residential space is to
activate the district day and night across all four
seasons of the year. This will help to create a
vibrant, real community and reinforce the sense
of place desired for West Town Center.
Residential units can provide an employment
base for the commercial tenants and businesses
in the area. In the case of Avon, the market-rate
residential units are not likely to be affordable
to area residents, so employee housing will play
an important role in providing on-site housing
for employees.

West Town Center’s
Residential Desirability
•

The West Town Center location is very desirable for residential living. The adjacent amenities - Nottingham Park, the recreation center,
the river, the future ski connection from Confluence - all serve to increase the desirability of
living in this area, and increase the sales prices
residential units will command.

•

A broader trend towards urban living is being
evidenced in resorts as well as in urban areas.
The attributes of successful urban residential
developments include walkability (to employment, services and recreation), access to transit,
low-maintenance living and high levels of amenities including recreation facilities, business
centers and common areas. Many redevelopments are underway in response to the demand

Significance of Residential Analysis
Market Issues
The 1,000 units of West Town Center condominium and lodging units in the
planning process is indicative of the current high levels of demand for residential
products in the Avon marketplace.
West Town Center can capitalize on development interest in the condominium
segment by allowing residential uses in the program mix in order to leverage
redevelopment interest in the mixed-use parcels.
With 1,775 existing and planned units (exclusive of the number that will be
programmed for the Main Street redevelopment area), West Town Center is
becoming a viable residential district large enough to support neighborhood-oriented retail uses including restaurants, bars, entertainment, specialty food, liquor
and wine stores, coffee shops and retail goods and services. These uses are in line
with the lifestyle and entertainment focus recommended for the development.
The existing and planned amenities in the area, including Nottingham Park, the
recreation center, the river, the future ski connection from Confluence, all serve
to enhance the attractiveness of the residential component (condominium, hotel
and affordable housing) in West Town Center.
The retail component also serves to enhance the desirability of the residential
units.
Residential tenants are a valuable means of support for the retail component, although they do not generate enough demand to carry the project, instead playing
more of a complementary role while the greater Avon resident and visitor market
will constitute the primary users in terms of sales volume.

Residential Product Types
The comparable and competitive areas studied for this investigation all have a residential component with a range of residential product types. The majority of the
areas include condominium, hotel and affordable housing components in the mix.
Condominiums, in addition to being a development driver for the project, provide residential opportunities for second-owners and seasonal residents that will

allow them to become vested in West Town Center as residents. Higher occupancy condominium types including condominium-hotels and fractional ownership products will provide better overall utilization and should be allowed as a
use within the development. The spending differential between condominiumhotel and fractional ownership products is not significant enough to carry the
retail program, so all condominium product options should be allowed in order
to best attract development interest based on market and financing factors. The
amount of residential units provided will have a greater bearing on the retail viability than will the type of units.
Hotels are an important component because they provide short-term lodging accommodations for visitors, they activate an area day and night and they provide
complimentary retail, restaurant and services that are open to the public and that
enhance the retail district.
Affordable housing should be included within the residential program. Residents
of affordable housing units will form the backbone of a year-round population
that will activate the main street area. Affordable housing will also provide a
means for employees of the areas retail tenants and businesses to live in the area.

Critical Mass
Residential use as a component of the West Town Center Main Street redevelopment program is important in order to activate the area day and night and
year-round. Given the extensive amount of existing and planned residential
development in the West Town Center area, however, this number does not have
to be extensive in that other residential traffic will be generated by the adjacent
developments.
A minimum of 350 units should be programmed for the area, and should include
condominium, hotel and affordable housing product types. At an average of 2.8
persons per unit this translates to a residential population just under 1,000 residents when all units are occupied.
The functional maximum amount of residential space is determined by spatial
considerations more so than by market or retail support factors. The demand in
the residential market appears high enough that all units delivered to the marketplace will sell, and the vitality of the retail program will be enhanced by any
and all residential units located in the area – in other words, the more the better.
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H. Development
Recommendations
This section makes development recommendations
for Town Center West with respect to the three key
questions of retail market focus, retail critical mass and
mix, and residential critical mass and mix.

Market Focus –
“Lifestyle-Oriented”
Avon Town Center West’s retail and commercial market focus should be oriented towards supporting the
lifestyle goals and objectives of Avon’s residents and
visitors. This “lifestyle-oriented focus” will establish
a competitive niche that is currently missing in the
market and will complement the community goal of
transforming Town Center West into the community’s
gathering place and social hub.
Elements of a lifestyle-oriented retail and commercial program include a mix of entertainment, restaurants, retail and
service uses that are comprised of select national chains
and locally-owned businesses and that are complemented
with high quality public spaces, civic and recreational amenities and an active schedule of events and activities.
By providing a retail market focus that is based on
social interaction and enjoyable experiences, users
will be repeatedly drawn to the area for the experience
provided instead of for a transaction-specific retail or
service need. The retail and entertainment uses should
be selected on the basis of being able to provide enjoyable experiences for families and groups, for their ability to provide opportunities for social interaction, and
for the ability to capitalize on the lifestyle preferences
that draw people to the Eagle Valley in the first place.
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This focus on lifestyle-supported offerings will prove
attractive to the target market of year-round residents
and will also strongly appeal to second home owners and visitors. The lifestyle focus, plus the primary
orientation towards year-round residents, will help to
distinguish Town Center West from the competing
retail centers in the area.

visit, and increase the desirability of Town
Center West’s residential units. Lighting, clear
visibility to and from outdoor public spaces, and
day and night human activity are all important
means of designing safe spaces.
•

Other Retail Market Focus
Recommendations
Placemaking
•

The place should have a recognizable and
distinct name that helps to differentiate it from
the other retail centers in Avon and the Eagle
Valley. Examples could include Avon Crossing,
Avon Grove, Avon Main Street or The Hub.

•

Strong destination anchors at either end of
Main Street help to draw people through the
area and to announce the beginning and the end
of the district – a restaurant or retail anchor
near Avon Road that is visible by passing cars
will help to draw people in, while Nottingham
Park at the other end provides a recreational,
civic and open space anchor that can serve as
the home for events and festivals.

•

•

•

Franchise operators, both restaurants and
retailers, should be programmed into the retail
mix as they help to communicate and establish
the image of the district to first time visitors.
Franchises should be carefully selected to convey the desired lifestyle-orientation.
The entire district should be easy to navigate
by providing good sightlines, signage for both
vehicles and pedestrians, and maps.

Town Center West should be a safe place to
be both day and night. This will enhance the
reputation of the area, encourage families to

An internet presence should be established for
the district. This website should be designed
to appeal to a sophisticated target market of
residents and visitors and contain current information on tenants, events and activities. The
website should be linked to both the Town and
the Chamber’s web sites and actively promoted.
The Town of Avon’s current website presence
is not sufficiently sophisticated to appeal to
prospective retail tenants or customers.

Physical Design
•

Make strong pedestrian connections between
existing and planned activity nodes within
Town Center West including retail, entertainment, civic and recreational. Pedestrian friendly
internal circulation encourages users to visit
multiple locations within the district.

•

Provide pedestrian and automobile connections
to adjacent districts and activity nodes including East Town Center, the Confluence and
Beaver Creek.

•

The second and third stories of buildings make
very viable space for service-oriented businesses
including professional offices, medical clinics,
travel agencies or repairs. Retail space on upper
levels (2nd or higher) is not viable unless it is
the second level of a ground level space that
fronts on the main street.

•

Develop strict design guidelines so that individual developments undertaken by the private
sector fit in with overall desierd main street
character, and so that the ultimate vision for
the area si achieved as it develops incrementally
over time.

•

•

•

•

Provide high quality public spaces to encourage
socialization and lingering. Fire pits and heat
lamps help to make the open space more enjoyable during winters and evenings.
Ensure easy auto access from Avon Road and
provide plenty of parking. Parking should be
provided on the street and in parking garages
as opposed to in surface lots in order to maintain the desired pedestrian friendly character.
Design Main Street to accommodate auto traffic
and on-street parking initially with the option of converting to pedestrian only if future
circumstances warrant.
Create a strong gateway presence from Avon
Road that proclaims Town Center West as an
exciting and interesting area worth stopping at
and visiting.

retail component. Town Center West should be
a place where people know they can always go.
Tenants and operators should be targeted that
are not reliant on the seasonal visitor (i.e. fur
stores and high end restaurants) and that can
sustain operations year-round (family restaurants, entertainment and mid-tier retail including clothing, gifts and lifestyle retailers). Hours
and days of operation should be regulated by
covenant or by code.
•

Coordinated marketing efforts on behalf of
individual businesses will help to present a
consistent image for the district and will help to
draw visitors to the entire district instead of to
individual stores.

•

An active program of events, activities and
festivals will provide numerous opportunities
to visit East Town Center, particularly during
off season and other slower periods. Events and
activities also help to change the feel and look of
the area on a regular basis in order to maintain
interest and appeal, will provide opportunities
for social interaction, and provide the unique
experiences sought by second homeowners and
visitors. Public art and changing seasonal displays will contribute to an ever-changing look
and feel of the district.

Ensure a good pedestrian connection from the
transit center, both to encourage use of transit
within the community and to attract transit
riders to walk through the area as part of their
transit trip.

Operations
•

•

Day and night activity. Retail and entertainment
users should include operators that are open
during the day, at night, or both. Daytime and
nighttime-focused uses should be distributed
within the site so that the entire area has an
active feel across the day and the evening, even
if some tenants are only open during one period
of the day. A residential bedbase also helps to
activate the streets and the upper stories of
buildings both day and night and while enhancing the vibrancy of the area.
Year-round use. As opposed to seasonal operation, year-round use will reinforce that the
district is oriented towards year Avon residents
and provide for better long-term viability of the

•

A free wireless internet connection should be
provided in the outdoor public spaces.

Retail Critical Mass–
125,000 sq ft
Critical Mass
The commercial program for Town Center West’s
Main Street should build out to 125,000 square feet
in order to best address the market demand and to
meet the goals of economic stability, suitable mix
and desired character. The commercial space consists
of 85,000 square feet of street-level retail space and
40,000 square feet of upper (2nd/3rd) story commercial space. The breakdown of uses within the overall
commercial program is presented in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1: Recommended West Town Center Overall Commercial Program

Program Location

% of Total

Size

Main Street—Street Level
Retail (food and beverage,
entertainment, retail, retail
services)

65%

85,000 sq. ft.

Main Street—2nd/3rd Level
Commercial and Professional
(office, professional services)

35%

40,000 sq. ft.

TOTAL

100%

125,000 sq. ft.

85,000 square feet of commercial space should be programmed for street-level retail, restaurant and entertainment uses oriented along Main Street. This represents an increase of 35,000 square feet over the current
inventory, but more importantly assumes a complete
reconfiguration of the space around the retail uses. The
Main Street retail area should consist of a specific mix
of food and beverage, entertainment and retail uses
that are further elaborated in the next section.
Other commercial uses including professional offices and services (medical, office, design) should be
allowed on the second and third floors of Main Street
mixed-use buildings and occupy 40,000 square feet, or
35 percent, of the total commercial program.

Program Mix
The types of uses and tenants within each category of
retail need to be carefully considered with respect to
the market focus and the target market.
For Town Center West, given the wide range of
transaction-based retail options already in the market,
the program emphasis should be on food and beverage and entertainment in addition to retail goods and
services. Dining options drive traffic to retail areas,
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Table 8.2: Recommended Main Street Retail Program and Mix – Street Level

Program Element

% of Total

Size

Food and Beverage

40%

34,000 sq. ft.

Entertainment

20%

17,000 sq. ft.

Retail Goods and Services

40%

34,000 sq. ft.

Total

100%

85,000 sq. ft.

and will enhance the attractiveness of the district to
patrons that might not otherwise visit.
Town Center West’s focus on lifestyle and socialization should emphasize food and beverage and entertainment options that appeal to year-round residents
and visitors as well as providing a retail program of
specialty goods and services that reinforce the lifestyle
motivations behind living in a resort community.
Table 8.2 presents the recommended street-level retail
program and mix.

Anchors
Anchors should be strategically selected to help reinforce the market focus and character envisioned for
the area. Retail and restaurant anchors could include
national or regional chains and will provide a known
entity and experience to first-time visitors. Anchors do
not have to be franchises, however, as local and unique
operators can also assume this role. This approach will
also capitalize on the emerging desire of higher-end
franchise operations to enter in to new markets outside of their traditional downtown and mall locations.
The lifestyle-oriented focus should be reinforced by the
anchor tenant(s).
Anchor selection requirements include:
•

No current presence in the Eagle Valley market,

•

The ability to attract both the full-time resident
and visitor markets,

•

The ability to draw both first-time and repeat
visitors.

•

Restaurants can function as anchor tenants as
can retail stores.

•

Entertainment tenants can also function as
anchors for a development.

•
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Anchors should have priority placement within
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the site to maximize visibility from the interstate and the roadway network and to facilitate
easy access from Avon Road.

Restaurant Uses
Food drives retail, and the presence of restaurant options will encourage people to visit the district that
might not otherwise come. The restaurant component
should provide a range of dining opportunities across
breakfast, lunch and dinner, including fast-casual,
sit-down, ethnic, family-friendly, franchise and local
operators.
At least one national chain restaurant should be
included in the program mix, and carefully selected in
order to establish the right tone for the development.
Chains that could provide the desired tone include
Spaghetti Factory, Noodles or Chipotle. These restaurants, often located in urban downtowns and higherend suburban malls, are increasingly looking to locate
in alternative areas as a means of entering new markets48, and Avon’s resort position may prove attractive
given the market base.
While franchise restaurants can be an important
means of setting the tone for the development for first
time visitors, local and unique restaurants will provide the real character for the development and will
become a central attraction that differentiates Town
Center West form other retail areas. The restaurant
program should include locally owned businesses that
are unique to Town Center West or that are second
locations of successful restaurants in the Eagle Valley
market area. Casual dining options and restaurants
with bar service, including a brewpub, should also be
included in the mix. Specialty restaurants and bars, including a wine and cheese bar or a dessert restaurant,
would add variety to the mix.

Restaurants and cafés should have outdoor café
seating in the warmer seasons that spills out into the
pedestrian area.
The restaurants in Town Center West, in addition to
serving retail visitors, will be able to draw additional
business from Interstate travelers, commuters and
Town Center West employees which will help to sustain the district’s year-round viability.

Entertainment Uses
Entertainment uses should be emphasized in the commercial program in fitting with the social and lifestyle
focuses for the development as well as to capitalize on
an element that is missing in the rest of the competitive market. The entertainment should be developed
with teens and families, in particular, in mind.
The entertainment uses and the food and beverage
operations will be mutually self-supporting. These will
be the program elements, along with residential uses
and special events that activate the district at night.
Suggested entertainment uses include: a live music
venue, bowling alley, a video arcade with a wide
range of teen and family-oriented games and activities
(equivalent to ESPN Sports Zone), an all ages nightclub, and/or a small (1-3 screen) movie theatre. The
theatre would not attract a national chain due to its
relatively small size but could be operated by a regional operator such as Carmike Cinemas.

Retail Uses
Retail businesses should include both specialty goods
and service retailers that support the lifestyle-oriented
focus as well as general merchandise retailers that
provide complimentary retail products to visitors and
to residents.
A national or regional outdoor and recreation retailer
could function as an anchor. A higher-end national
outdoor retailer such as REI or EMS would draw re-

gional traffic, while a regional operator such as Summit
Canyon could expand its operations to a new market.
Interactive elements such as climbing walls and product demonstrations will also serve as entertainment
and education amenities for patrons and visitors.
Other retail uses that would be desirable for the
lifestyle-focused orientation include a bookstore,
specialty outdoor clothing stores (North Face, Title
9), ski and snowboard shops, specialty retail (cooking/
kitchen, gadgets, electronics), an art gallery, children’s
toys, and travel stores.

businesses should be encouraged as tenants because
they will generate daytime traffic to the area as well as
providing a base of employees that will patronize the
street level retail. Office tenants will be attracted to
the area because of its amenities (recreation, civic) and
good auto and mass transit connections.

Tenant Recommendations
The recommended retail and commercial tenants for
Town Center West are provided in the following
tables.

Interactive retailers that provide opportunities for patrons to become engaged in the retail product should
be encouraged. Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory
allows people to watch the candy making process.
Paint your own pottery stores and build your own
bear retailers are proving to be very successful in other
retail markets by turning shopping into an engaging
activity for families and groups.
Smaller spaces should be designed within the development that will serve to encourage start up and
entrepenuerial retailers that help to differentiate the
district and enhance the character of the retail area.

Services
Services that will help to achieve the desired project
goals and attract the target markets include a day
spa (could be part of a hotel operation), a yoga studio (could be operated as part of the day spa or the
recreation center), optical shop, bicycle and ski repair
services, flyfishing and kayaking outfitters and tour
guides, and travel agencies. These services can all be
located on the street level.

2nd/3rd Level Commercial
Uses
The upper stories of the Main Street development
should allow for either residential or commercial uses.
Professional services firms, medical services and small
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Table 8.3: Recommended Main Street Food and Beverage

Restaurant Tenant Types

Potential Operators
1-2 suitable mid/upper tier franchise restaurants to generate traffic and to reinforce the desired image for predictability (Spaghetti Factory, Black Angus, Tequilas, Old Chicago,
Pizzeria Uno, Il Fornaio).

Mid/ Upper Tier Restaurants (lunch,
dinner)

Unique and/or 2nd locations of popular local restaurants.
The local restaurant component should be emphasized
within the overall program as it will best establish the sense
of place and reputation that is unique to West Town Center.
Restaurants that locals go to for special events (birthday
parties, anniversaries, visitors)
Noodles, Chipotle, Panera Bread franchises
Local operator or second location of existing successful area
business.

Casual dining restaurants (breakfast,
lunch, dinner)

Family pizza restaurant for after events and birthday parties
(could be a chain or a local operator).
Burrito or wrap place for quick casual.
Breakfast (diner, bakery)
Takeout service options.

Health food restaurant with emphasis on local, organics. Potential retail
grocery component integrated.

Aspen’s vegetarian restaurant is located in a bookstore

Brewpub (lunch, après ski, dinner)

Flying Dog, Rock Bottom or local operator. A non-chain operator could become a distinguishing feature of the development. McMenniman’s in Oregon incorporates movie theatres
into their brewpubs. A brewpub could be a hotel tenant.

Deli (plus specialty foods grocery)

Will also appeal to residents, employees and office tenants

Wine/ cheese/dessert
restaurant

Focus on one or more (desert only, wine/cheese or all)

Liquor/ wine store

Could specialize in good value wines (bottles $25 and under)
to establish a niche attractive to the resident community.

Ice Cream

Interactive marble slab ice cream stores like Cold Stone and
Maggie Moos are entertaining.

Bakery with sit down dining (breakfast, lunch)

Paradise Bakery, Panera Bread, Einstein Bros Bagels or local
operator

Popcorn or crepe wagon, outside food
vendors

Ethnic food vendors. Could be operated during warm
months only or year-round.

Coffeeshop

Starbucks or local operator
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Table 8.4: Recommended Main Street Retail Goods and Services

Retail Tenant Types

Potential Tenants

Outdoor retailer – clothing, equipment, instruction across multiple sports and seasons

National higher-end outdoor retailer (REI, EMS) as anchor. Sierra Trading
Post outlet. Could also be operated by existing local operator (Summit
Canyon in Glenwood). Interactive stores with climbing walls and product
demonstrations will pull double duty as an entertainment use.

Bookstore with coffeeshop and local events
(readings, music)

Borders or local operator. Larger bookstores become a defacto
entertainment use.

Clothing - men’s, women’s and children’s
clothing stores (boutique or casual)

Banana Republic, North Face, Eddie Bauer, J Jill, Obermeyer,Title 9.
Local operators should be encouraged.

Kayak/ whitewater equipment

Take advantage of the new whitewater park

Ski and/or snowboard shops

Equipment, clothing. Multiple shops could orient towards different age
demographics – teen, adult, family

Bicycle shop

Bikes, service, clothing. Could be summer operator of a ski/
snowboard shop.

Specialty retail – cooking/kitchen, gadgets,
electronics, home furnishings

Williams Sonoma, Z gallery, The Company Store, Brookstone or local
operators

Baby store – clothes, gifts, classes, social
events (interactive focus)

Baby Style, Janie and Jack or local operator

Art gallery

Could specialize in local and regional artists. Jewelry. Events and openings.

Cosmetics and bath products

Lush, Body Shop or local operator

Children’s toys

Build A Bear is an interactive children’s store concept that is proving
very successful.

Arts and crafts supply
Paint your own pottery

Engaging interactive retail format that is popular with families and groups

Chocolate shop

Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory or local operator

Florist
Luggage/ travel store

Could include travel agent component

Optical shop
Day spa

Could be associated with hotel

Hair, nail salon

Could be associated with hotel and/or day spa

Dry cleaner

For area and local residents, employees

Mail Boxes, etc.

For area residents and businesses

Copy store and/or blueprint shop

Serving the professional and design offices
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Table 8.5: Recommended Main Street Entertainment Uses

Entertainment Tenant Types

Potential Tenants

Video arcade

Youth and adult oriented games (golf and ski simulators,
car racing games) Similar to ESPN Zone.

Pool hall

Can be combined with video arcade, with bar/restaurant
or can be separate.

Bars/ restaurants

Listed separately under food and beverage, but this use
is an essential component to an entertainment mix.

Dinner Theatre

As part of a restaurant or stand alone (Aspen has a very
popular dinner theatre operation)

Club with live music venue (50+
person capacity)

To attract local and traveling music or comedy acts. Can
host special events – plays, fundraisers, speakers, etc.

Internet café

With food and beverage service or coffeeshop

Bowling alley

The Back Bowl in Eagle is proving popular with local residents and has a successful restaurant component

2 or 3 screen movie theatre

Regional or local operator such as exists in Edwards and
Aspen–scale is too small for a national chain. A brewpub
could also feature a single-screen theatre.

All ages nightclub

Live and dj music, dancing

Table 8.6: Recommended Main Street 2nd/3rd Level Mix

2nd/3rd Level—
Commercial, Office and
Professional Tenant Types

Potential Tenants

Professional offices - services that
appeal to both locals and second homeowners and that will draw people
to the area during daytime hours

Dentist, doctor, optical, architecture and design, legal,
real estate, financial services, accounting, small businesses

Daycare

For residents, employees, daytime visitors, hotels.
Potential evening operations. Would require provision
for outdoor space, which may relegate it to first floor.

Yoga studio

Stand alone or as part of recreation center or day spa

Travel agency

Can also be a street-level use

Insurance agency
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Table 8.7: Recommended Residential Program

Mix

Units

Square Feet

Hotel

20% - 35%

125 – 200
units

67,500 – 108,000
sq ft

Condominium

60% - 70%

375 – 450
units

450,000 - 540,000
sq ft

Affordable

10% – 20%

60 – 125
units

32,400 – 67,500
sq ft

500 – 750
units

540,000 –
720,000 sq ft

TOTAL

Retail and Commercial Keys
to Success
Other considerations inherent in the success of West
Town Center’s retail program mix include location of
uses, flexibility, and phasing.

Location of Uses
The major elements of street-level retail and commercial space that are desirable for the West Town Center
district include retail goods, retail services, restaurants
and entertainment. These uses are best served by being
located on the street level and are typically not viable
when placed in upper story locations.

cupy street level retail space on Main Street, but controls
should be in places that preserve the ability for the placement of the ultimately desired retail use in the space.
Flexibility of use within types of retail (food and beverage, entertainment, retail) should also be integrated
into the controls for the project to allow landlords and
tenants to integrate new uses into the development in
response to changing demographics, retail preferences
and the introduction of new product types.

Phasing

The minimum opening conditions for the new retail
district should include the majority of the streetscape
improvements plus 50,000 square feet of overall comOther uses are best located on upper floors of mixed-use
mercial space, including one restaurant anchor.
pedestrian retail environments. These uses are important traffic generators to the area but do not enhance the
The restaurant anchor could be a national or regional chain
retail experience on the street level. These uses include
that becomes a signature restaurant for the district. This
real estate sales offices, professional offices (lawyer,
anchor should be secured early in the development process
architect), professional services (insurance, accounting).
in order to establish the validity and the momentum of the
project, to better attract other local tenants and to create a
Residential units should not be allowed on the street level,
buzz for the development with the general public.
although reception, lobbies and other circulation elements
for upper-level residential uses are appropriate.

Flexibility
While the vision and focus for West Town Center should
be firmly established in order to best successfully implement the project with the desired results, flexibility
should remain inherent in the implementation standards
in order to allow the project to grow over time, to adapt
to changing circumstances, and to allow for improvement
and the integration of new ideas. The list of uses and tenants presented in these recommendations is not exclusive, and new ideas that support and enhance the overall
lifestyle-oriented focus should be encouraged.

Residential Critical
Mass – 500 to 750
Units

West Town Center Main Street should be programmed
with between 500 and 750 residential units consisting
of all three recommended categories – condominium,
hotel and affordable housing. This recommendation is
based on an assessment of the suitability of this area as
a residential location, the support that the residential
tenants provide to the retail component, and the ability
of the residential component to generate redevelopment
interest for the infill parcels.

Flexibility should be allowed in uses, particularly retail,
to prevent vacancy while the district becomes established. As demand builds but to preserve ability to fulfill
The recommended composition of the residential proultimate desired use. This could initially mean allowing
gram for West Town Center is presented in the following
commercial uses such as office or design firms to oc-
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table. For size estimation purposes, unit sizes are assumed
to be 450 square feet per hotel unit, 800 square feet per employee housing unit and 1,200 square feet per condominium
unit. A net to gross factor of 20% is applied to account for
circulation, common area and back of house space.

Other Residential Program
Recommendations
A minimum of 350 residential units should be provided.
This number can be considered the minimum amount
needed to create a full-time year-round residential presence in the area and should include all three types of
recommended housing.
The mix should include condominium, hotel and affordable housing, as all three types of housing will contribute to the success of the area, and the combination of all
three will provide the most interesting environment for
residents and for visitors. Residential units should not be
permitted on the street-level.
Zoning should be flexible enough to let developers decide which residential products should be offered within
the condominium zoning. Whole ownership, fractional
ownership, condo-hotels and vacation clubs should all
be permitted uses.
Generally speaking, the more residential use that is programmed for the main street area the better. The viability of the retail district, the sense of place that is created
by a having a resident population and the attractiveness
of the area to developers will all be enhanced by a larger
residential program.
The West Town Center project should take advantage of
the high levels of demand by providing as much residential product as is feasible. Feasibility should be based on
the ability to maintain a high quality streetscape and a
liveable environment. There does not appear to be a maximum amount of residential use based on either market
considerations or retail viability. A form-based maximum
amount of residential should instead be determined.

I. Next Steps
The following steps have been identified as the logical next
steps for the West Town Center project:
1.

Economic analysis – analysis of public and private
costs and benefits to asses public revenue streams and
to gauge the financial feasibility of the redevelopment
project.

2.

Determine the optimal amount of residential space
based on urban design criteria.

3.

Design revisions. The plan may need to be revised
based on findings from the market investigation and
economic analysis.

4. Phasing strategy – a strategy should be developed to
direct the redevelopment process and to establish how
to evolve towards the desired development vision.
5.

Political and implementation strategy – identification
of leadership, financing, operations, public-private
relationships, and implementation agency or vehicle
(Community Development Corporation, Business
Improvement District, etc).

6.

Land use code revisions
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Urban Renewal Authority Case Studies
Authority

Purpose

Fitzsimons
Redevelopment Authority

A partnership of the City
1996
of Aurora and University
of Colorado to redevelop
the Fitzsimons Army
Medical Center in Aurora.
Created in 1996 through an
intergovernmental agreement.

www.colobio.com

Lakewood Reinvestment
Authority
www.lakewood.org
Contact:
Becky Clark
303-987-7530
Lowry Redevelopment
Authority (LRA)
www.lowry.org

Project Components

Board and Staffing

•

578-acres

•

20 years timeframe

•

15-million square
feet of phased new
construction (medical
facilities, residences and
commercial space)

10 member Board of Directors
(5 are Aurora City Council
Members; UC Board of
Regents member, UC Hospital
Director, an Architect, a
financial advisor)

•

$4.3-billion renovation

Created through a public
1998 through a
vote (even though it was
public vote
not required) to “maintain a
strong identity and image for
Lakewood, assure economic
soundness of public/private
development, and increase the
tax base. “

•

Numerous projects
completed to date
including the awardwinning Belmar, a
redevelopment of the old
Villa Italia Mall.

11 member Town Council
serves as URA board.
Managed by the Community
Development Director. One
other staff member is also a
City employee.

1994
Formed through
intergovernmental agreement
between Denver and Aurora
to redevelop the former Lowry
Air Force Base.

•

1.8 million square feet of
office space and 130,000
square feet of retail is
planned or underway,

21 member Lowry Community
Advisory Committee

The LRA serves as master
planner and developer of
the 1,866-acre site with
responsibility for zoning,
infrastructure improvements
and real estate sales. It
will dissolve when the
redevelopment is completed.
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Created

•

4,500 new homes and
apartments

Redevelopment costs totaling
approximately $555 million
(Seventy percent of the
funding comes from private
sources such as revenue
bonds, bank loans, real estate
sales and leasing, while the
remaining 30 percent comes
from public sources such
as federal, state and local
grants.)

10 member board of directors
(board chair is someone
with extensive real estate
development experience)

Budget and Funding

The City and County
of Denver has invested
$1.37million in Lowry,
which was paid back
in economic benefits in
less than one month.

Authority

Purpose

Created

Project Components

Board and Staffing

Stapleton Development
Corporation (SDC)

A private sector, non profit
entity created by Mayor
Wellington E. Webb and the
Denver City Council.

1995

17 million square feet of new
commercial space and up to
10,000 units of housing.

SDC has 11 voting directors
of which Denver Urban
Renewal Authority appoints
two directors and the Mayor
of Denver appoints nine.
There are five additional
ex-officio directors - the
Manager of Aviation, the
City Council member whose
district includes the Property,
a member of the Citizens
Advisory Board (CAB), one
person each representing
Commerce City and Aurora
respectively.

1982

Current projects include:

Seven member board appointed $200,000 annual
by the Town Council and one
budget from property
staff member.
and sales tax TIF.

www.stapletoncorp.com

The Stapleton Development
Corporation is charged
with the responsibility to
implement the Stapleton
Development Plan, a
community-based vision for
creating new jobs, housing,
and open space, on the 4,700
acres airport property.

Estes Park Urban Renewal The Estes Park Urban
Renewal Authority (EPURA)
Authority
is a separate governmental
www.estesnet.com/Epura
entity, created by the Town
Contact:
to eliminate physical and
economic blight and to plan
Wil Smith,
and implement physical
970-577-3800
improvements.

South Lake Tahoe
Redevelopment Agency
www.cityofslt.us

1988

•

Design and community
involvement activities
relative to extension of
the Riverwalk westward.

•

Participation in the Estes
Valley Transportation
Alternatives Study.

•

Development of a master
plan for the Knoll
Property.

•

Working on
improvement of the Estes
Park “gateway area.”

Focusing on redevelopment
and affordable housing.
First project involved
redevelopment of anchor
resort hotels.

Budget and Funding

Five member city council
serves as the board of directors.
Two member staff.
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Authority

Purpose

Created

Project Components

Board and Staffing

Budget and Funding

Centennial Urban
Redevelopment Authority
(CURA)

Demolish and redevelop the
30-year old Southglenn Mall.

Nov. 7, 2005

•

City Council also serves as the
URA board.

Public finance
agreement (PFA)
between the Centennial
Urban Redevelopment
Authority (CURA),
the City of Centennial,
and the Southglenn
Metropolitan District
(SGMD).

www.newsouthglenn.
com/ ura.htm

•

Contact:
Wayne Reed
303-754-3419

Steamboat Springs Urban
Redevelopment Authority

Formed to redevelop base of
ski area.

www.steamboatsprings.
net

Considering the creation of a
renewal authority focusing on
downtown.

Contact:

2005

Joe Krackum

www.ci.vail.co.us
Contact:
Russ Forest, Stan Zemler
970-479-2146

•3•

Focus on the redevelopment
2003
of the Lionshead area within
the Town of Vail per the
Lionshead Public Facilities
Development Plan adopted in
2004. The area is on the south
side of I-70.
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Staffed by Community
Development Director.

Alberta Development
Partners, LLC, a local
firm, plans almost one
million square feet of
retail space, 100,000
square feet of office space
and 350 - 700 residences

•

Demolition of the mall
has begun; the projected
completion date for the
new project is mid-2008.

•

The authority’s intent
is to use tax increment
financing to raise money
for public improvements
at the base of the ski area.

All revenues from
the property tax
increment and 76% of
the revenues from the
sales tax increment will
be used to repay the
bonds. The remaining
24% of the sales tax
increment will be
remitted to the City of
Centennial for general
City purposes.
Eleven member Urban
Redevelopment Authority
Advisory Committee
5 member City Council serves
as the board of directors.

•

Lack of a permanent
URA is designed to end in 25
source of revenue for
years.
future maintenance
costs related to base area Staffed by consultant.
projects is a key challenge
to the redevelopment.

•

Planning to use tax
increment financing
for $40 million dollar
of public infrastructure
improvements.

970-379-3959

Vail Reinvestment
Authority

The redeveloped area
will become a mixed-use
center called The Streets
at SouthGlenn.

Town Council serves as board.
Community Development
Director staffs the effort, public
works will implement.

Required $95,000 for
legal fees, staff fees
and studies of needs
at the base area before
starting.

Town will begin
collecting tax
increment in 2009
and may bond to pay
for infrastructure
improvements. Work
will be part of public
works Department
work plan.

Resources
Publications

People

Colorado Urban Renewal Authorities, 2004. The
Colorado Community Revitalization Association.

Joe Krackum – Steamboat URA, 970-379-3959

http://www.ccraonline.org/CO%20URAs%202004.
pdf#search=%22urban%20renewal%20authorities%20
in%20colorado%22

Continuum East West Master Developer Proposal
for Union Station

Becky Clark - Lakewood URA, 303-987-7530
Charles Ozaki - Broomfield URA, 303- 438-6300
Stan Zemler - Vail URA, 970-479-2146
(While
Russ Forest was interviewed for this document, Stan
Zemler is the new staff contact for the Town of Vail.)
Wil Smith - Estes Park URA, 970-577-3800

http://www.denverunionstation.org/pdfs/master_
developer/Continuum%20East%20West.pdf)

Tax Increment Financing, 2002. National Association
of Realtors. http://assist.neded.org/TIFreport.pdf

Economic Benefits from Community Redevelopment
in Colorado, 2004. Development Research Partners.
http://www.developmentresearch.net/comm_p/co_ura_
economic_benefits_report_v3.pdf

The U.S. Experience with Tax Increment Financing
(TIF): A Survey of Selected U.S. Cities, 2005. City of
Calgary.
http://www.calgary.ca/docgallery/bu/
corporateproperties/final_report_tif.pdf

Variations in today’s tax increment financing, 2005.
Kenneth M. Hunter, Michael A. Harris and Steven A.
Carter, of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLC.
http://www.pwc.com/extweb/pwcpublications.nsf/
docid/A6BD5EE68B7677C68525710A004C5144/$file/
salt-cch-whitepaper.pdf
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Methodology and
Assumptions

dominant form of hotel development in the resort industry, but could also consist of conventional hotel or
other short-term accommodation structures.

Previous tasks undertaken for the West Town Center District project include the outlining of project
goals, the development of a site plan detailing the
Main Street improvements and identifying key infill
parcels, and the completion of a Market Investigation
that analyzed critical mass and program mix for the
district. The assumptions reached and data gathered
during each subsequent phase form the foundation of
this financial analysis. The tasks undertaken for this
analysis are described in the following section.

The higher amount of retail square footage programmed for the district than was recommended in the
Market Investigation report could be tempered by not
including the retail space (envisioned as a restaurant
and meeting spaces) programmed for the ground floor
of the Nottingham Inn. However, by the time that
Nottingham is developed in the last phase of the West
Town Center District project there will likely be clear
market demand to support this additional space.

3D Model to
Establish Form
The two-dimensional site plan for West Town Center
District created during the July 2005 charette resulted
in the design of a mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented Main
Street district. The first phase of this analysis was to
extrude this plan to a three-dimensional form based on
the Town’s Urban Design Guidelines. View preservation, solar shading, architectural form and punctuation, vertical and horizontal stepping to maintain
human scale, use of pitched roofs, building heights and
pedestrian connectivity were all considered.

Development Program
Using the 3D model and the recommendations from
the Market Investigation regarding critical mass and
mix of uses, the total amount of retail, office and residential space to be built during redevelopment of the
West Town Center District site was defined. Market
rate residential uses can consist of either whole or
fractional-ownership structures for purposes of this
analysis. Short-term accommodation units are considered to be a condo-hotel ownership and operating
structure for this analysis, as they are the increasingly

Gross space for each level was measured from the
3D model, with a use or uses assigned. A standard
efficiency multiplier was applied to each use to allow
for circulation and common space (85 percent for
residential, for example). The gross number is used to
calculate building costs, while the net number is used
to determine sales revenues.
Parking space estimates were generated by applying
the Town’s codes to the development program. The
15 percent reduction for mixed-use development as allowed in the code was applied. The amount of parking
provided on-site was calculated by assuming 400 sq.ft.
per parking space. Any excess parking requirement
not provided on site was assumed to be mitigated
through payment of the Town’s $33,000 parking payment in lieu fee. Reductions to the parking requirements shown for each infill development project could
come from parking analysis studies prepared for each
infill project during the application process.

Development Cost
Assumptions
Construction costs were estimated with input from
local contractors and members of the Town of Avon
Community Development Committee. All construction costs are as of March, 2006.

Soft costs (i.e. permitting, sales and marketing, design
and engineering, etc.) were estimated based on multipliers used by Design Workshop for work performed
in the Rocky Mountain ski resort region. These soft
cost assumptions were also reviewed by local contractors and members of the Community Development
Committee.
The cost estimates for the public projects including the realignment of Benchmark Road (Lake Street), transit center,
parking garage, town hall and Main Street improvements
were prepared by Design Workshop and OTAK as part of
the West Town Center District project scope.
The cost estimates for public projects were prepared
using quantity takeoffs for major project components
and applying cost multipliers adjusted for regional
conditions. The cost estimate details have been provided to the Town in a separate document.

3D Models help to quickly illustrate the massing that is
possible based on the Design Guidelines.

Infill Development Revenue
Estimates
Seven infill parcels were identified during the West
Town Center District charette process. The infill
parcels, identified on the West Town Center District
Charette Plan on the previous page, include Lot 61, the
Seasons, the Sheraton, Town Hall, Nottingham, the
Parking Structure and Avon Center.
The revenue potential for each market-rate component
of the redevelopment (i.e. retail, office, and residential)
was estimated based on input from real estate brokers
regarding sales prices and lease rates in Avon and comparable sales data (for land and buildings) obtained
from Assessor/Clerk & Recorder records from January 2001 through January 2006. Based on discussions
with realtors, a premium of 20 percent over existing
sales rates in the area was applied to account for the
increased sales prices that will result from the creation
of the Main Street district as well as the adjacency to
the Confluence development and gondola connection.
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Map of West Town Center District Redevelopment Parcels

Sheraton’s
Mountain Vista

Avon Center
Town
Hall

Parking
Structure
Seasons
Lot 61

Nottingham
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Summary of Private Infill Redevelopment Analysis
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Public Revenue Stream Summary
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The value of the affordable housing units was determined by computing the supportable mortgage payments for a household earning the median area income
and assuming a 15% down payment on a 1,000-squarefoot unit.
Revenues for office and retail space that will be leased
are forecasted over a period of 10 years from completion. The lease stream is capitalized at the end of the
period in order to estimate the value of the future revenues. Lease rates were calculated based on information provided by the real estate brokerage community.
Land values for each development parcel were calculated by applying the current per square foot sales rate
for similar land parcels in the area to the footprint of
the redevelopment area. The current sales rates were
garnered from review of sales records and conversations with local real estate brokers. These land values
represent the theoretical market price of each infill
parcel if they were to be sold to a third-party developer. The same methodology was applied to the Town
Hall, Parking Structure and Nottingham parcels under
the assumption that these parcels would be sold or
leased to a developer prior to development. A more
detailed land value assessment should be undertaken
by a Broker as a next step in the process.
The Town Hall and Parking Structure parcels are
assigned land values under the assumption that these
parcels would be sold or leased by the Town to a developer prior to redevelopment. The developer may be
a private for-profit developer or a non-profit development organization such as a Community Development
Corporation (CDC). The sale or long-term (99 year)
lease of these sites assumes that the Town would
enter a public-private development agreement with a
developer. Under the agreement, Town would receive
revenues from the sale or lease of the parcel and would
purchase the public component of the project (civic
space or parking structure) at a price equal to its cost
of construction, while the developer would purchase

Town will realize from the new development following
build out of each project.

or lease the parcel and build the residential and commercial components of the project in exchange for
receiving the sales revenue from these uses.

A Main Street Improvement Assessment is proposed
as a new revenue stream in order to offset West Town
Center District public improvement costs is levied for
each square foot of net new retail, office and marketrate residential space on each of the infill parcels.
Affordable housing units are not included in the Assessment calculation. This contribution is assumed to
be dedicated to the West Town Center District Main
Street public improvement projects, which include
Benchmark Road realignment (Lake Street), Main

Public Revenue Stream
Estimates
The public revenue stream estimates consist of
projections of the net incremental increase in Town
revenues realized through the new growth. Public
revenue streams analyzed in this model include sales
tax, property tax (Town of Avon general fund mill

Square Footage Allocations at West Town Center District

Use

Market Investigation
Recommendation
(sq.ft.)

Proposed
Development
Program
(sq.ft.)

Existing
Space
(sq.ft.)

Total
(sq.ft.)

Retail

85,000

25,000

70,500

95,500

Office

40,000

25,000

15,800

40,800

Residential

540,000 - 720,000
(new residential space)

705,000

Affordable

10-20% affordable

18% affordable

levy only), parking payment in lieu fees, the Main
Street Improvement Assessment, recreational amenities fee, Real Estate Transfer Assessment (RETA) and
accommodations taxes. Tax amounts and calculation
methodologies were reviewed with Stan Bernstein and
Associates.
The Town’s $33,000 fee-in-lieu for parking is applied
to the required spaces for each development that are
not projected to be built at the site.
Current tax rates (i.e. property, sales, real estate transfer, accommodation) published by the Town of Avon
were applied to estimates of the new uses that generate public tax revenues. These calculations provide an
understanding of the magnitude of revenues that the

Street pedestrian improvements and the transit center.
The assessment amount is programmed at $5 per
square foot for this analysis, but this amount should be
refined and the level ultimately determined through a
public policy process.
Real estate transfer assessments (RETA) consist of
both one-time revenues and ongoing revenues. The
one-time revenues are projected for 100 percent of the
market-rate residential and condo-hotel units at the
time they initially come on the market. Affordable
housing units are not programmed into this analysis as
they are assumed to be exempt from this assessment.
Commercial space is not assumed to be sold initially
(these spaces instead are likely to be held by the building owner). Ongoing public revenues from RETA
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are estimated based on a 10 percent annual turnover
rate. An annualized turnover rate of 5 percent following buildout is assumed for commercial space, which
typically is sold less often and in larger blocks of space
than residential units.
The recreational amenities fee is applied to fractional
units in order to offset their higher use of public
facilities and amenities. An assumption was made for
purposes of calculating this revenue stream that 50%
of the market residential and condo-hotel units would
be sold as fractional units, and that each unit would be
able to be locked off into three separate rental units.

Phasing of
Development
Program and Public Improvements
A phasing plan was prepared as an input to the financial model. Input on phasing was gathered from discussion with the Design Workshop team, Town staff
and the Community Development Committee.
There is a general understanding from a market perspective that the initial public improvements must be
made by the Town to instill confidence in the vision
for West Town Center District and to demonstrate a
commitment to the revitalization of the district. Redevelopment of each of the infill parcels is unlikely to
occur in the manner envisioned for the district absent
this upfront commitment from the Town. Conversely,
these parcels are likely to accelerate their own redevelopment schedule once the public improvements are in
place and the redevelopment potential for the area is
clearly evidenced.
The public improvements most important to catalyze the redevelopment of the area include the transit
center, the main street pedestrian improvements and
the parking component of the parking structure. From
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a practical perspective, the realignment of Benchmark
Road (Lake Street) must also occur up front. Town
Hall, the relocation of the fire station, and Nottingham
Inn can occur in later phases, with Town Hall programmed to start subsequent to the initial improvements and Nottingham Inn programmed to occur as
the very last phase of development.
The infill parcels were phased across a ten year
development period based on their current state in
the approval process (Lot 61, for example, is an active
application in the Town) as well as on their financial
feasibility based on this model. Infill projects that are
not as attractive financially compared to others are
assumed to develop later than those projects with the
highest projected returns.
For purposes of the financial model, a one-year period
is assumed to pass from the commencement of each
phase of construction to the time at which units will
be leased or sold.

Financial Model
The program, revenue and phasing estimates were
applied to each of the seven infill parcels in order to
generate a detailed financial pro forma for each parcel.
This pro forma analysis generates an understanding of
the overall revenues and development costs associated
with each parcel and each development program.
An understanding of the order of magnitude financial
returns to be expected for each development is also
gained, which proves helpful in gauging the viability
of the development program as well as the potential
timing for redevelopment. The internal rate of return
for each project is identified. Internal rate of return
is a common measure of investment potential used by
investors. For purposes of this analysis, an internal
rate of return of at least 15 to 20 percent (unlevered)
or greater is considered to be financially feasible. An

unlevered rate of return measures the rate of return
independent of financing. An unlevered return of 15
to 20 percent will translate to a cash on cash (levered,
with financing) return of 30 percent or greater.
The pro formas for the infill projects also prove useful
for establishing a baseline by which to measure the
incremental public revenue streams resulting from the
buildout of each parcel and of the district as a whole.
The pro forma model is constructed using Microsoft
Excel in an easily updateable format which allows
for the testing of different development scenarios and
updating in order to reflect changing revenue, cost and
public revenue stream assumptions.

Funding Analysis
A conceptual funding analysis was prepared in order
to evaluate the ability of the incremental increases
in public revenue streams to pay for the costs of the
public improvements. The individual public revenue
streams, both one-time and annually recurring are
added to generate the sum total of public revenues associated with the redevelopment.
The three infill projects controlled by the public
(Town Hall, the Parking Structure and Nottingham)
are addressed in the funding analysis by assuming that
these parcels will be sold or leased on a long-term basis
to a developer in the manner described in the Infill
Revenue Analysis section of this report. The developer
may be a private for-profit developer or a non-profit
development organization such as a Community
Development Corporation (CDC). The sales or lease
proceeds from these three parcels are treated as a onetime funding source to the Town.
The annually occurring public revenues (property tax,
sales tax, accommodation tax, RETA) are capitalized
as if they were to be bonded against via a tax-incre-

ment financing (TIF) district. It is important to note that this assumption is made
only to conceptually understand the magnitude of the finances available; no determination has been made by the Town at this time as to whether these revenue streams
will be bonded against, or whether a TIF district will be created.

Common Assumptions
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Sales Price Analysis
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Phasing and Absorption
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Infill Parcels

Lot 61

The following summaries outline key points related to
the program and financial analysis for each of the seven
infill parcels. The financial analysis for each parcel
consists of two sheets: the first details the development program at the site (i.e. amount of space by use,
parking program and any required parking in lieu fees),
while the second sheet presents the pro forma for the
individual parcel (i.e. the costs and revenues associated
with that parcel applied to the phasing assumptions).

Lot 61 consists of an eight-story building with two
levels of underground parking. A condo-hotel development also containing affordable housing, office
and street-level retail uses, Lot 61 contains a total of
185,000 net square feet of space.
The condo-hotel component of the program contains
131 units at 1,000 square feet each. There are 18 affordable housing units in the program. The pro forma
assumes that these units would be constructed as part
of the developer’s cost, although that policy determi-

Lot 61 Development Program
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nation has not been made, nor has the inclusion of affordable housing been discussed by Design Workshop
with the developer at this point.
Lot 61 provides a balanced parking program, with the
number of parking spaces required by Town code contained in the two levels of underground parking. Lot
61 is shown in the pro forma analysis to contain one of
the highest rates of return, indicating that it would be
among the first parcels to redevelop.

LOT 61 Proforma
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Seasons
The Seasons project would consist of reorienting the
current retail space along the Main Street corridor and
constructing market rate housing above it. The rest of
the existing Seasons building would remain the same.
Approximately 1,300 square feet of new retail space
would be constructed, and 26 market rate units would
be added. The street level retail would front Main
Street with an arcaded walkway. The development
program also includes 400 square feet of transit center
space, which is assumed in this model to be provided
and paid for by the developer as part of their project
mitigation.

The financial analysis indicates that this project would
be phased later given the relatively low rate of return
compared to some of the other projects. It is important to note, however, that a fairly high land price is
included for this parcel under the assumption that the
land/air rights for the development would be sold by
the Seasons to a third-party developer at prevailing
land prices. Were the current owner to develop this
parcel there would be no additional assumed land cost
and the project would generate a much higher rate of
return.
No additional parking is assumed in this program,
meaning that all parking requirements would be
Seasons Development Program
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fulfilled off-site in the public parking structure. From
a market perspective, however, at least one space per
new unit would be required on-site, which would require the Seasons owners to reconfigure the way they
use their existing parking in order to accommodate the
new uses. Some of the existing uses would likely shift
to the public parking structure.

Seasons Proforma
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Avon Center
The Avon Center project is envisioned as two additional buildings that are constructed next to the
existing structures. Six story and eight story buildings
contain 36 units of market rate residential and nine
units of affordable housing. Street-level retail space
engages the Main Street corridor.

The 19 percent rate of return indicates that Avon Center is likely to be pursued as one of the earlier redevelopment projects. While the affordable housing has not
been discussed by Design Workshop with the owners
of Avon Center, the pro forma analysis indicates that
this use could be accommodated in the program while
maintaining an appropriate level of return.

Avon Center Development Program
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Avon Center Proforma
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Sheraton
The Sheraton infill project will consist of two towers
containing market rate and affordable housing. The
mass and scale of the infill is consistent with the existing development, and view corridors from the street
level and from the existing Avon Center units are
maintained. There are 81 units of market rate housing
and 38 units of affordable housing in the development
program. 9,800 square feet of commercial retail spaces
are located on the ground level of the building.

The inclusion of affordable housing has not been
discussed by Design Workshop with the owners of the
Sheraton, although the pro forma analysis indicates
that this use could be accommodated in the program
while maintaining an appropriate level of return on
investment.
Two levels of underground parking plus a half-level
of parking on the first floor of one of the towers are
programmed to be constructed at the Sheraton parcel
and will generate all but 11 of the required 234 parking
spaces. The remainder of the required parking will be
Sheraton Development Program
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accommodated through a payment in lieu contribution.
The half level of parking on the first floor of the building
will be fronted with retail on the public façade.

Sheraton Proforma
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Parking Structure

the other infill parcels that are not able to provide all of
their parking on site.

The parking structure parcel will include retail, office
and residential space in addition to the public parking structure that will serve the West Town Center
District site. 100,000 square feet of private space is
estimated to be constructed in a seven-story building. The first four levels of this building will contain
369 parking spaces (two levels underground, two
levels above ground). 22 affordable and 33 market-rate
housing units are located on the upper levels of the
structure. Retail space is located on the ground level
of this building, and office space is programmed for the
second level.
The Land Use Code requires 159 parking spaces to
meet the commercial and residential development program, which leaves 210 public parking spaces. These
public parking spaces offset the required parking at

A key assumption for the development of the Parking
Structure project is that the Town will sell or lease the
parcel to a developer instead of developing the project
themselves. The developer may be a private for-profit
developer or a non-profit, mission-oriented development organization such as a Community Development
Corporation (CDC). The developer would pay a land
price of $6.7 million to the Town based on current land
prices in the district, and would be responsible for developing the entire project. The Town, in turn, would
purchase from the developer the parking structure
component of the program at the cost of construction,
estimated at $11 million. The developer would receive
the revenues from the sale of the market rate residential
and affordable housing units as well as the revenues
from commercial leases from the commercial space.

Parking Structure Development Program
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Given the relatively low rate of return for this project, it is unlikely that a private developer would be
interested in pursuing this project, and a Community
Development Corporation or other non-profit developer would likely be the best entity to partner with
the Town on this project.
Construction of this parcel is estimated to begin in
year two, with privately-owned residential and commercial space becoming available for sale in year four
due to the challenges associated with integrating the
parking structure and these private uses. This parcel
is phased early in the development period because the
parking provided by this structure is required to support all of the surrounding uses present at West Town
Center District.

Parking Structure Proforma
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Town Hall
Town Hall is planned to be relocated from its current
location to a new building that visually anchors one
end of Main Street. The two Town Hall buildings are
connected by a bridge that crosses over Main Street.
The mixed-use buildings consist of civic, commercial
retail, market housing and affordable housing across
100,000 total square feet.
27,000 square feet of civic space is estimated at the
new Town Hall. The civic space will house Town
functions on the first three floors of the building.
31,000 square feet of market-rate housing and 31,000
square feet of affordable housing will occupy the upper levels of the buildings. 13,000 square feet of retail
space is programmed for the ground levels.

On-site parking at Town Hall will be provided through
two levels of underground parking (40,000 square
feet, resulting in 100 parking spaces). Per Code, 194
spaces will be required at this parcel. For purposes of
this analysis, the Town Hall project is assumed to gain
credit for the spaces to be created during the re-alignment of Benchmark Road (Lake Street)(paid for as a
separate public project cost), resulting in no parking
payment in lieu fee.
A key assumption for the development of the Town
Hall project, as with the Parking Structure project, is
that the Town will sell or lease the parcel to a developer instead of developing the project themselves. The
developer may be a private for-profit developer or a
non-profit, mission-oriented development organization such as a Community Development Corporation
(CDC). The developer would pay a land price of $2.7

Town Hall Development Program
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million to the Town based on current land prices in
the area, and would be responsible for developing the
entire project. The Town, in turn, would purchase
from the developer the civic space component of the
program at the cost of construction, estimated at $6
million. The developer would receive the revenues
from the sale of the market rate residential and affordable housing units located on the upper levels of
the building as well as the revenues from commercial
leases from the retail spaces on the ground level.
Given the relatively low rate of return for this project, it is unlikely that a private developer would be
interested in pursuing this project, and a Community
Development Corporation or other non-profit developer would likely be the best entity to partner with
the Town on this project.

Town Hall Proforma
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Nottingham
The Nottingham parcel is assumed to be developed into
a condo-hotel building on the edge of the park consisting of 98,000 square feet of condo-hotel and commercial space. The Nottingham project would occupy the
existing Town Hall site and parking lot and would not
consume any existing park space. 82 condo-hotel units
are located on the upper six levels of the building. An
articulated building plan breaks up the mass into a form
reminiscent of classic resort hotels.
Parking at the Nottingham site consists of two levels of
underground parking with a total of 123 spaces. This is
equal to the amount of parking required by code.
The Nottingham parcel is assumed to be sold by the

Town to a developer (either private or non-profit),
with the proceeds from the land sale used to help pay
for public improvements. The land value is derived by
applying the current sales price for similar land parcels
to the size of the parcel.
The projected return on investment for the Nottingham parcel is fairly low, generating a 2.5 percent
internal rate of return and yielding $1.3 million dollars
against $58 million in project costs. This relatively
low rate of return indicates that Nottingham would
not currently be a desirable private investment project.
Nottingham is likely best suited as a final phase of the
West Town Center District development, as the development value of this parcel will increase over time
as the other development options get built out and the
overall desirability and underlying land value of the

Nottingham Development Program
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parcels in the district increases. This phasing conclusion also supports the political concern over redeveloping this parcel as an up front step in the West Town
Center District process. Alternately, the Nottingham
parcel could be developed by the same non-profit development entity that coordinates the development of
the Parking Structure and Town Hall sites.

Nottingham Proforma
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Public
Improvement
Projects
The public improvement projects required to implement the West Town Center District plan include the
realignment of Benchmark Road (Lake Street), the
Transit Center, the Main Street pedestrian improvements, the relocation of Town Hall, the public Parking Structure, and the relocation of the Fire Station.
The scope of these public improvements is further
described in an additional report submitted by Design
Workshop to the Town of Avon.
The Transit Center is the first public improvement
project planned for the West Town Center District
district. The project is expected to be constructed in
2006 at an estimated cost of $2.2 million dollars.
The realignment of Benchmark Road (Lake Street) will
include clearing of the former right-of-way along the
south and west alignments, construction of the new road
alignment and creation of diagonal on-street parking
spaces. The cost estimate for this project is $5 million.
The Town Hall project has been described in the Infill
Parcels section of this report. This financial analysis
assumes that the Town will sell or lease the parcel to
a developer, and will purchase from the developer the
civic space component of the program. The developer,
either a for-profit private developer or a non-profit
CDC, will develop the residential and commercial
components for the project and will receive those
revenues. The analysis indicates that the Town will
receive $2.7 million from the land sale of the project,
and will purchase the civic space from the developer at
its construction cost of $6 million.
The Main Street pedestrian improvements project
covers the creation of a Main Street corridor, in which
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a new pedestrian-oriented street will be constructed.
This street will allow for one-way auto circulation
but can be closed off, temporarily or permanently, for
pedestrian-only use. A series of public plazas along
the street will encourage public interaction and will be
able to host formal and informal events and activities.
The cost estimate for the Main Street improvements
includes the work to be completed inside both the
public and private right-of-ways within the corridor.
The scope of work also includes the sidewalk and alley
connectors between the Town Hall, Parking Structure,
Sheraton, Avon Center and Lot 61 properties. The cost
estimate for this project is $12.1 million and construction is anticipated to begin in year two of the project.
The Parking Structure project has been described in
the Infill Parcels section of this report. This financial
analysis assumes that the Town will sell or lease the
parcel to a developer, and will purchase from the developer the parking structure component of the program.
The developer, either a for-profit private developer
or a non-profit CDC, will develop the residential and
commercial components of the project and will receive
those revenues. The analysis indicates that the Town
will receive $6.7 million from the land sale of the project, and will purchase the parking structure space from
the developer at its construction cost of $11 million.
The Fire Station is assumed to be an independently
planned and funded project that will be carried out by
the Fire District. It is assumed to occur as one of the
first phases of the project but is not required to be relocated in order to complete the pedestrian Main Street
improvements. Cost estimates and funding sources
for this project have not been identified as part of this
financial analysis.

Public
Revenue Stream
Analysis
The public revenue stream analysis examines the
revenues that will be received by the Town in the
form of one-time payments and recurring revenue
streams. The one-time payments include parking payment-in-lieu fees and the Main Street Improvements
Assessment. Recurring revenues include sales taxes
from retail sales, property taxes, Real Estate Transfer
Assessment (RETA) taxes, the recreation amenities fee
and accommodation taxes.
The public revenue stream analysis indicates that a
total of $18 million in one-time public revenues and
$3 million in annually recurring public revenues will
result from the development of the infill parcels in the
West Town Center District district.
It is important to note that the revenue stream analysis only examines revenues generated from the net
new commercial and residential space in West Town
Center District; the revenue stream analysis does not
contemplate the incremental revenues that would be
generated from the existing properties as a result of
overall growth in property values and sales tax that
would be associated with the increased vitality of the
district following redevelopment.
The revenue stream analysis also only measures the
initial impact of dollars spent in West Town Center
District, and does not quantify the ‘waterfall’ effect
that results in a dollar being spent multiple times: i.e.
money spent by a visitor helps to pay the wage of an
employee, who spends some of that wage shopping in
West Town Center District.

Public Revenue Stream Analysis
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Public Revenue Stream Analysis, cont’d.
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Funding Analysis
The Funding Analysis provides a conceptual
understanding of the ability of the public revenue
streams generated from the West Town Center
District redevelopment to pay for the costs of the
public improvement projects.
The one-time revenues to the Town realized from
redevelopment include parking payment-in-lieu
fees, Real Estate Transfer Assessments (RETA) from
the initial sales of the market-rate residential and
condo-hotel units and the Main Street Improvement
Assessment revenues. These one-time revenues
are projected to total $18.1 million by the end of the
development period. Additional public revenues are
modeled to come from the sale or long-term lease of the
Parking Structure, new Town Hall and Nottingham
parcels, and these revenues are projected to total an
additional $16.9 million. Total one-time revenues are
$34.8 million.
The sale or long-term lease of the Parking Structure,
new Town Hall and Nottingham sites assumes that
the Town would enter a public-private development
agreement with a developer. Under the agreement,
Town would receive revenues from the sale or lease of
the parcel and would purchase the public component
of the project (civic space or parking structure) at
a price equal to its cost of construction, while the
developer would purchase or lease the parcel and
build the residential and commercial components of
the project in exchange for receiving the sales revenue
from these uses.
Annually recurring revenues include sales tax,
property tax, accommodation tax, recreation amenities
fee and annual RETA taxes. These revenue sources are
projected to generate annually recurring revenues to
the Town of approximately $3.1 million.

A conceptual bonding analysis identifies the amount
of funds that could be supported if the annual revenue
streams were to be bonded via a Tax Increment
Financing District (TIF). The bonding analysis
assumes that 25 percent of these revenues would be
bonded for a period of 23 years at an annual interest
rate of seven percent. Per the above parameters,
the annual public revenues are shown to be able
to support a bond issue of up to $9.1 million. It is
important to note that the assumptions about bonding
and about a TIF district are made only to conceptually
understand the magnitude of the finances available;
no determination has been made at this time as to
whether these revenue streams will be bonded against,
or whether a TIF district will be created.
One-time revenues consisting of fees plus sales/
leases of Town parcels ($34.8 million) plus the bond
funding secured by annual tax revenues ($9.1 million)
results in total available funds of approximately $44
million to help fund public improvement costs. Public
improvement costs are projected to total $36.4 million,
resulting in a positive differential of potentially
available funds to project costs of $7.6 million.

Funding Strategy
The funding analysis indicates that the public revenues
resulting from the redevelopment will be greater than
the capital costs of the initial public improvements.
The projected public revenues will not be received by
the Town, however, until after the infill parcels are
redeveloped, which will occur some time after the
public improvements are constructed. Therefore a
funding strategy must be developed that determines
the level of borrowing necessary to implement the
public improvements and designates a source for
repayment of these borrowed funds.

•

One-time revenues from RETA, parking in
lieu and Main Street Assessment fees of $18.1
million,

•

The annualized revenue streams including
sales and property taxes of $3.1 million per
year,

•

Funds from the Town’s Capital Improvement
Plan,

•

And/or other sources.

None of the revenue stream categories, individually,
will be sufficient to cover the capital costs of the
public improvements.
A detailed funding strategy for the public
improvements should be developed as a central
component of the implementation plan for West
Town Center District. This detailed funding strategy
should expand the analysis to forecast when the public
expenditures will occur, and when the public revenues
resulting from development will be realized, in order to
understand the magnitude of expenditures to revenues
on a year to year basis.
Identification of other funding sources and strategies,
including public-private partnerships, revenues
from existing properties and tax streams, additional
assessment fees, and outside funding sources such as
federal and state grants and loans, should be researched.

Potential sources of repayment for borrowed funds include:

Appendix C
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Conclusion: Public Improvements Funding Analysis
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Conclusions and
Recommendations
The financial analysis indicates that the seven West
Town Center District infill parcels are financially feasible
as designed and programmed, and that the public revenue
streams resulting from the redevelopment will be able to
pay for the costs of the public improvement projects.

vitality of the area. The inclusion of affordable
housing has not been discussed with any of
the land owners but is shown in the pro forma
to be financially viable within the overall
development program for each of the parcels.
•

Conclusions – Infill Parcels
•

The design and program for the infill parcels
are based on the goals for physical form outlined in the Town’s urban design guidelines
and the critical mass and mix recommended in
the Market Investigation;

•

The infill parcels as designed and programmed
in this analysis are economically viable and
will attract redevelopment interest from the
private sector;

•

A Main Street Improvement Assessment can
be levied on infill projects to help pay for Main
Street project costs without unduly affecting
financial viability. The amount of this assessment fee should be further investigated
– while it is programmed for these purposes
at $5 per square foot of new development, it
could be levied at a higher level of $10 or even
$15 per square foot without impacting sales
demand (at sales prices of $600 per square
foot for residential units, the additional $5
Main Street Assessment has less than a 1%
impact on total price);

•

The inclusion of affordable housing in several of the privately-owned parcels helps to
achieve the goal elaborated in the West Town
Center District Market Investigation of providing between 10 and 20 percent affordable
housing in order to increase the year-round

Projects that are shown to not be economically viable today (as measured by an Internal
Rate of Return (IRR) of 15 to 20 percent or
greater) will become feasible in time as unit
sales prices continue to rise in the district due
to increased attractiveness of the area from
redevelopment.

•

The revenue stream analysis is conservative
in that it only examines revenues generated
from the net new commercial and residential
space in West Town Center District; it does
not examine growth in property values and
increased sales taxes from existing properties
as a result of redevelopment. It also does not
measure the impact of secondary or waterfall
spending resulting from employee and resident spending.

•

The sale or long-term lease of public parcels,
including the Parking Structure, Town Hall
and possibly the Nottingham parcel, is a good
strategy in that it generates funds from land
sales for the Town, while transferring the risk
and exposure associated with development to
a private or non-profit developer. The Town
is able to purchase the public components
of each project (parking structure and civic
space) at their cost of construction. The
financial analysis indicates that the returns
from these developments are not high enough
to attract private development interest, so
a relationship with a Community Development Corporation or other non-profit, mission-oriented developer would likely be the
most feasible arrangement. A 99-year or other
long-term lease structure could be used so
that the Town does not permanently dispose
of its land assets. A more detailed land value
assessment should be undertaken by a Broker
as a next step in the process.

•

The funding analysis indicates that the public
revenues resulting from redevelopment will
be greater than the capital costs of the initial
public improvements. The projected public
revenues will not be received by the Town,
however, until after the infill parcels are redeveloped, which will occur some time after the
public improvements are constructed. Therefore a funding strategy must be developed that

Conclusions - Public
Revenue Streams
•

Public revenue streams will consist of onetime fees including RETA, parking-in-lieu
and Main Street Assessments, while recurring
revenue streams include sales tax from retail
sales, property tax, the recreation amenities
fee, and accommodation taxes. One-time fees
are projected to generate $18.1 million by the
time the project builds out, and recurring
revenues will generate $3.1 million annually.

•

The incremental public revenue streams realized from redevelopment will be able to pay
for the up front public improvement projects.

•

A Tax Increment Financing (TIF) district or
other bonding structure can be utilized to
channel a portion of projected future public
revenue streams to contribute towards the
costs of the public projects. A bonding analysis indicates that $9.1 million can be generated
by bonding a portion of these revenue streams.
No decisions regarding a bonding strategy
or the creation of a TIF district have been
determined by the Town of Avon; these assumptions were made solely to evaluate public
revenue streams.
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determines the level of borrowing necessary to
implement the public improvements, and that
designates a source for repayment of these
borrowed funds.
•

Additional funding sources can be identified
for the public projects and uses in order to
further offset costs. Funding sources include
state or federal transportation funds for the
Main Street and transit center project and
state, federal or non-profit funds for the affordable housing components.

Additional
Recommendations
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•

The Town will need to construct the majority
of the public improvements up front in order
to create an environment that will attract
redevelopment interest.

•

This financial model was designed to be dynamic and interactive in order to test different
development scenarios and alternatives. It
will be crucial to regularly update this financial model over time as the project builds out
in order to reevaluate public cost estimates,
recalibrate assessment and tax levels and to
adapt to changing circumstances.

•

In order to ensure that retail space is used in
the local and small-business owned manner
envisioned, the Town could require that a
percentage of the retail space be condomimiumized and sold to business owners, or that a
percentage of the retail space be deed-restricted to preserve affordability in a manner similar
to affordable housing. The financial analysis
as currently prepared does not model these
alternatives for their impact on the financial
viability of the infill projects.

•

There is a need for the Town to engage the private sector in the process to obtain buy-in on the
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overall project vision and development program
specifics as outlined in this financial analysis.
•

Nottingham does not appear to be a critical
piece of the funding strategy for the Town given the range of potential funding options and
the positive differential between project costs
and potentially available funds. However, the
Nottingham Inn idea is a critical piece of the
overall placemaking program for West Town
Center District but this element can be phased
as one of the later developments. It is recommended that Nottingham remain a part of the
program and vision for West Town Center
District, but that any decisions regarding the
sale and development of the parcel be made at
a future point in time and in the context of a
park and open space master plan.

